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Reachingfor the max!

FLUCK

He's reaching for

his maximum
potential! We

should all know what that

means by now. It was
posted in every classroom

and said each morning
during announcements.

But what exactly is maxi-

mum potential? It had
something to do with the

mission statement. How
does that go again?
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ONTENTS of our mission

The mission of Quincy High School is the development of individuals who are maximally

competent as self-fulfilling individuals, as citizens, as
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workers. We are a comprehensive high school that holds high expectations for its students

and staff maximize their achievements in a secure educational
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grounds and learning styles, we provide varied learning opportunities
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a curriculum that helps them academically and personally. We challenge students to im-

prove their critical thinking while developing a sense of self-esteem

Sports 124

and responsibility that will allow them to be contributing members of our community. The

school acts as a bridge to that community by encouraging

Family & Friends 154

active partnerships with parents, alumni, businesses, and local organizations.



We challenge students to improve

Mr. Keuther, celebrating excellence and encouraging us to reach our maximum potential

MLSSLoa

The principal's

message

Your future is bright. It may not

look like one of your ancestor's

paths, but that is all right. It is your

time to make a difference. Your
character, integrity and personal-

ity have been forged through your

experiences here at Quincy High.

Now it is time for you to apply

these traits in preparing your fu-

ture. In his book, Soul Tsunami:

Sink or Swim in the New Millennium

Culture, Leonard Sweet shares this

advice in the context of encourag-

ing people to dream big:

Twenty years from now you will be

more disappointed by the things you

didn't do than by the ones you did do.

So throw off the bowlines. Sail away

from the safe harbor. Catch the trade

winds in your sails. Explore. Dream.

Discover.

I challenge you to dream big and

catch the trade winds in your sails.

~Mr. Robert Keuther, Principal
:S
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self-fulfilling individuals

^91

Amanda and Michelle eniov the Ital-
Christine Bubencik, Amanda Bagarella, Caitlin Crowley, Liz Caliri, Candice Easter, Brian Lynch, Dan Mclnnis,

Andrea Pelletier, Michelle Ploof, and liana Saxe, with other visitors to Italy.
lan view.

Dan??? Charlie's Angels are back! Christine and Cailtin smile for

the Pope while in the Vatican.

Grr, we want M&M's!

"Where arewe going?" was
a question heard quite often during

our adventure throughout our ten

days in Italy. We were never left

wondering forlongbecause our tour

guide, Greci, would soon chime in

over the intercom with, "CHACHA
CHA, Wakey-Wakey!" and the ac-

tivities that lay ahead of us for the

day.

Memories that last forever

She led us through the Ro-

man Ruins, the Colosseum, and
Pompeii. We went into the Blue

Grotto in Capri,walked through the
Holy Doors into the Vatican, and
watched a Tarantella performance

in Sorrento. Not only did we expe-

rience the past, but we experienced

the present too. We ate gelato— the

best ice cream in the world—fought

off pushy venders, danced in

discotecas, and learned that Italian

men really are extremely friendly.

We had lots of fun during

our stay in Italy, and the time to say

arrivederci to Greci's "flat but un-

even" land came too soon. But, like

the Colosseum, our memories will

last forever.

[
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'Where's the lemons? I love Italy this much! Ohmy God, Ohmy God, Ohmy God

!

.*^ a.

"These are my sisters and cousins...."

Amanda and Christine take a break
from dancing in the discoteca.

Michelle and Ms. Almeida, best

friends forever!

Opening



Recognizing the diversity
of our backgrounds

Remember the Good 0\
f
TDoyS?

Flag boys David Ngo, Brian Lynch,

Chris Sorensen, Long Ngo, and Steve

McKay stand proudly in front of their

flag in a classroom at Snug Harbor

Elementary Schoool.

Dancing queens Elizabeth Caliri,

Leedah Karasic, and liana Saxe strut

their stuff on stage.

Caitlyn Flaherty and Pam Sullivan

having a fun time in Washington D.C.

Members of the graduating class of

2001 in first grade at Snug Harbor

Elementary School.

[ Opening



Young Joe Callahan and Paul

Desmond - Don't they look so

innocent?

Bunk bed buddies Jessica Chiavaroli, Meaghan Connolly, and Kerry
Coyne smiles for the camera

Smiling students from a class

from the Point Webster Elemen-
tary school.

i'\ m\

LINCOLN-HANCOCK SCHOOL
Quincy, MA
Graded

1993-1994

Everyone having fun at a birthday party. Don't you just love our
lome made teddy bears?

This Used Lo be Memories f—l

, j£^
Mt_j Plc\uqrCKjr>d

~ Madonna

This used to be my playground

This used to be my childhood dream
This used to be the place I ran to

Whenever I was in need

Of a friend

Why did it have to end

And why do they always say

Don't look back

Keep your head held high
Don't ask them why
Because life is short

And before you know
You're feeling old

And your heart is breaking
Don't hold on to the past

Well that's too much to ask

Chorus

No regrets

But I wish that you
Were here with me
Well then there's hope yet

I can see your face

In our secret place

You're not just a memory
Say goodbye to yesterday
Those are words I'll never say

This used to be my playground
This used to be our pride and joy
This used to be the place we ran to

That no one in the world could dare
destroy

"I remember Camp Burgesses
when the Quebecians walked into

our cabin and just sat there."

-Anonymous

"When I was in kindergarten I

got to swim in the Lincoln-
Hancock pool for the very first

time. The pool looked so enor-

mous to my young eyes, but I

wasn't afraid. It was the funniest

day I've ever had."

~ Sean Lombardi

"I remember elementary school

when I was washing my desk
with lemon scented shaving
cream in Ms. Kennedy's second
grade class."

~ Michelle Ploof

"I remember when the 8th grade
basketball team wanted to cut off

my precious hair."

~ Anonymous

"My Central Middle School
memories were Mrs. Drew's win-
dowless window seat, the sound
room, and 6-1 vs. 6-2 April Fool's

Day pranks."

~ liana Saxe

"I remember the sand pit at Lin-

coln-Hancock."

~ Andrea Pelletier

More students from the class of 2001: A fifth grade class at the Lincoln-
Hancock Elementary school.

Mike Whalen's showing off his Ellaine Legaspi and Sheila Fernandez
afro at the 8th grade trip to Mill's have fun at the 9th grade tennis ban-
Pond. quet

Opening



encouraging active

The guys are ready to go. Dan takes a sample of the chicken.

[
Opening

Peter and Nadeem jump around with the rest of the class.
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Kristen, Pam and Katie get close for a picture.
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The girls take time out from their dates to take a quick picture.

Stephanie Scandora and Dan
McCaughn show how cute they are

Silvia Rios dancing the night away. 'My feet are killing me. Josh McBride getting down and
dirty with his date.

Opening



Wonderful Tonight

May 5, 2000

Quincy High Junior Prom
Smiles all around for these friends.

For a select few, it only took

30 minutes to get ready for the Quincy

High Junior Prom. For most, it took

almost a whole year's preparation.

May 5, 2000 was a highly anticipated

date for the junior class. Girls were

getting prom dresses months in ad-

vance and scoping out potential dates

even earlier.

As the date slowly crept up
on us, the junior class prom commit-

tee busily prepared. The dinner was
carefully chosen, thebackgroundwas
beautifully designed, the invitations

were excitedly printed up and most
importantly, a song was chosen. The
song properly titled, Wonderful To-

night, indeed described the evening.

The day grew closer and
closer and friends made last minute

arrangements ofwhere to meet,where
to go afterwards andhow theywould
actuallybe arriving at the event. Girls

made hair and nail appointments and
the guys were making last minute

trips to rent their tuxes.

Finally! The day came. 11:30

AM at Quincy High and all you could
see in the front lobby was a line of

anxious students who were waiting

to be dismissed to catch their appoint-

ments and try to fit in a nap before the

long nights events. Students rushed

out of the building and hurriedly be-

gan to get primed. Many hours (and

much money!) were spent to get just

the right look.

Cameras of teary-eyed par-

ents captured hundreds of smiles and
poses as we all stood with out dates,

in front of the mantel, next to the

mantel, in the limo, outside the limo,

on the steps, and in some cases even

in gazebos and next to waterfalls...

eventually though, we escaped the

mad herd of flashes, we all smiled,

waved and boarded the vehicles that

would soon bring us to Lantana's.

Speaking of transportation, most of

us made it there without a hitch, but

to those who did have some limo

problems (getting lost, breaking

down, falling out of the limo. ..etc.)

we knew that you'd eventually make
it!

Finally, almost allhad arrived

by 7:30 and everyone stood in line to

get their pictures taken with their

dates and/or friends. Everyone mar-

veled at how great their friends and

peers (and even teachers!) looked and

the night was off to a great start.

Dinner was served and all were care-

ful not to let that chicken parmesan
stain that gown or rental. After din-

ner, the music was turned up, the

lights were turned low and everyone

crammed on the dance floor and let

loose. After hours of great music,

laughs, smiles and memories made,

the night soon came winded down to

the last song. Eric Clapton's voice

started to sing in the background

while couples and friends got close

for the last song. And it was then we
were all in the company of our peers,

close friends, and high school sweet-

hearts that we knew all the prepara-

tion had been worth it. It truly was a

Wonderful Night.

i

A close-up of Amanda and Michelle.

[
10 Opening
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Are we ready to go yet?

Has the potato salad been served?
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a sense of self-esteem
thaL's QHS prldel

We all know Mr. Keuther can't spell

Quincy...

Can anyone in the senior class spell Quincy?

Celebrating to the max!
The Fall Sports Rally and Halloween

Two events Quincy
High looks forward to

each fall are the Sports

Rally and Halloween.

On the day of the rally,

we put on our blue and
white and cheer for the

teams. On Halloween

we put on costumes and
celebrate our imagina-

tionand sense ofhumor!

Q-U-I-N-C-Y There we go!

iet5(rOCag!

Booster banners for our players.

C 12 Opening



varied learning opportunities
ILke H<^Uou3eer\ furs'.

Hottest couple—Johnny and Leedah

Our best costume winner Sheena Williams This clown should look scared!

H —
' 1

Pi .

Kerrin Griffin and Fallon Healy

Mike's catch of the day Can't beat the real thing! Student Council trick or treaters

Opening 13
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Maximum competence

Fallon Healy conquers her fear of heights Kevin Patten starts off on the low ropes.

...

Liz Caliri takes on a new challenge.

i

Andrea takes part in the Barrett Family memorial.

[
14 Opening

Leadership
While others were

swimming and soaking up rays

on the beach, some of your

classmates participated in

school activities over the sum-

mer. These activities included

Leadership Camp, the Year-

book Workshops and Math
Camp.

At the Leadership

Camp, leaders of QHS were

invited to spend three days at a

camp challenging their minds

and bodies. Students chal-

Camp 2000
lenged their minds by being

asked what they would do in

situations dealing with diver-

sity and racism. They chal-

lenged their bodies by tackling

high, and low ropes courses

where they had to trust them-

selves and trust everyone

around them. All students

went home every day with a

feeling of accomplishment and

pride in themselves. They did

things they never thought they

could do.

A brave soul hangs from the zip line.
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The staff researches in yearbooks from the past.
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For the talent show, a production of GzVZs /wsf Wanna Have Fun
L

Yearbook staffers Jackie Lewis, Leia Amarra, Stephanie Hutchins, Svetlana
Tur, Liz Caliri and Fallon Healy at Bryant College.

Yearbook Workshop 2000

BU PROMYS Program 2000

Another place where
QHS was active this summer
was at Bryant College for a

yearbook workshop. Mrs.
Ryan, along with six seniors,

participated in this workshop
to get a jump start on your
yearbook. The camp was for

two days and one night. Along
with plenty of fun there was
some hard work. Students

learned how to make a page
layout andworked on the cover

design. Students learned what
it takes to publish the best book
possible.

There is no doubt about it.

Learning mathematics is hard work.
When most kids closed their math
books in June, Christine Huang par-

ticipated in a challenging six-week

math program at Boston University.

She took part with sixty-one other

motivated and talented students

from around the world. She studied

number theory. Entrance into this

program is very competitive. Stu-

dents must submit their solutions to

difficult sets of problems and they

must obtain a teacher's recommen-
dation. Christine attended lectures

and she did problem solving week-
day mornings and evenings with
time in the afternoons and weekends
for recreation. Christine had fun and
she learned a lot too. Christine hopes
to attend this program again next
year.

Opening
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Seniors: Then and Now
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Reachingfor the max!

Graduation
Vitamin C

So we talked all night about the

rest of our lives Where we're

gonna be when we turn 25 I keep

thinking times will never change

Keep on thinking things will

always be the same But when we
leave this year we won't be coming
back No more hanging out 'cause

we're on a different track And if

you got something that you need

to say You better say it right now
'cause you don't have another day

'Cause we're moving on and we
can't slow down These memories
are playing like a film without

sound And I keep thinking of that

night in June I didn't know much
of love but it came too soon And
there was me and you and when
we got real blue We'd stay at home
talking on the telephone And we
would get so excited and we'd get

so scared Laughing at ourselves

thinking life's not fair And this is

how it feels...

As we go on, we remember All the

times we had together And as our

lives change come whatever, we
will still be friends forever

So if we get the big jobs and we
make the big money when we look

back at now will our jokes still be

funny? Will we still remember
everything we learned in school

Still be trying to break every single

rule? Will little brainy Bobby be
the stockbroker man? Can Heather

find a job that won't interfere with

her tan? I keep thinking that it's

not good-bye Keep on thinking it's

our time to fly And this is how it

feels....

Will we think about tomorrow like

we think about now? Can we
survive it out there Can we make it

somehow? I guess I thought that

this would never end And
suddenly ifs like we're women
and men Will the past be a shadow
that will follow us 'round Will

these memories fade when I leave

this town? I keep thinking that it's

not good-bye Keep thinking it's

our time to fly And this is how it

feels....

Seniors 17
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Ashley M. Alther

Later class of 2001! 2 all my people LG CG KE RB
AT SS CB RM DM BC JF KS JM CM JQ KC AT
DD PD SM Sandy Beach Faxon Park Point Side

ILU Guys! KE LG CG KS One time at the PL 9-26-

00 Legends LG BFFE Whats up 2 the Culinary

Crew G is The Man Mom Dad Didier Jordan I LU
thanks 4 Everything Brian I LU AAF 6-21

John F. Alves

We're finally out! Time goes by too fast.

Wrestling 4inarow Football You guys that hung
in there are my brothers! Beat North! Start it up
NekBirds Townies ASHORE All my boys you
know who you are Never forget the memories.

RIPJPB We miss you MC get out soon Thanks

coaches Thanks Mom Dad Leah Laura & Dennis I

love you all.

Leia C. Amarra

Congratulations Class of 2001! Thanx Mom, Dad,

Greia & Greg - 1 Love You! AB- Muggin 264 LC-

Soap! Who am I? IS- Fakes vs. Birks AP- Squirrel

EL -JewlEx DA&DW- What's the best thing about

a straight road? FH- 7Hr Mall ERBoy drive drive

clap clap Djibouti ohcarrob Obsessions! Tennis

1234 Stuco sarcasm?!? Meg, Liz, Andrea and
Keenan, "I hope no one wants dessert!" I Love all

of u Guys! Laughter's 2 Good 4 the soul!

H.-A,-

Jennifer L. Ames (Jen)

To: AlBags DON'T MAKE FUN OF ME! HELP!
Hey I want a marine! Steph yo Quiero lavar mi
gato y mi televisor! Terri Cheatin... Well u know
the rest luv u. Pedro ur a kool kid. Dad ty 4

Everything I luv u so much. Evryl else,

MS,LA,LC,SuperSops,JS,KK,DS,CJ,Ice-T & Chills

U guys r the best I luv u all. Keep In Touch. Bye

QHS

David J. Armstrong

It's finally over everyone. QHS has been a lot of

work but we made it! I couldn't have made it

without you Mom & Dad ILU What's up
everyone? JCal PDez, Good Luck EL, Liz Don't

grab mud, Leiafish Eddy B DW AB KM JN IS

Flame QHS Baseball and Soccer 4 ever. Good
Luck to all my friends GL GG AA

;

Kristopher C. Ayer (Cino)

Here's to another closed chapter. It came and
went so fast, but I learned a lot about myself.

Shout outs to my mom , stepdad & Brother for

guiding me, and my father for helping me grow.

My Crew, JA TS MF MF KR & NECK BOYS. My
right hand, JS, we made it My heart CR, one, RIP

MT JA one. Also God bless my boys seeds.

Congrats seniors, G-Town

i

Id
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Amanda L. Bagarella

Don't cry because it's over. Smile because it

happened. Mom & Dad: I love you! Leia-Geek264

]

DSH.Ploofie-DUCK! Liz-sticky KN DS KK JL DA
TM Jen-Oh no! I'm stuck! Rick-I AM THE PAIN!
Chorusl23 Italy2000 Planes are fun!! Thanks to

all who helped to get me here. Class of 2001: WE
ARE THE FIRST! BE THE BEST!

Risa A. Biller

It's been real QHS TommyGirls PS CF AA TF
KC NS SummerGirlz 2000 GNO PerryBeach
KEM&M41ife DKGABKTJ CG big Pimpin KS
Sorry about the bed JTKEMM 724499 JTGray
Boxkid MN420 MMamnerSt JSBPEQM
KCroe&Moe 4eva JQ Jeejoe Jr Prom Are wein
boston? LGRuffR BBShell BW2000 thanks
mom&dad I bet you thoughtlwouldntmakeit!
CTILU 415.

w
Edward T. Blesedell

Finally My 4 Years are up! Good luck class of

2001. KM PS DA SL DW SM SW LG JF We had
some good times and stuff. Collins, you made
lunch the best time of the day! Thanks

Shaun M. Brennion (Bunyan)

ust want to put it out there to my good friends
G ML PG SH GC RD you guys are the best also

o my friends over the years RS PT MG BM PC JC
'S KC JC good times at the Pumpy and Crush-R
'hanks Mom Dad and Nikki. Good luck to

veryone.

Christine F. Bubencik

Race for the ways around your wounds days are

gone so soonjejune TheGirls Bickfords Savers
Bakes New school Girlcore Kendall
LunchSketcher KMacHCQueen PingPong Power
FloatCommitee CC YouslimedMe Tah
MyBestFriend Thanks Family Linus Spitz To the

greatest thing since sliced bread Meow Matt

Celina L. Buczkowski

Lots of love to Mom,Dad & Fam thanx to Mr J &
Whitehouse Ref, Jennie Q,KC ILU
TFLGCGAACGCTNPCERS Pinch Corey Kofi

RBRCARSMRMALAJSCJC Never forget you
Tommy! The dump G-Town WQKid.'JR Girlz for

life DP ILU Shy Girl!! Puff Puff Give Kincaide

JrProm SemiOO Wheres the Party?RiverRave BU
baby! I'm gonna be a doctor-watch!Peace out

m
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Elizabeth M. Caliri (Liz)

Mom Dad Jon ILU! EL-glowing photo chemlab

(HCL-HA-HA) PBJ Keebler,MahalKita! ILU-

BFF! Italy crew-BL DM AP CC IS-gggaung,Dan

in a skirt groupshowers-we'll always have

Sorrento!AP-OhMyGod-what a jam-clap! You're

the best!LA-luna de miel?I'll never 4get u! IS-

dance class 4eva AB-DSH DA-mustard! JN-tape!

MG-Herve MC- ILU! GoodluckOl!

Joseph C. Callahan (Cal)

We finally made it I couldn't have done it

without the help of everyone thanx to all my
friends PD,DA,CP, DG,DC,MS,JR,

ML,TS,EM,OD,KO,JL, BD,JD,RB, KEJM to all my
coaches thanx for always pushing me
Michellel43 Football was the best beat NQ I'm

gonna miss hockey and baseball GL next yr

thanx 5yl thanx ma,Dad&sis I LOVE U!

Michael J. Campanale (Couzy)

It's been a hard 2 years since making the switch

but I did it. I'd like to Holla out to my friends

DP, SK, BS, PG, MR, VT, Kinga, CW, Slim, DT
Keep on Vibratin don't rage E.Fruit,who's the

oldman.The park,Forbes ,Mount,Golfy,me and

SK sneakin off to the grill CW sleepin on the

stairs, police brutality, o Dani out in a yr Bart 2.

Wollaston

Paul J. Campbell

Yup yup NEK It's all over already most of us

did it.crusher,pumpy 7 were all good times JC

PT walk in there like we own the place, szabo/

cox partys CL DD MR BM BN RL who's got a

tin. GW 8gr. SB who beat u up.PS Thankx

toots.RS want to climb the wall.BK DG c-ya nxt

yr.I LOVE U JESS Thanx
Mom,Dad,Nana,Papa,Brook,Jenna, Mully

Richard W. Carmichael (Rick)

WOW, it is really over! I owe a lot of people

thanks for helping me through it. DJ you got me
through classes. DV PL DC wasting time in TV!

AJ and DW always finding ways to annoy me!

Amanda always makin sure I don't screw up too

much! Mom and Dad thanks for always believing

in me. Good Luck Class of 2001 it's been a blast!!!

Robert S. Castaneda (Guatemala)

Hey,well,I guess my times up. I can't believe I

finished one of the most important challenges of

my life. I would like to make a shout out to

every one who got me through the good times

and the bad times. Deebo DD JF CM AT MP SM.

All my women. RM the entire PSC. "Sublime"

and most of all my parents. I love you both.

And all those fun nights.

[
20 Seniors 26% of us have our own car.



Daniel Y. Castillo (Danny Boy)

Finally I'm out, I want to thank boo my family
lov u guys, all my boyz down tha beach, wait til

next summer. Matt 1 th trakdrock wait til next

sumnatinals , all the parties at the dump KFRS
fosh Berry crown c. SBCBBMCAJRAV I'll miss
fou guys keep in touch. RM I'll see you when u
*et out you're still my boy. Peaceout

David W. Centrella

Its finally over 4 years of high school! Thanks to

my mom and dad for helping me I love you
guys. I had fun playing sports for QHS baseball

and hoop 1234 Thanks to my coaches Drake,Syl

and coach Fran also all my teachers LL 4eva DC
AT SD JL KA LA!! Christina your the best I love

ya! Summa 2000 was great Jenn's house-Beach-
CAPE. BYE QHS

Peter Chan

We all finally made it class of 2001. Good luck

everyone in the future. AZN PRIDE

William B. Charette (Bill)

DM+BC BFFL! SM RC DD PD JM DB SG AT MC
AHRD CEM thepointsidecrew!! TO ALL
HEGIRLS! KDNDCRKGSSCFCCKHKSLB
5MRBCGKCKSJQ KE BBFL!whats up tp my boy
!efta!DUNKIES CRE W! MPDBDFKESPSM!
hanx to Steve for helping me out! To Dan your
lways there for me thanx!! To my parents thanx
or helping me get through a rough 4 years at

)HS!!Rob c. ur a good friend

Li Xiu Chen

I can't believe it's finally over and I would like to

thank all my teachers that have helped me all

these years. I also have to thank my friends., and
my mom for helping me all the way through.

Yi Jing Chen

Quincy High School is my second mother school.

I would not make it without the support of my
parents. I thank the teachers, Miss Flaherty, Ms.
Graham, Mr. To, Mr. Pactovis and Mr. Doyle and
my best friends

Good Luck to the students of 2001.

Luck!!!

Seniors 21



Kristin R. Chenette Jessica L. Chiavaroli (Jess) Marc R. Ciafardoni (Ciafa)

It's the end, class of 2001! I made it! To all my
friends,

JQJFMLTFCBSSAADSCTKCATKELGCGKOE
ILU all. Roe n MoeAAF Hi PO JFNAAAALU
miss ya Lynzy JQ BFFELU CB arm rest JC9700

Thanks to my family, Mom, Dad, John, Matt,

Luke, Mike, Diana, Carrie,Tyler I LOVE YOU
GUYS. Well, everyone it's been fun, and don't

forget me I'll see you around, BuhBye!

Its all over 01! Gonna miss all of u member the

GT! Crusher, pumpy, Girls Night Out KS PS KP
KE RB AR JS CF KS NS (DB) HTC WW (WOLLY+
PAM) $SJ$ It Hurts "CF" BFFL KE RB KS JC
never FORGET LN KS BFFE GAP MC CRAZY
legs CK BFFL GL 2 everyl next year PC DO SV
KG NF BM DG BK! I will luv u 4eva Paul 8/13/

99 Mom Dad Lex Thanks I Luv You

I remember my First day as a Freshmanlike it

was yesterday. I never thought these. Four

yearswouldpass as Fast astheydid.I wouldndn't

have madeitwithoutmymomdadmy sister

vistoriaoringBEWRLBKNBMMKPJ+thanxI
LoveYouGuys Ifthereis anyone I forgot toput

down on this paper I apologize butifyouarent

onthispaperit doesntmeanyourenotinmyheart

Goodluckclassof2001

.

Christopher W. Collins (Handsome)

Id like to thank the following for inspiring me to

greatness: Theo Rudy Heathcliff Viscera Arbys
Popeyes Huggies Amodium Dirty Sanchez Filthy

Miguel Mr Peanut Mr Rogers Homer Curly Willy

Moe Bull Shanon n his plastic armadillo,cosmo

kramer n his magical donkey my main squeeze

Elaine,Luv Ya Kiddo The entire UWA! Smell ya

latta QHS

Meaghan E. Connolly (Mega)

Congrats 01! QHS its been fun. Keenan ur my
best bud Thanks 4everything. JC 91/01 don't

forget the GAP BFFL. AP I luv u! JS hubcap.KS
PTTP.AV my #1 babe. PS hows Holly? KC miss

ya! DG was up sweaty, b-ball vball sfball

1234was a blast.$$ for the SJ. Thanks Dad 4

everything. Dad Kerri Kevin Patrick ILU. Good
Luck QHS!!!

Aline Sousa Contao (Nine)

I would like to thank my family for all their

support. I wouldn't have been able to succeed

without the help and encouragement of my
family. Life is full of obstacles and to succeed in

life one must have the strength to go forth. Good
Luck!!

aj

'ail
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Thomas E. Costa

Four years have never gone by this fast in my
whole life. Thanks to Johnny D and everyone

else for making these four years so memorable.

Thanks to my girlfriend, Lauren R. for just being

there.

Joseph W. Cox (Coxie)

Pipefitting - Dad 1979QHS PT+MRIsland Trip

GW JA-LOF BM PK PC JC CL RL BN DG stop

pukin SM-Eballs Lunch 5 SKippers Fball JR year

21-13 #7 9 my crib Jess' Szabos all good times RS-

Mr. C Double d- on the corner JV Bus Rides with

the top ten list MW-After the games JR year CF-

House the ice cream cake,art class luv the Bubbas

Kerri A. Coyne (Ke)

Mom Dad Kre+Nana thanks ILuvlI class of 01 it

was fun NS bffesnaketongue BW CT+PC volvos

G-town nights dancin n parkinlotsNew Years

Eve'99 Prom 00 Girlsjustwanna havefun

crushanightsMC+JCrainin men PS

WQdrivebysJuly3rd KP CBC+COC SM FFE
Ironinboard Harvard CF Hosas JSEMU NS+CT
homecoming 99 CKcarmellta Kim+Lizzy I miss

U

Caitlin F. Crowley

"Tis a Miracle one must feel that two such

heavenly creatures are real" Eyeballs

4everSsCcKgCB FleeceisMurder SShog
thebabyloveyaBBF ELswans crossing

MGgigipanspecial thanx2PinkLadies Hayley
MillsBorovnia MS T3Kdrama geeks Italy Ping
Pong I love you Mom Dad Maura Brendan
CandB "wow eggs are really complicated they

should cost like $100 each"

Jonathan M. D'Olimpio

THANK THE LORD! I can't believe we are here

already. School was awful. Now I can finally

chew gum during the day and go to Wendy's
everyday for lunch and not do homework all the

time.... Oh, wait a minute HA!HA! Weill

wanna thank a lot of people. Thanx Dad, Ma,
Mimi, and everyone, TC JC KS CM CK RB KE
DATL MLKW. Can't fiat the rest.

Shannon Davis

I can't believe I did it Mom Mr J Ms Heiden Mrs
Becky Julie I couldn't have done this with out

you thanx Jess, Ang, Sa BFFE SP 143 2 BFFE DD
38 Always + forever PL THanx for everything SH
ILU Ang BeFri + S+End 4-eva Sa we did it Jess

your my Angel thanx for never given up on me
you guys are my everything I Love you don't

lose touch.

Seniors 23
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Patrick H. J . DelVal

To all those who helped me through QHS: Mrs.

Hill, Mrs. Ranalli, Mrs. Merrill, Mr. Hamilton,

Mr.Harrington, Mr. Wedgewerth, Mr. Bartolotti,

Mrs. Dalton, and especially Mom. I wouldn't

have made it without all of you! Good Luck Class

of 2001!

Shawn M. DeMore (Demo)

Finally it's done it seemed like eternity, but

Now I know it wasnt. Thanx 4 ur help Ms.

OBrien wont Forget it Dave and Lupo It was a

Fun Year Now lets go Have the Best Summer
There will be lots of trips to P Diddys LL 4 life

at SD,DCJL,KA You guys are my family dont

look at is at being over look at is just

beginning.See ya Im out.

Paul F. Desmond (DEZ)

Wow I can't believe we are Seniors it went by

fast. Thanks to all my friends, the ones I met

here and to all the long time friends Joe Cal Dave

A Brad Joe Duff and I cant forget my 2nd family

the football field-Kambo Cox Duff Brad Alves

Page and whoever else blocks for me and of

course Mike L given me the ball-GOOD

LUCKiDEZXNQ

>

Stephanie B. DeWever
(Caramel-Gummibear)

I'm finally finished! Sorry, Ashley only one more

year. I would like to thank Ashley and Josh

McBride for being there when I needed them

most.I would also like to thank my family and

teachers,but ,most of all I'd like to thank Ms.

Mulvey for helping me get by and making me
proud of myself.I love all and good luck class

2001

David J. DeYoung

Point wassup! To all my boys. NN SM RC JF CM
PD JM DB DF SG BC AT KC JM MH DK it's been

fun but it's over the marines are calling I have to

go. All the stuff we've been through you guys

are the best !! to my mom who always stuck by

my side through thick and thin. I LOVE YOU!!!

TO THE REST OF MY FAMILY I LOVE YOU!!!

BYE

Paul L. Dibona (Deebo)

I'm out! Lots of love to mom and the family,

like to thank all my friends, Big Dave, Jimbo,

Guff, Pearson, Haz, and Dino for making this

real fun. Oh, I can't forget the Point! AA, DF,

DM, BC, DA, AC, AL, CM, your all the best.

Sorry to anyone I forgot. Frank-i'll dank. RIP-

Fred

I'd

il

C
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Christopher M. DiCesare

Good Luck to the class of 2001. Basketball 123 to

my best friend AJ thanx for the laughs A quick

hello to GF JI BD AJ RC SI CK SD FH TF KM and

a special thanx to my mom and dad and my
sister also thanx to my culinary teachers.

Sara A. DiFederico (Sa)

Its finally over I made it. Thanx Mom and Dad
Amy,Loren, Jamie and Lil Camry I love U all Carl

UR DA MAN!! I luv u JM BFFE to my grls SD JL

LF RF RS nice BKE AS CH JK AM my boyz PL
SH MK DV DD BS RL JAM CD TJM RM rote 97-

01 thanx major ur the best I'll miss you all DC I

luv always good luck class of 2001 SEE YA

Braden L. DiMartino (Brad)

Well Boys, It's all over.We're out. Four year are

all over and it flew by.lt was fun. Football for

four years was great. My team was my family

and we stick together through all the long days

and nights. Games and pasta parties were the

best. To my MotherJ owe thanks for not giving

up,Thanks to my Boys,PDJD,and thanks to

GFJen.

Wu Dong

Thanks to all the teachers who have helped me.

Good luck to 2001 class!!!

Daniel E. Dorsey

The past 4 years went by fast. Still Represent the

Eastside. HOUGH'S Neck 216 4 life. M.S. Lil'

Peach and Bernies Corner I'll Miss all the boys

from squalbangers to skippers. RS MR PT JC PC
WM CL RL DG BN GW KA JGT PS SS DW JG JA
BS MN JG JC Bernies Corner Posse JPB 81-97

WE MISS U
HNHNHNHNHNHNHNHNHNHNH
NHNHNHNHN

Jennifer A. Doyle (Doyle)

Well I finally did it Thanks to my Mom , Dad and

all my teachers What's up
NPLGAATFKEJOJWand
SB just a few years to go! CE L'VE SEEN TOO
MUCH culinary was fun! Good job class of 2001.

We made it!
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Joseph M. Duffy

It's been four great years. Now it's time to move

on. Thanks to all of the coaches teammates and

friends. Good luck football team, PD BD JA JC

GW MR PT KK TS MI and JC. Thanks Mom and

Dad. Good Luck Erika. QHS football leapt, 23

capt 4. Baseball 1234 Good luck DC JC DD.

Paul A. Button

We all worked hard in High School to get into

college. We'll all work hard in college to get a

good job. We'll work hard at work for... Maybe
we shouldn't work so hard. Happiness is two

flavors of ice cream. We just have to make sure

we're not stupid and let it melt.

E-mail:Pauldutton@juno.com

Thanks Dad, EZ, Me, WH, BM, and pals

Candice J. Easter (Candi)

WOW! I did it! Thanks Mom you did a great job

raising me I love u Papa I miss u and wish u

were here ITALY 2000 Bri got a lemon! IS your

on my seat JD u know u want it! JP and TM your

the best Silvia you where much fun Derek we
had good times Hannah Good Luck QHS #1

GOOD LUCK in the future Class of 2001

Kerry A. Eaton (Beaton) Sheila P. Fernandez (Sheilz, Fern) David J. Fitzgerald

itsbeenreal! 2 all my galzl43-GNODike2000-

Goodtimes-PL92600-pumpy-bw-teletuby-

Summagalz RB-DKGab M+M KTJ143 KS-

latenites CG-we tied!clubv LDoo BOL SS143

MM-DV JT-1436 AV-milktalks? PG-91500Dna PS-

M's R good CF-PCJn KP-NB!CC-Sis4eva JC-we

did it-4evainmyheart42999I Love you Mark-

Store24-wctbL1431899 Thanx Mom Dad Denise

Callahans + Fam

Congratulations class of 2001. I would have

never made it without God and my parents. Best

of luck to all my friends, Steph(enough baby

clothes?), Patria, my true sista,

EL,AT,JL,MS,Angel,LK,PA,JO,CJ,JF,JG,RG,SC,and

JO and Piglet! My life has just begun. Now is the

time to strive for Isabel. 143

I had four great years hear I'am going to miss

Quincy High I probably wouldn't have made it

with out the help of my mother and father and

the help of Mr. Thibault I'am finaly out of hear

good luck JL

it

[
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Caitlyn R. Flaherty

It went by so fast. FreshmanHOS. Hook-ups,
Neck, Crusher nites, warehouse, GrampsCT,
Towers PS PC JC. Christals, GtownPSKM, KE-
JNPC, Erotic Ellis! NewYearsPS. Coxies Parties

LuvUhun, Grlz Nite Out
RBKEKSJCPCPSCTNSKMKC Stick Luv U all,

Club NiteKG ,SullysBNBMPS, Just Buzzin, Kel &
Pam BFFL. NQ Boys. I Love U so much Greg 8-

12-99. Thanx 4 the support Mom Dad and
Keith.=o)

Rachael R. Fleming (Rea)

I thought this day would nevercome! I hope we
stay in touch SDJM to all my friends never
forget Junior High! Best Wishes Class of 2001

James G. Florentine

This is to all my TEACHERS AND STUDENTS.
THANK you. I did my best.To my auto Body
Class Matt Lally, Corey,Roger,JZ,Brian,and my
teacher Parkhurst.To all my party

friends.Al,RobDave,Josh, DeboBrooke,the
Laurens, ore.To my parents and my 3 brothers.To
G-Towners,Point,WQ.Lets represent the good
times.

Teresa M. Fox

^ood Luck Class of 2001! We finally made it. To
ill my girls KC,JQ,CB,SS,RB,KE,CG,LG,AT,AA-
Thanks for everything.To my
amily:Mom,Dad,Kristen,Tommy, Julie,Kaylee-

1

.ove you guys, you have always been there for

ne. Jamie, I love you, 6/12/00
t's been fun. Wow, I'm finally done. Thanks to

•veryone!

Lisa J. Fryar (Leese)

Well the impossible happened I graduated.

Thanks Mom and Dad for always being there

when I needed you. I love you. Much thanks to

Fallon BFFE, PC, Smelly (Kate),AS the great 1,

AM, Sara my heart, JM, SD, and the rest of

Mrs.A's class.BH pink and fuzzy, Maria is a

teenie bopper,PL call me! I love my turkey 4-life!

Fallon I luff you!!

John W. Galligan

It's finally over. No more skipping for 4

wheeling or food. ML someday u will have the

fastest pony, DK u will get your pony, SB keep
pedaling u will get your bike, PG let's get that

barrel, KG I'll never forget u or our mems. The
boys in the NEK we had many great times.Any
one I forgot good luck. To my family thanx, I

love you.

Favorite Male Singer: Eminem Seniors 27
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Michael J. Gibbons (Mike)

There is more to life than PitBeef. Fear the

Mullet! CC-Pennies Yoko Ono,Dottie! Juggs-Key

to Lewis MVan? LC-viva Herve! CB-Movie

Night! JN-Gbetty2! Mr. Scanlon-Thanks for

pushing me and caring. Mr. Mac- You guided

me and taught me so much. FH and MT crew-

HS? LV-My B Friend. Go 137 crew! ILU Dad,

Mom,Amy,Julie,andShaun. 2001-Baa!

Jacquelyn M. Goguen (Gogs)

To the class of 2001 Good Luck in the

future.Who would think that I would have made
it this far with all the obsticles I had to

climb.Also GoodLuck JR BL ND SR NS JR
Remember the good times we had not the

bad.BCdon't become an air head you know what

I mean.Mom RIP I miss youlwill always love

you.Thanxtoeverylthathelpedmefreinds+family

Courtney N. Goodwin (CG)

C/O 2001 Good Luck!JS,KS,RB, I told you I'd be

here Flori Girlsl43 APD5*29*99 KE-Fun

nights@CV Summa2000-Were tied

SS4evaDNAld'00 Bol BFF Jr&SrProms RB-

PimpsKTJ143 KS-4299X

maseve9899MeCVanl43MMTFLGAA77.Cat&SelBffL

SummaGirls477 KEL&KoRTJH,BL<T4E ! !Pookl43

9/5/00-Ldos.926*PLlegends!RT-ILoveYouABMB

52798WCTBL?Mom&Frankie ThanksILU

Kristen M. Green (Sissy)

Im not going 2 start w/the cheezy quote "I

fianlly did it" Thnx! Barb, Maria u R my lues!

Peter u sexy stud u! "NAN" This is 4 u! I hope

you are proud! RIP 7-14-99. "Manson, Type-o,

Hole in the wall'T luv u all,

u know who u r! Can't forget my AnneMarie!

Good Bi Sheba-gurl! umm, And stuff ok Sumsin

Kerrin M. Griffin

Its freedom baby, YEAH! LHS Stuka Always-

Eyeballs 4Eva JD-Birdo Lives Sterling Thanks-

MrsDM CK-TDAP Artboys-JtKkDgEdBm Shakin

Bums-CF-BeefRods 4Life JG-

HowAboutThatDance JerrinCreep-JkMkSc-

YESS! BoyBobWhat? DH JP-

YouveBrandedMyHeart4Eva Guys-EasyOnThe

DNA NANA+EVERYONE I LUV U There is

majic inside + beauty all around Kelee Always!

Robert S. Guarino (Robie)

Thanks to mom & dad for trusting me the way

you do,ILvU.To Vinny Joe&Carmela,

Zogogigogo! TO THE CREW MM VC PM your

the best! PP Im glad i got to noya 111 miss you!

Thank you Mrs. O&Mrs.D for being a friend ar

a teacher. Had a blast in Sicily"97"and 111 be

having a blast with my new Celica GT-S"00"! Si

ya QHS. for the PTP PP KP LC

C
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Lorraine M. Gustafson (Rainey)

c-ya class 2001. its been fun! AA ur the best 143

CGKEKSAA PL LS CB KC AT JF RC DD SM BC
DM JM RM TF 143 Dont forget crazy nights @
Faxon PSC culinary Girls- watch out for beastly

people!! Sg DB DF monly one more year! TO
MY FAMILY 143 AND THNX FOR EVERY-
THING!!

Fallon L. Healy

Aahmems!Wholetthedogsout?RIumokayjocee!MD
SS BBOY DW EL BM SR AP MC JC AJ ILUFF U
GUYSJSOLDOUT234! Drama & Chorusl243
yearbookcamp LCSHJLLAi'mnotstupid
PCalwaysbeen there4me! thanxMrT MrB MrS
Macdawga & Steph NYC Ricki & Carson Monty
Crew Win Wash!JaimeMik-all Iloveu2 Zoomboy
mems!Mom Paul Tonya
SDJDMDJLBri!WhenIM86! Travolta RENT is

overdue Grease! coffeeiceNYCorbust:)

Barbara M. Horrigan (Barb)

Thank God it's Over! (no thats not cheesy KG)
Thanks mom ILU! Kristen-N-Barbara 4eva6300!

"hole in the wall/'Pink-N-Fuzzy 4eva!" JL,

CB,LF,PH,AP and all the rest, its been fun!Maria,

nkotb rule!!!MG-you are a poohead.JH GL @
College. Johnny-save me an orange Tic Tac!!hey

Ph, GL next year! "Got Dink?"

Bidan Huang (Christine)

There are many things that will make me miss
QHS. One of them is definitely the "high-tech"

equipments, but more importantly, I like its

diverse community, and the generosity of the

teachers. I want to thank all of you who have
helped me along the way. To my teachers : I love
you all!!

Candy Huang

I cannot believe I can graduate in QHS. To all

seniors who I stay with for 4 years. Finally,We
have reach the end of our high-school Lives. I

would not have made it without the help of the

teachers who have been teaching me, especially,

Mrs. Flaherty, Mrs. Martin, Miss Graham,
Mrs.Ryan, and, and so forth. Also to my Best

friends, good luck.

Sibiao Huang (Susan)

To those who didn't think i would make it, look

now! I would not make it without the help of my
family all my teachers and my friends. Good
Luck to all students! We all did it!

59% have gone to Homecoming or the Semi-Formal Seniors 29
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Stephanie M. Hutchins (Steph, Noah)

"Tanx" 4 everything Mom, Dad & Family ILU

All! This tastes weird huh Shell? White-Out JL- 2

much to say! JrProm ILU Raqdy. Billy UR my
everything ILU. Bickfords Fern-Good Luck Babe!

"Girls Just Wanna Have Fun"-YBShop TWAT
Lets skip! Habby Hood Tinos 4eva! Smile you got

dentures. Beast "We know what we are, but not

what we may be!" Good Luck 2001!!!

Derek A. Johnsom (Big-D)

Well its dun I can't say im sad but, ey oh well

anyway Mike-Its been great Rick-Im still here

for ya, M&L kane its been fun, Mr. Tully Mr
Tatro I thank you for everything you two are

great people and taught me a lot. So well bye

everyone -Candy we had fun:

)

Adam E. Jurewich (Polish)

GL Class of '01 Bask-1234 #44 NHS ALBS thnx-

Mom,Dad&Tracey 4yrs of LMAO Dray-Train

Looks Familiar?LOL! RC-Pepsi&Oreos~

Gestapo? DW-Grn Card Getaway! SL-ur

warriors..LOL Flama! CR-
$10,000~WaddaYaMeanDontGo?OMG!DC-This
is FBS! DA-uon bnet? Others-DJ KM FH AH IS-

Shlomo! SC-24/7 WLGRNZ-Satan sez Heay!

Online Junkie #1 L8R QHS! P/O

Laura E. Kane

Thanks So Much Mom&Dad,Kathy Mike Janet

Clint Danny Ann MattU've always been there for

me. Its all about the PloofTO get over them NG
work 4 that lie raise Never forget my Spanish

Luver the one and only cheesehead Do I see

angles "coolpeople" can i have a braincell PL NG
PL RL BP AL KKDD DM CE DJ BL LC
TM...KEEP IN TOUCH!

Mary E. Kane (Angel)

It's all about the Ploof!2hrs?Phil,Nick&Lou

Where's my lie? U guys r the biggest donkies!

Laura &Cheese head we made it! DD where's my
angel.I've got a nickel,JO,DJCE,SF,RL(4ever)

Remember eveyl I'm the angel;see my
halo&wings.Surprise Mom&Dad, K,A,J

&D.Mike.M. your stuck w/us now!(ILU2)

Leedah E. Karasic

Peace to all my classmates of

2001.Tom Beansil see you, and I'm

proud!D.Walker:UR out of

controlijen B. like WhoaiWe've

worked hard to be here,and it was

worth the trouble!RIP MQT aka

Chigga(83-2G)

Hamilton&Mrs.Herbert:Thanx!Big-

up 2:Lisa S,Tiago,

B.Roge,DJ,Bangem

out,Jl,Ang&Colb,the band,

Mexico,Cole&Kev,&all my cats in

the Pit!

Seniors
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Kristin M. Keeley (Keeley)

I can't believe it,The 4yrs R actually over. It went
by so fast.lt was the best 4yrs of my life b-ball all

4yrs was great soccer Jr.Yr. Rally's, Turkey day
games, Fun Times with AB CF AL LK JA TM&A
MP MD MS I'll miss ya I couldnt have done it

without my family Mom,Dad,John,KatelynLove
u guys tons And 2 my best friend Liz love ya.

Good luck

Christina M. Keenan

It all went by so fast.Good Luck to the class of 01

in whatever you do.Fun times in vball-234,Bball-

1234,Sballl234.Meg-BF4eva!DC i luv ya.JS-

continueTo Coast-MissyaKG !AV-bugsKS-
Keenan&Kel4evaKP-feetPS-bambamKC-
CarmelitaJC-crazylegsNS-Hey!AP-inside

joke.$$for rehab SJ.Thanks

Mom,Dad,Mike&Craig.I Love You.Its only the

beginning.

Curt J. Kemenes

It's Finally over! I'm out of here! I'd like to thank
my Mom and Dad. Props to the followingFN4L

,

AL,

Jimbo, Josh,Hana,Rob,Mr.G Boston Hardcore. P
to to the S and all the ladies out there that I

forgot. You know I love you all! Stay true til' the

end!

Cedric King (Cedie)

Being a student; in a new country, in a new
school, the experience at Quincy has been great.

Thanks to my teachers who made me realize the

importance of education. To my friends Dee,
Stan, Bill, Jess, Rob, The-volleyball team Dennis,
Dan, Peter, Andrew, Gary, My Sweet-heart
Meghan and to my family, without you I would
oe nowhere.

John A. Koceniak (Fi Fro))

I'm out. Phat times at Labreque, Crusher, 7,

Pompi, Solly's, Coxies, Szabo's. Shoot outs to

BMPCJCGWPTRSDGRLCLDD. Late nite mission
at iogj to kimfatty Do ink till we die JS MH SS BV
BS.

Matthew f. Lally

Well it's over I'm going to miss it. Thanks Mom
& Dad for everything i love you guys. I'll never
forget the ski trips, mustangs, the hog nedrag,

New york with JG, SB & the Benz, ES &JR we
had som fun times, PG's jeep rides, DK's volvo,

GC & JP keep riding, DC,CB,DR,JF, keep burning
rubber, QHS auto! See ya Jimbo. Bye Everybody!

".^•'.,i?:
:r'
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Entan Lee (Princess)

*Yeah* I've finally made it. Thank you

mom&Kai for all your support ILU.Steve for

always being there 4 me. ILU bAble. *Angel*,

LK, AT, SF, NHL, PC, Cheesehead, Hikkiu, Im

gonna miss you guys! Take care and always

remember the Princess =o) good Luck to the

Class of 2001.

Ellaine Legaspi

Class of 2001, we made it! LC-UR lstwhat?PBJ

keeblers BFF CCmucus,pinkcaddylimo AP-

potatosalad LA-JewlX DA-
icecreamandbeachtripsMD,MCdirtyotisday

FH,SSfingerinmybelly NVtummyrubs KK-food

Kev-diabeticchain? MissU-

DW,IS,JN,AB,LizO,SF,TL,MG,LA,MC Jeff-

"Icouldnotaskformore" ILUmom&dad
ThanksEb,Ef,X

GoodLuckclassofOUWe'reouttahere.

Piro Lera

A big step in my life is being completed. I did it,

like all the other seniors of QUINCY HIGH.And a

large"Thank you"goes to all the teachers

specially to

Ms.HelenFlaherty,Ms.Ryan,Mr.Gendron,Mr.Long,al]

my friends and my family.Good luck to everyone

and know that I'll never forget your help.Thank

you very much!

tt

Ka Leung (Max. Potential)

3 years of highschool life have come to an end.

I'm now in the class of 2001! Thanks to the

teachers and people who have taught and helped

me a lot. Thanks to my dad and mom. By the

way, thank you sister to have driven me to school

all these yrs. At last, thanks to QHS. I have

learned a lot in these yrs.Good luck to the class of

2001!

Jacqueline N. Lewis

(Jackie,Dakey,Juggs)

Mom,Dad, Kate, Marge-You're more than I could

have asked for! SH- Too many moments for

paper Drop Sumfin? MS- Jailbait, anyone? 6

months CB- let's skp! CC & MG- If you ever need

a tissue... SF- Busta Bust Bicks, chorus,

habbyhood, beasts, tennis, proms, Yrbk Shop,

chem,crushes, wally world! I love you Jeff!Class

of 2kl-get out!

Ting Li

To everyone who gave me your help! I would not

have made it without the help of dad and mom,

Mrs. Flaherty, Mr. Sullivan, Mr. To, Mrs.Vo, Mrs

Rothman, Mrs. Pierson and all my friends-for

still being there. Without whom I wouldn't be

where I am!

Seniors 72% of us have made the honor roll.



Zhenda Li Elaine Y. Liao Wei Lin

I want to thank my parents for giving me a

chance to study here.Thanks to all the teacher in

QHS Especially Mr. To.He was the first teacher in

this new school. I'll make my best to repay them.

Thank you for all the friends in Quincy High.and

good luck in the future.

Congratulations to my fellow seniors/we've

made it! Thanks to Mrs. Flaherty,Mrs. O'Brien,

Mrs. Snell, Mrs.Lane, Mr.Bretch, Mrs.Berggren,

and my best friends who were with me all these

years. Especially my mom and dad who
supported me and trusted me. Once again,

thanks! Good luck!!

YinYin Lin

To those who had made my life so much better. I

im could never thank enough. Without your help
and support 1 couldn't have made it. Especially
to my mom, who had been there for me every
time, I appreciate that. Good Luck to all my
teachers+ friends. Congratulations to class of
2001, we made it!!

Anthony K. Liu (Tony)

We finally made it. I'm gonna miss going out to

Wendy's every day and getting caught by Sully.

Well, hope to see you around RM DK DD CM
BM ML JM JT, WL and who ever I forgot. Good
Luck

Chen Liu (Jason)

Days come and go like muffled and veiled

figures, sent from a distant, friemdly party; but

they say nothing, and if we do not use the gifts

they bring, they carry them as silently away.

Ralph Waldo Emerson

80% of us plan on attending college.

\

I
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Amy B. Locke

We did it! Thanx to my mom & dad for standing

behind me. WM JS SB TK I luv U! Miss U!

TerrLLisa, Leedah, Jessica- my girlz 4 life. Don't

forget me! Rehab $$4SJ. KK, DR, MP, LK, JS, AP
Miss U too! I can't believe we finally made it. LH
BF 4-EVA. Congratulations to the class of 2001.

Luv ya all! Miss ya all! Good Luck!!!

Peter J. Lucier

Well its all over people. Its been fun but g2g I

just want to say thanks to my mom dad grandpa

and my brothers. Bye to all my friends RL AS
KW BJM. The click Fastest Baddest its been fun.

RC keep falling down. SD keep your head up. SD
keep the grade A. JM I love U more then U know.

Well I'll c'ya later.

Kwok Lui (Michael)

When my friends ask me what major course am I

gonna take in college, I'll tell them I'll take music

be my major. Then they'll give an unbelieveable

expression on their face,"What are you gonna do

after college?" They think music performance

isn't a good career but our life is short, we have to

follow our heart and finish our dream!"

Chris A. Lumaghini (Luma)

I can;t believe it's finally over Webba Reg
Kiva Shea Rene we had some good times at

Shea: PTPCJC GW MR JC . We gotta have

another one MR look out for your shoes. All

the crusher and pumpy parties My house PC
RL JG How did it taste PC stop lying JC,GW,
saw. PS at Least ya have ya clothes on thanx

Ma Dad Jay Melissa ILU DO

John Lupo (Loops)

It's time to go, it's been a fun 4 years.

Wuzzup and now it's time to say good bye.

LL's 4eva AT SD DC KA. I finally got to see

ETC. Phat Show. Thank u to my Fam for

helping me through. Thanks to all my friends.

ML It's been real. College here I come. Peace

and 1 Love. I'll see everyone around. QP 4

eva. QHS BASEBALL1234 #21.

Brian S. Lynch

Congrats to everyone who made it I wish you
all the best of luck Thanks to all the people who
helped me succeed in life to NL DM JM DM AP
LC NS Thanks to all my peeps SAWEET!! Peace

Dudes and Dudettes we out keep it real Best of

luck to you all

C
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Tony Mai

To all those who leave Q.H.S. at the same time

as me. It's time to say "Good Bye!" Thanks for

the help I have gotten here. I appreciate to all

my friends, all my teachers, especially Mrs.

Flaherty, Mr. To, Mrs. Martin, and so forth. I

will not forget the wonderful recollection.

Good Luck in the future!

Kevin C. Malloy (Nivek)

Well its about time, I'm sick of waiting to get

out of school for good. Well, I would like to say

good luck and cool knowing ya to Ed, Dave,

John, Sean (the flame), Dennis, Rob, Matt, Paul,

Louis, Shano, and even Mr. Bojangles, and to

Chris Collins, funniest kid. Rock on guys and
I'll see you in the future.

Stephen P. Malone (Washburn)

Thank GOD it's over, I know I will miss some
things but I'll get over it. KC KC BC DD RC
CM MH, To anyone I missed I'm sorry and I

still love ya. Good Luck to everyone in college.

It's been fun. Lata everyone party it up.

Terri McAdam

It has been a great four years. Where has the

i time gone to. I would like to thank all my
teachers who have helped me make it all the

way. To my mother I love you and thank you
for always being there for me. To all of my
friends JP DE CE JA AL JO MP AB AJ LK DD
SM JM CM You are always there for me and I

love you all!!

Joshua N. McBride (Smoken)

It's in the books. We are now graduates.

Thanks mom and dad for the support. I luv u

Jerome, hannah and melody. Good luck

RC,DD,DK,MH,CM,SM,TL,
PD,JF,RB,AT,AV,TM,SS,CB,KCKP. Remember I

walked home from Faxon Park.

Sean P. McCarthy

Well we made it. I like to thank my Mom, Dad,

Jenn, Mark and Tyler and of course Mr.

Lewando. With out the help of all of you I could

not of made this far. Best of luck to the class of

2001. PS I would like to say what's up to my
friends

54% of us would not do our high school years over again. Seniors 35
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John T. McDonough

Hello everybody by this summer will be my last

time here I enjoyed it was fun all the stuff I did.

Thanks to all the Teachers one more thanks

toMary. She was a good friend in high school.

Robert J. McDonough (Rob)

Good luck class of 2001. Its finally over. SM MW
CK, Why are we always late for culinary. Barrel

fire, owens, Barrys everymorning after you
know. BC SS Thanks for everything I couldn't of

done it without you. CG-"RR"-"PBF", You geek,

ILU. McKay always remember breaks at River

Bay. Mom Dad Kriss Steve & WL, Thank you
guys. I'm out.

Katelyn M. McEvoy (Katie)

I'm Outty! Soca 1-4 capt. *SUPERSTARS* KP
POC, CREED, mnwlk, Fun Times! KC-coffee

Ilk, DMB, Suma Sista LC+ KC-New Yrs.~99~ BC
Boys! Fr-Nek! GTown 4L! CC-old skhool! KS-

Cruisin! GNO-wow!BBclub MP+ PJ- pic up
those K+bits! CB-HC queen! C+T-St. Cols

Hockey! LM-Sold out!! ILU Fam Thanx 4 always

being there-Ma, Dad, Lau+Bob DK-RIP miss u
GOOD LUCK 01!

Daniel T. Mclnnes Thomas MacNeill (Mac) Jessica L. Moltmann (Boo-Boo)

Sweet, it's time to graduate! Special thanks to all

who help me succeed in high school. I'll never

forget my trip to Italy. Best of luck to everyone

in the future. Hey, you will never work a day in

your life, if you truly love what your doing.

I came, I saw, I conquered. Hey class of 2001

we're out of here Q football #74 234 T-Day 2000

First of the new millenium lets go boys, beat

North Thanks Ma Lisa andyou Dad Love ya's 4-

ever Thanks Miss Purdy Mr Dowd later KL Hey
Page wanna steal some cones Goodbye QHS
Thanks for the memories my time at QHS is

done

So I guess this is it! Thanx to all my friends who
were there for me I LU Guys forever where my
girls at LOL. Hey Ang wanna go to Lazerinos

LOL Mom and Dad Thanx for helping me
through! Peter I LU always! DV DC JK Thanks

for being such good friends RS JL I LU RL
where is my steak AM CH RM JM TM I LU all!
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Matthew K. Mormino (Matt) Daniel f. Mott (Dan) Patrick J. Mullen (Pat)

First I would like to say thanks and I love you

to my family. Pat, I give back your membership

and I hope you get some PTP in college. Yo
Robby G we did it baby! How 'bout some PTP!

The crew baby whopty woop!! Always and
forever. Valerie I love you with all my heart

and don't ever forget that. 143 153 173 143.

Why must you be hard headed!

If you want something, go for it. If someone
says you can't have what you want, prove them
wrong. Mom,Dad,Rick, I love you!! Bri,

NiHi,Mike, Ryan,I don't know what I woulda
done without you guys. You were always there

for me and I hope it stays that way. Good luck

to you and all of my friends, you know who
you are! Thanks Mr. Tully and Mrs. Meade! BD

Ya darn right we made it! Thanks to my
parents they help me get here. Matt,Rob,

Val(the crew) for their moral support. This

year Rob has a lot of pie on his plate,let's see

what one he eats first. Matt bet it all and won.
Val was the bookie and paid off big. Everyday

M6H GTS!! Cottage!! WB!!

Christopher L. Murphy (Murph)

To all those who partied with and some that I

haven't yet. I just want tos ay

WWWWAAAAZZZZZUP!! I have to thank my
another I couldn't of done it without you and
in extra WWWWAAAAZZZZUP to the

following AT MH SM RC DD KL SS JF. If I

orgot anybody I'm sorry Don't party to hard
:lassof2001

William P. Murphy (Bill)

I'm outta here. Thanks to all the neckbirds, 5Fly

and a Guk, Bernies, all my friends and

especially my family.

Brian M. Neenan (Neen-ballz)

These years went by fast. Always remember
Sully's class with Pam, Caitlyn, and Bill. JR.

Prom 2000!! Up the crusher with Matson and
Paul. Boy State, that was cool huh Dorsey? The

mugwhy's they need to hang it up bad, right

Pete? F-ball and Hockey 4L. Thanx for all the

support Mom Dad and Papa, I love you

Favorite Vacation Spot: Italy Seniors 37
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Long T. Ngo

To All My Friends and family I want to say

thanks if it wasn't for you guys I would of not

made it and to Dan Mott don't party to hard.

Whereever you go to the class of 2001 Good
Luck!!!

Jacqueline T. Niosi (Jacqui)

Congrats Class of 2001! Always reach for your

dreams! VB1234 Tourney Team CK123togther

Track99 SB00 Spanish 4Baa! ISaka trip choc

makes you smarter LC-Tapezap! Best wishes

MGLADWAPDWELISDABNLC I'll miss you
all!Thanks to my coaches and teachers GB-your

awesome! Special thanks and love to Mom Dad
Chrissy and DJ! Good Luck Class 01

Josely Ortiz

We finally did it Mom+Dad ILU to my friends

MK LK CE JP PP CR LA GA SF EL AB ILU guys!

Special thanks to MP for being there for me when
I needed to talk. You can be my maid of honor at

me and Nomar's wedding. J-K! To Mr. Gendron
plus Mr. Swanson for helping me out the last

three years. It's all about the Ploof! Am I

bleeding? English class 4Eva

Johnathan Page

Well its finally over its Been fun Good Memories
freshman yr North Game Cal Thanks for the

worst soph year NQ Game I will miss KS MR DD
JM you guys have been good friends BEAT NQ

Andrea L. Pelletier

It's over! I love you Mom Dad Amanda and John
X-Country B-Ball Track StuCo Italy Crew-I had
the time of my life-lemons anyone? Oh it's wet in

there My buddies LA-Where's squirrel? LC-
Dancing on chairs IS-My Kosher gal MC-Where's
Jim? DW DM NL EL DM CK & Bri it all started at

Velvet I luv the American Flag! Luv u all!

Congrats Class of 01

Jessica M. Pettinelli

We made it! I love you Mom. Dad. Andrea,

Tanya, Corrinne, Grammy and Grampy! QHS V-

BA11. Pasta Party at AV's. Thanx KS even getting

caught with Fred and John. Had fun NS at the

mood's. W. Elm, WQ, the Beach, Westside

forever! 11-18-99 Thanx for the Bling Bling, and
Blaz in. I love you always Mike D. March 2nd. I

remembered hun!!!

C
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Kristen M. Phillips

LaytalSoca CPT234 Mac FUN TIMES.'Pull out

couchlcoffee&butts LT.NTS@ST.COIS C+T Creed

KC-CBC NSTSiS STIC PSJQhonk da chicken

WOLLY+FEET Galz nt'out-00 legend

docs!Beaton-donkey BBCLUB PS,stay@ da ht!CT-

milk DABG PT ILU memba the GT's Dont 4 get

me!ILU NI CO UR my BF&my fav

sista!U2ma /daatMikeILU!Good luck class of

2001!Be Good! MR

Breanna Picard (Cheesehead)

I made it! Good luck class of 2001! Thanks mom
& dad love you both! I will always remember
DD DM LK MK RL JK PB MP LE LC NG
Mary+Diana Angies 4 ever

Laura+Devin"CoolPeople" Good luck

Happy+Erika. Its all about the Ploof! Miss you
Silvia! Always love you Rory! Thank goodness.

Jessica Pierre (Lil'J)

Class of 2001 we made it! I wanna give thanxs to

my parents and teachers for supporting me. I

wanna give shout outs to mi muchachas SA DE
AKA Lil Peeps TM CE AL MK NK EB PP AH JO
and to mi muchachos JM AKA Big Rome3 His

cuz D and Geo AKA 100% puro Puerto Rican

Papi Bigg ups to the international crew. Love u
guys and good luck!!!!

Nicole F. Pitts (Nikki)

Well I finally did it! Thanx Mr J + Stef 4 every-

thing CT purple underwear LM ruok MC Olingys

Jupo nows the flash if I had a $100000000 Id be
rich BNL Ce,SS,CB,RM,AT all the rest u know
who u r Tammy + Joe thanx 4 everything ILU
Dad,Mom,TJ all the rest of the fam ILU Joey +

Josh u mean the world 2 aunty Cul Arts its been
fun 2001

Anne Marie B. Pizzi

Well it's finally over and I wish you all luck in

your future. You were the greatest Tatro! I

would like to thank my bf4_life set her man JS,

good luck with the baby! MS, KH, JM, SS + DM,
RL + DM +Pantera,and of course my mum, dad,

CP + CI (eat poo), JD + TS. Luv ya all! "What's

done is done + gone, so why cry?"

Michelle A. Ploof (Ploofie)

We did it class of 2001! Thanxs 2 mom +dad

ILU. Thanxs 2 JO + NG 4 being there 4 me. 2all

my friends TW LK MK SS AB LC TM BP AL +

more, u guys r the best! BBQ sauce! Mile-hi

mandi! English Class! Juice ur the man! 2 hrs?

.24 Italy 2000! Donkey! I'll never 4get ,u citoe-

pituty! Liz ur all sticky! Dan indrag! Thanxs 4

the memories! 1193 Furnace Brook pkwy

Favorite Color: Blue Seniors 39
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Elton Priffi

The four years of high school have passed.

Those years have passed with the help of my
parents and of my teachers that I will not forget

Mrs. Flaherty, Mr. Long, Mr. Tully, Mrs.

Berggren, mr. Doyle, Mr. Bearse and Mr.

McGibbon. I have not forget my best friends

Piro, Robert and Maldi. Good luck to the class of

2001.

Jennifer M. Quinn (Jennie Q)

It's finally ova! Thank u dad ka thy 4 not giving

up on me Ilu John Kelsi KC Bffeily CBSS-

Lblgaa-Lgenahap-attf my girls ILU all HI Rero!

Hi "p"ily! Brad I miss U I hope I am making u
proud u r the wind beneath my wings RIA Ilu!

Steve I miss u! ILU! Well class of 2001 1 had a

blast I'll miss everyl Buh-bye!

II
Heather M. Renhen

Quincy High School, it's been nice knowing
you, but now we must depart. No longer will

we wander thru halls, now we'll wander thru

life. Special thanx to MF&RC who've stuck w/
me thru thick &thin. Shout outs to DJ, SW, Ms.

Becky & Ms. Heiden, Ms. O'Brein, Mr. Green,

Mr. Long & the class of 2001! TO SH JL CV LUV
you guys! Good luck to class of 2001!

Abel B. Ricard

It's time to shine the bling bling out your mind
go show what you know to make large amounts
of dough good luck everyone and have fun try

not to do anything dumb mad love to the people

partying thanks for the memories mom Adam
Amy plumbing with Lew Cas the class shotouts

two backwoods, pow wows, with southside WQ
kid dude peac

Mark R. Robertson (Peace N Quiet)

Holy smokes its over! T-day junior year 21-13 F*

NQ PT JC DD CL BM DG RS GW PC BN SM JA
remember the good timews lewbo MR PT JC
island trip Sultan peace and quiet summer of 99

no joke Crusher Pumpy Post7 Bernies Corner QP
Cozy 4river RIP JPB hey BM lets skip one QHS
hoop football baseball #10 KP Thanks Mom Dad
Dad Lisa I love you.

Christopher P. Rumbaua

GL class of 01 1 want to thank everyl for helping

get through these 4yrs, especially my
mom,auntie all my uncles,Nanaie&Papa,Robert

I would like to say gl to all my friends PS CM
SM DW KP AJ get a life Flama DA MR and
everyl else I did not forget you 111 miss all the

good times on the weekend Mauricel3278

Thanks again to everyl.

I



Maria J. Santory

Hi and stuff or something! No more QHS,hell

, yeah! Ill missya every 1! JM BH KG KK JT PS JG
SH KH you all rock! Hey anyl wanna rock? JIJ!

: GL SC and JS! ILU Lisa and Jen! Mom thanx 4

being great! ILU Ma and Pa! ILU JF! NKOTB 41ife

I love ya AP ICP wicked clowns hi God ILU
Kristen n Barbara Lisas a freak Bye have a nice

life!

liana S. Saxe

Congrats to '01! I love u mom, dad & Kaila. V-

ball +tennis tourney teams. Track? Stuco lock-

ins!! Italy Crew:DM BL AP- elevators, LC-U got!

CC-honorary J+Gigi, group showers. Sorrento +

plane rides. LA-Fakes vs Virks JN-VB & GB Aj-

Snapusta. I'll miss u EL, DW, DA, Drew, MG
&heritage! Good luck in school kaila. Thanks

scanlantwnitey for your help!

Stephanie M. Scandura (Steph)

Congrats class 01! We had fun 2gether Thanks
mom for being there 4 me ILU I '11 always

remember u CB DM AT CM RM SM AT BC
AMP etc Hi NE hi Bef never forget that

RRRiver Bay all the way looking forward 2 fri

sat nite party hardy baby Its all ova but its just

begun beauty school here I come Dan & Steph

11-28-99 still goinge ILU

Michelle M. Shea (Shell Bell)

Many people will walk in & out of your life

t but only true friends will leave footprints in

your heart." Jackie & Stephi who let the dogs

out? What's da matter? Jack's shoulder, Bicks,

Mike meyers, Bakes & Dentures. "Thanks" ILU
guys. CB: PU LK PD to my family! Thanks 4

everything ILU. HabbyHood 4 eva.

Jaclyn R. Stevens

Good luck class of 2001! Kelly my BF Bth!

Christina BF potatoes always coast. Meg watch 4

Hubcaps Snapdogs. Nikki GGGG Sega Kerri

Emu n kiwi 4eva Risa Viaal BPEQM Cat and Sel

BFFL Jess Taxi team! Jen R I;ll miss you KE AV
AP PC Mom dad + JT-Thanks luv you all MBULI
Gatorade jar Meagan D Chappy Roosa Amy L

Nichole M. Stevens (Nikki)

Nana RIP ILU KC BEG Work it!! Slow down
relax! Aruba BF 4 Life Nitro Turbo Beano! PS ILU!

KP my T-sis 4 life JS SegaGGGG JL ILU RB
URSB2M JP at Moods KE WIT KS DM BL JC JG
MD CT OC G-town DV-DC BF 4 life BM talk! Mr.

H Thanks ILU Grampa Auntie Lee janet Wendy-
Uncle Joe thanks JQ U Fine JN-JK U 2!
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Benjamin Z. Su

Finally,it's time to say goodbye to highschool.I

want to thank all the teachers who helped me in

these four years.To all my friendsi love you
guys! Good luck to the class of 2001,we are the

best!!!

Kelly }. Sullivan (Kel)

G-L-01 AVKMMNSKPCFJQ Moe ILUall $4the SJ

Don't4get CG's GNO BW2000 5-29-99APD 9-26-

00 PL JS ur my Bf B+N Kel+Kort xmasseve GM
4299 MecVan LEULI JCILUBFFL PC Nel Call

ohyeah CT2oft RB havefun in mybed KE DD
askhim AT Jake 122799 Keenan+Kel MC's House
Sul DBWQ Harvard JP Fred+John Ms.Smith

URock GL2 MRDMJDKWMLJPRM AL
DGMDCR 1432 myfam

Pamela J. Sullivan

Its finally ova! BF FL CF KC KP KE JC NS KC KS
143CFThouse NY eve Sophsemi gtown BJ & JM
WQ JB MM (41099) hatvesKC6am I LU KP BB
Club htKSWQdbmoKFm'sRgoodl43pullout KC
WQ 41ife gtown KN & RD NS beanosmile 14

JC3am BB bwkCNS 7/3/00 KP JC HTC & WW
RB KE Girls nite out 2000KS! Thanks mom dad
mike danny brian I LU! PC stay a shore coxie &
CL143PC lstgrade CFbuzzin Good Luck Class of

2001 & NFSUKGDO

Angela C. Sullo (Ang)

Yeahsolike itsover MyFamily Ma&S Dadthanks
TomJessVinGMGP ILuvYall MyHunnys
AngShanJessSara itchLunchesAtLazies 143s

MyBuds
SHSWRLLKDWRSJLCBAHCVCJOCPS
AllMyMDBuds Babies-Goof Colbyjakejenn

LuvYasSpecial MsTMrEMrM URDaBest Vay
(Sot)ILUBandChorusROTCNewCrwMediation
Hag&Queen4eva ILuvU On and C&LDonovan
Thanks evrl Mad Love Ang

Courtney Erin Thompson

Girls Just Wanna Have FunHPLCI Luv U-BFFE,

Partying down G-

Town,crusher,seven,pumpy.Swing! The
Beast,volvo,20ft-BTFU!Red Truck, White Ride!

CF-Gramps house!Cuukoo Juice!Girls night

outl! PC-Slumberparties?KP-tequila nights!

Hi#27, Hey Bobolthanxs LE and KD! ILUV
you,mom!Breakfast,block of 2?Did someone say

Stix Hartnet

Kennedy K. Tran (Chewbacca)

Hey Class of 2001! Well it is my first year and
also my last year in Quincy High.But every-

thing is going well!We did it finallyJEven

though I don't know that much people yet I'd

like to thank Johnny Troung to introducing me
to all of his good looking girlfriends.'Ya know
what I'm talking about Johnny! Well all I have

to say is good luck!

C
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Ngon T. Tran

I will never forget QH. Thank you Mrs. Herbert

for your excellent teaching skills, Ms. Meade for

your support for my artwork, Mrs. Lane for your
inspiration to my future career, Mr. Mulready for

your kind help in the newspaper, and Mr.

Scanlan for your SAT tutoring. I wish the best of

luck to all my teachers and friends.

Tony Tran

The highest wisdom of heaven is alike near

from every point, and thou must find it, if at

all, by methods native to thyself only.

Ralph Waldo Emerson

Alfred M. Trinh

To all, This is not the begining, nor is it the

endBut the beginingoftheend. And so let this

Bring us Hope 4therestofare lives.G-L-2001

woooohoooooo Phsssst I'm outta herelMemorys
of ftall gmsCRUSHAPARTIES GTOWNSlike
Whoa! TatNRock Bahamas Sfly & 2G NOW®
KS CB SS SC BJ AJ LJ CG BC MM HC KS MM
WR MS MK KO DD JM I LUV T & A I Luv U 4

evrythng MOM BRO DAD RI QHS, SWHACK
Peace Out

John C. Troung (Gwai Jai)

Good bye to the Class of 2001! Its been great

while it lasted, but I couldn't have done it w/
out the support from my parents & friends: JT

JB KP VW TL JR KT JN JP RH YW GQ my L;HS
crew! tennis crew! international crew! Special

Thanks to Mr. Tully I'll miss u all!! 10 yrs from
now I'll C U Ppl again! Don't 4get about Gwai
Jai Style

Peter F. Turowski

2 my nekbirds its been crazyto tha dippers n

tha boys JC MR PC BM DD SM RS GW DG CL
crushaL-spot PSandseventhanxs 4 tha good

times coxies szabos jess'MyH BN RL IM SUZIE
KTJAYC Jr. Prom need sleep Mr JC Island

tripAll about tha T&A get it ASAP FB BB #2

KRISTEN ILU ALWAYS souped out tempo
you've lost it Mom Dad Lisa Marc LU. I'm Out

Andrea L. Verlicco

We made it!V-ball B-ball S-ball 1234. KE-
milktalks. MC&JS Parties It was all fun.

Proms,beachparties,

Neck,Crusher,breakfastCarn.CK-Bugs.DC-Pool

wrestlingto all my friends ILU ML DC JD JP CB
KG KS JS JC CK MC JG PS CF KC NS RB CG ES

JR DK JP PG SB. DK-BBC.Thanks mom dad steve

and gram. I Love you. Danny ILU Starland 8-5-99

I'll miss you.

Favorite Radio Station: 94.5 Seniors 43
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Daniel J. Walker (Dan)

4 years gone so fast. Good Luck B-ball DC AJ Mr.

V-ball-tourneyBIG DAWG S AS DW PL CK GF.

KK SR Sold-Out 5,6.Band Posse LK RG AC
CD.Sup BR.Chicas IS EL Nios AP FH MD SS EN
MC MD KM CP MO.mom dad chris K Move
you.J. Scanlan you're done more for me than you
could ever know. Don't Cry cus it's ova smile cuz

it happened. See ya lata QHS

Gregg J. Walsh (Walshie)

Heads up!I'm late for paj class Alvesthanxs for

taking that leap of faith To the neck crew JC

Luma PT RS DD MR BM PG PC JA SM BN&BK
Hey Luma whats goin on in there To my teachers

for putting up with me to the HNPS you've been

there thru bad and good times To my parents for

believing in me To Amie to Nate and to

Laurenalsoto Amy

Keith D. Walsh

To the class of 2001 the past couple of years have

been fun they went by so fast. Thanks Mom
Dad DW I couldn't have done it with out you. To
all of my teachers Thanks for your help. To my
friends Thanks KS I didn't forget good luck to

everyone!!! Bye

David J. Wenners (DJ)

I would like to thank my friends, family and
teachers who helped make it possible for me to

graduate, so long Quincy High. G-Town 4 Life

Michael P. Whalen (Kip)

Culinary Crew: What's up Barry's Crew:What's

up It's been real, but I'm fine w/leaving. KS RM
SM CK AT PD Point Kids WQ So, who wants to

take a walk? Kate, I like ya. To my teachers You
handled me well Congrats LATER!

Sheena M. Williams

It's been a great 4 years. Can't Believe it's

already over. Goodbye to all my friends jA.

S. /S.Z.H.H. /C.V.J.L.,M.L.,D.J.,H.RvR.C.,B.P.Bye

MAJ and Sarge It's been the best! Hope to see !

you all soon!

[
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Dennis A. Wong Ying Y. Wu (Sharon) Derek T. Wynne

1 Bout time the fat lady has sung! Mom, Dad, Eva,

and Con, Thanks for being there. VB 1234 Great

I 4-years playing, DW CK AS PL GF. No turns on a

straight road?-DA LC LA It ain't a sport if it

doesn't have a ball right AP? SL CR EB KM, we
had fun times raggin on each other. RC AJ
Remember Dust and Polish. Remember class 01

"Never look back"

No one could succeed unless you work hard!!

Good Luck to 2001!!!

I finally made it out of this place. I wanna thank

my family for checking on me, wouldn't have

made it w/o u. Madd Love, wanna say hi to my
bro's SW&PW in the airforce. Shoutout to the dot

crew MK, AC,TC, hey wanna go to hooties.

Wanna say hi to friends in Weymouth AP,

KB&Reily SK et's go to W. B/F over the summer,
SK, LR, JL, KL, AP, KB, MK, AL, AQ

Lily Xu

el did it! At first, I must thank my mom , my
friends, and my teachers, thanks for your help! I

am so happy to stay in this school these years. I

like everybody in this school. Good Luck to

everybody! Do not forget me!

Cindy Zheng

To those who are my friends. I miss you all. I

thank all my teachers who taught me and my
counselor who helped me a lot. I can't tell the

feeling of graduation, however, good luck to

class 2001.

Bei H. Zhou

I want to thank every teacher who have taught

me cordially. I dare say I will remember everyone

of you and the class of 2001. You can contact me
at huan745@excite.com see you somewhere
sometime, class of 2001 and the teachers.

Favorite Movie: Austin Powers Km Seniors 45



Feng N. Zhu

Four years of high school are over now! I thank

all of my teachers! I especially thank Mrs.

Berggren and Mrs. Flaherty. Mrs. Berggen has

helped me with my math problems and Mrs.

Flaherty has helped me a lot with my college

stuff. I would like to thank all of my teachers

again here! Good luck to the class of 2001!

Camera Shy

Pamela L. Cascarano

Oh yeah.'Thank God its over! KS you owe
me$100. BffE CTKS I luv you guys.We had a blast

Girls night out CTPSCFKeKSRBKP Luv u
guys.CTslumber partys I want you back Girls just

wanna have fun. CTKC remember the volvo CF It

Hurts Loved THe G-Town Nights'KS Anyone
call CT We will always swing Talks with yoshi

wack I love you Mom Later!

Ruby Ho

I 'm glad that 4 years of HS is finally over. I'm
very happy and with anxiety to move on to the

next stage of my life. Thanks to all the teachers.

Good Luck ROTCH Maj Z.& Sgt. Please keep up
the good work and take care! Good Luck to the

class of 2002! Peace, Ruricious.

Christopher Brown
Justin Curran

Charles DaCosta
Paul Donovan
Kelley Flynn

Patrick Kelley

Rory Lydon

Jin Ma

Mira B. Matta (Myra)

It's been a blast. We all did it!!! I would like to

thank my mom for everything and for helping

me through this. I wouldn't have made it without

the help of my family. I'm gonna miss all my
friends. Hi, IN I LUV XA. Maya stay next to me!!

Finally, I would like to say to those who didn't

think I would make it Look Now! It's been real.

Denise N. Stroup

Thanx Mom Dad Marion&Fam BuckBuckKM BL
CK mgnts KP AB JA LM KK JK DM LM SH DS
99UMA JM-Sailor Man!62400 KN-61 Kristen-3am

rides John-archie boy! MH-da ca broke down!!

Dawn-roadtrip to Canada LF-Sexythang

Jason&Beaton-3strangedaze Bryan-MissJeep!Take

me LM- DONTDRIVE Q-Weysx! Stupid?No

more! Gd Lck Class of 01! loh!

Adrianne Null

William O'Shea

Karan Patel

Dung Phan
Brian Stuart

Phwe Fu Thant

Deanna Troila

C
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Thomas Browne Pedro Cabalero Allen Chen

Danielle Echevarria Gary Fan

HMHkJ

Michael Fortune

60% have a cell phone or pager. Seniors 47
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Robert Henry Kerri Henry Ruby Ho
(Message on page 46)

Shi Yu Huang Lindsay Hurld Phillip Kane

[
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Maldi Kellici Harry Kim Darek Krasinski

Nihi Liu Sean Lombardi Mira Matta
(Message on page 46)

Favorite Activity: Party 49Seniors
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Daniel McCaughin Robert McCusker Matthew McDowell

Steven McKay Nadeam Nahas David Ngo

Huong Thi Nguyen Katherine Noble Brian Nolan
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Justin Quilan Nexaly Ramos Xi Ma Rong

Everson Silva Robert Siqeca Ryan Szabo

Cheuk Tarn Kimberly Taylor Amber Tully

Favorite Song: The Way I Am Seniors 51]



David Viau Hieu Vo Shirley Wan

DingZhong Zhang Jin Zhao

***• SENIOR***
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Quincy High School Pride Week door decorating

Oil Seniors



Class Will

Elizabeth Caliri leaves Smoothness and Socks

to Ellaine Legaspi.

Caitlyn Flaherty leaves her phone number to

Mr. Ellis.

Kerrin Griffin leaves her thigh-highs to Mrs.

Hurley.

Katie McEvoy leaves her Spartan Cheers to

The Girls' Soccer Superstars.

Courtney Erin Thompson leaves a pound of

bologna to Kerri Ann Coyne.

Michael Lui leaves an atomic bomb to Kelvin

Chan.

Terri McAdam leaves her potatoes to Jessica

Pierre.

Michelle Ploof leaves a Spanish/English

dictionary to Mrs. Holt (the librarian).

Michelle Shea leaves The Table at Bickford's to

"The Girls".

Mrs. Ryan leaves Maximum memories to the

yearbook staff.

Stephanie Monica Scandura leaves a long,

healthy life to Mr. Weitzman.

Joe Cox leaves a puke bucket to Dan Galligan.

Patrick DelVal leaves his 2 ton backpack, full

of books, to all those who failed to lift it.

Wu Dong leaves white-out to sister Wen Dong.

Cedric Alexander King Jr. leaves his kitten

tigga to his girlfriend Meagan Kristen Sayers.

Leedah Karasic leaves well-opinionated

essays/remarks to Mrs. Herbert.

Ka Leung leaves a love letter to Michelle.

Jackie Lewis leaves Wal*Mart shopping days

to Michelle Shea & Stephanie Hutchins.

Derek Johnson leaves power to effectively

complain to Mr. Tully & Mr. Tatro.

Jiong Hui Li leaves "I wish they enjoy the life

of QHS" to all his friends and teachers.

Adam Jurewich ("Polish") leaves his hooded
sweatshirts to anyone who wants them.

Johnny Truong leaves his graditude to Mr.

Tully.

Kristopher Colby Ayer leaves Beatz and
Rhymes to the Plumbing and Electrical Shop.

Joseph Callahan leaves his football locker to

Tom Shruhan.

Ellaine Legaspi leaves brown eyeliner to Liz

Caliri.

Mike Gibbons leaves the title of valedictorian

to Caitlin Crowley.

Kerry Eaton leaves my memories with Joe C. to

Michelle Sheehan.

Jennifer Ames leaves el gato hehe! to Stephanie

Raymond.
Rick Carmicheal leaves his list of excuses to

avoid doing work to Mr. Karhu.

Nicole Pitts leaves Mr. Johnston's office to T.J.

Pitts.

Marie C. Hurley leaves a happy, successful

and fulfilling life to The Class of 2001.

Mr. Carey and Mrs. Anderson leaves a set of

watches that are 5 minutes fast to Homeroom
64.

Ms. Martin leaves tootsie rolls and the sports

page to Peter Chan and Dan Dorsey.

Mr. Keuther leaves an alarm clock set for 7:15

a.m. to Jacqui Niosi.

Kelly Sullivan and Jess Pettinelli leaves loyalty

to Ronnie.

Courtney Goodwin and Kelly Sullivan leave

faithfulness to Rick Tatem.

Mr. Karhu leaves The QHS PA system to

Stephanie Hutchins and Jackie Lewis.

Fallon Healy leaves John Travolta to Meagan
Donahue.

Kristen Phillips leaves her docks to Liz

Campbell.

Jessica Pierre leaves the "sucking potatoes" to

Terri McAdam.
Alfred Trinh leaves ??????XxXxXxXxXxX??????

To Ms. O'Brien.

Kelly Sullivan leaves the log in the road to Kim
Doyle.

Caitlyn Flaherty leaves her coolness to Nicole

Folino, Bill McKeon and Dan Galligan.

Stephanie Harvie leaves an Excedrin migrane

to Rachel Klingenstein.

Mrs. Lane leaves MacGyvor reruns to Gregg
Walsh.

Xiu Chen leaves the photo to her teacher.

Cheuk Yee Tarn leaves Quincy High School to

his friends.

Jonathan D'Olimpio leaves his stickball bat to

Lew.

Mark Robertson leaves a case of Bubbaz to

Danny Galligan.

Stephanie Hutchins leaves loud laughs to the

lunch table lunatics.

Sheena Williams leaves all Superman items to

Scott Hall.

Jessica Moltmann leaves her sanity to Major

Zirvnel.

Lily Xu leaves best wishes to Nathaniel.

Courtney Goodwin leaves the first floor

bathroom to Michelle Sheehan.

Jia Zheng leaves his locker number to Miss

Gina.

The Spanish IV class of 99-00 (liana, Leia,

Jacqui, Liz, Mike, Ellaine & Dan) leaves un
cuchillo grande y ovejas to Ms. Trib.

Mrs. Ryan leaves 5's on the AP Exam to her

brillant Calculus class.

Mira B. Matta leaves her brain to her sister

Maya to relative.

Mrs. Lane leaves a National Mole Day T-shirt

to Rick Carmichael.

Leia Amarra leaves tolerance, patience, and
"Big Problems" to Greia and the future tennis

team.

The AP English class leaves a Little Debby
Cake to Mr. McDonald.
Kerri Eaton leaves her Mark Foster look alikes

to Caitlin Callahan.

Katie McEvoy leaves Mrs. Brandmark's

hamburgers to Tom Shruhan.

Darek Krasinski leaves his skills to Kerri Eaton"
'

and Andrea Verlicco.

Paul Duttoon leaves his devil costume to Mr.

McDonald.
Kevin Malloy leaves absolutely nothing to

anyone.
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Senior Superlatives

CLASS FLIRT
Andrea Verlicco

Darek Krasinski

FRIENDLIEST
Kerri Coyne
Keith Walsh

jHb9&

4 ft '

T^jtjm

«

fyj

-.,-.>'

BEST LOOKING
Kristen Phillips

Justin Curran

MOST ATHLETIC
Christina Keenan
Mark Robertson

BEST PERSONALITY
Celina Buczkowski

Joe Cox
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MOST LIKELY TO BE A STAR
Fallon Healy

Mike Gibbons

BEST LAUGH
Nicole Stevens

Joe Cox
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CLASS GENIUS
Amanda Bagarella

Patrick Delval

MOST TALKATIVE
Candice Easter

Gregg Walsh
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Senior Superlatives

MOST SPIRITED
Katie McEvoy
Dan Walker

CLASS DEVIL
Courtney Thompson

Justin Curran

BEST EYES
Kristen Chenette

Bill Murphy

BEST SMILE
Kerri Coyne
Josh McBride

L 56
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r>ocv<vLr>norr\ OTLaLrsC\lLLu

DONE THE MOST FOR QHS
Andrea Pelletier

Dan Walker

BEST HAIR
Caitlin Crowley
Mike Gibbons

BEST ALL AROUND
Celina Buczkowski

Dan Dorsey

MOST OUTGOING
Jessica Chiavaroli

Joe Cox

FUNNIEST
Kelly Sullivan

John D'Olimpio
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Senior Superlatives

WILDEST
Caitlyn Flaherty

Joe Cox

MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED
Andrea Pelletier

Patrick Delval

BEST DRESSED
Kerrin Griffin

Chris Lumaghini
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CLASS COUPLE
Stephanie Scandura

Dan McCaughlin

CUTEST
Pam Sullivan

Bill Murphy

BEST DANCER
Katie McEvoy
Steve Malone

TEACHERS PET
liana Saxe

Pat Delval

CLASS ANGEL
Liz Caliri

Matt Lally

BEST FRIENDS
Meaghan Connolly

Christina Keenan
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Now that was an election!
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Reachingfor the max!

In and Around QHS

I've learned...

I've learned that education,

experience and memories are

things that no one can take away

from you.

I've learned that if there were no

problems there would be no
opportunities.

I've learned that in every face-to-

face encounter, regardless of how
brief, we leave something behind.

I've learned that every great

achievement was once considered

impossible.

I've learned that you shouldn't

expect life's very best if you're not

giving it your very best.

I've learned that if you smile at

people, they will almost always

smile back.

I've learned that I still have a lot to

learn.

Wireless

Faculty 61
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roMe Administration

Robert Keuther

Principal

George Yezukevich

Assistant Principal

Eugene Creedon
Superintendent

Emily Lebo

Director of

Centerfor Technical

Education

Marie Hurley

Assistant Principal

Steven Johnston

Dean
Jack Raymer

Dean

b£b1
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Grec\L Guidance

Deborah DeCristofaro,

Department Head
Debra Becky

Robert Daniele

Sherd Heiden

Chik Ching Law

Diane Merrill

James Sullivan

Linda Wilson

Gail Coccio

William Reardon
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ExverrpW^ru English

m '

'

Hi!!

Wife

Bruce McDonald,
Department Head

Robert Bernard

Robert Carnie*.

Denise Dalton

Michael Ellis

Wayne Hamilton

Patricia Herbert

Dana Jones

Ronald Martin

Sean Mulready

Maureen O'Brien

Louise Rothman
Richard Scanlon

Edgar Tatro
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"My favorite class is Mr. McDonald's AP
English class, because it's so much fun. We try-

to get through books and it's never a class

without lots of laughter and stories-like the girl

with the fork coming out of her thigh. Trying to

get through Hamlet is a problem, but it's fun,

and Mr. McDonald NEVER yells."

Leia Amarra

"My most memorable field trip was to see the

play Macbeth. The actors were very talented

and the story was well told."

Patrick DelVal

"My favorite memory of English class was when
Mr. McDonald caught Mike Gibbons with a

fishing net."

Fallon Healy

Faculty 65
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John Harrington,

Department Head

Kevin Bell

Susan Creedon

Linda Day
Stephen Dexter

William Doyle

Charles Goodman
Susan Graham
Fred Harris

Joan Innis

Maureen MacNeil

James Schatzl

George Smith

Superb Social Studies

*

I
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My favoritehistory moment
was when we compared Mr.

Bell to Jeff Gordon and
Michael J. Fox

Amanda Bagarella

"My favorite field trip was
to the Museum of Fine Arts

with Mrs. Day for the

Docents Program. We had
fun eating in the cafeteria

and 'stealing' the bread."

Leia Amarra

"I love watching 2 minute

movies in Mr. Smith's class."

Chris Rumbaua

EtSSr
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ah-v/elous Mathematics

Evelyn Ryan,

Department Head

Arthur Albanese

Maureen Berggren

Judy Bielski

Jeffrey Bretsch

Ann Croke

Michael Gendron
Paul Karhu

William Pactovis

David Post

Patricia Quintiliani

Carolyn Ronchinsky

Carol Ryan
Virginia Snell

Robert Uhlar

[ 68 Faculty
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"During my high school years I've learned how
to make a friend and the grammar for English. I

learned a lot of computer programs, like

Microsoft Office. My math level has improved
over time too."

Susan Huang
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ScLtttLUaLLr^a Science

warns

Catherine Smith,

Department head

Ronald Boudreau

Stephanie Head
Claire Jenkins

Carol Lane

Donald Long, Jr.

Charles MacLaughlin

Maureen Mulvey
David Smith

John Sullivan

Peter Swanson

Jon Roberts

Robert Sproule
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"My most memorable field trip was the physics

trip to Boston University. I saw a lot of new
science programs. It was very exciting."

Susan Huang

"My most memorable classroom experience was
when John Alves kicked someone's chair in

Biology freshman year and he fell. Then
Mr. Whitehouse had an ammonia bottle ready
on the desk-just in case."

Leia Amarra

"My most memorable classroom experience was
in the tenth grade when we had to dissect a

worm in Biology."

Kristen Keeley
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FcWi~c\sLLc Foreign Language

Joanne Tribulauskas,

Department Head

Rosemarie Camiolo

Angela Check

Maureen Flaherty

Michelle Lasorte-

Spearman

Kathryn McCorry
Margaret O'Brien

Maureen Steinberg

Virginia Stefani

John Wedgeworth
Julia Rogers

(No photo available)

vJnJk

E>kceUersL E.S.L

Diep Vo DeBenedictis

Helen Flaherty

David To
Sydney Lally,

Department Head

Robert Bearce

David Scott

(No photo available)
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su Special Education

Karen Doran,

Department Head

Laura Anderson
Paul Brown
Kevin Carey

Donna Coleman

Michael Colley

Colleen Cooper

Michael Dowd
Ray Eldredge

Norman Finizio

Gail Nogueira

Judy Paul

Martha Turner

Lorraine Kusy

p\
m
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ExvCLbLrve Electives
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Major William Zinnel,

AFJROTC
MSgt. John Stevens,

AFJROTC
Janet Meade, Art

Nancy Sheehan-

Melzack, Art

Georgina Valante,

Health

John Scanlan,

Heritage Program

Irene Brandmark,

Home Economics

Jean McDavitt,

Home Economics

Salvatore Bartolotti,

Music

Christine Barrett,

Physical Education

Scott King,

Physical Education

Robert Sylvia,

Physical Education

Gilbert LaPointe,

Music
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"My favorite class is ROTC. The teachers were

teachers not just in knowing the facts but in

being our friends. They were what kept kids

coming back year after year for more, and when

it came time for awards, they made sure we
weren't forgotten."

Sheena Williams

"My favorite classes are computer technology

and English. My computer class is fun and
comfortable. I like Mr. McGibbon. My English

teacher is Mrs. Flaherty. I've been in her classes

for two years. She's very friendly and I

appreciate all she's taught me."

Susan Huang

"My most memorable experience was in tenth

grade when Sergeant Pinkney thought a bird

was in a solid concrete wall. He kept hitting the

wall."

Sheena Williams

«g k
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TerrLfLc Technical Majors

Roy Parkhurst,

Cluster Head

Automotive

Scott Holbrook,

Automotive

Regina Scanlan,

Cluster Head

Business Education

Rita Dinsmore,

Business Education

James Flahive,

Business Education

Annmarie Kennedy,

Business Education

Cynthia Martin,

Business Education

Lucy Spellman,

Business Education

Donna Tansey,

Business Education

Leonard Harty,

Carpentry

Michael Bowes,

Carpentry

Paul Tully,

CAD Technology

William Gluvna,

Culinary Arts

John Haelson,

Culinary Arts

Linda Radzvilla,

Culinary Arts
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"My favorite class was with Mr. Holbrook and

all his stories from his sailing trips, especially

the story about the mushroom tea women."

"My most memorable classroom experience was
when Bill O'Brien had a problem keeping his

clothes on in Automotive because there were
technical difficulties at that time."

Josh McBride

"My most memorable field trip was when the

Automotive class went to see the car show at

the Bayside Expo Center."
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Tar^lLz-Lng Technical Majors
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John Manning,

Electrical

Peter McGibbon,
Electronics

Michael Looney,

Graphic Arts

Maureen Ajemian,

Health Occupations

Pamela Campanale,

Health Occupations

Daniel Dunn,
Health Occupations

Patricia Halloran,

Health Occupations

Edward Lewando,
Plumbing

Thomas Cassidy,

Plumbing

John Green,

TV Production

Brian Smith,

Technician

TV Production

Dennis Thibeault,

Electromechanical

(No photo available)
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"My favorite class is Child Care. It's fun

because a lot of the time we're not in the

classroom. We go out on placements to the

elementary schools and help teach the children

there."

Kris ten Keeley

"My favorite classes are Accounting and
English. I like my Accounting teacher Mrs.

Dinsmore. I'm supposed to hate English,

because English is my second language, but I

like reading novels."

Candy Huang

"My most memorable field trip was to

Massasoit Community College because it

was the first field trip I ever went on in

high school.

Kristen Keeley
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Support Staff

Joan Holt, Library

Renee Pomerville,

Library

Gaile Patten, Library

Debra Hill, Nurse

Rita Ranalli, Nurse

Leonard Ciavarro,

Computer lab

Kathleen Cameron,

Secretary

Ellen Hunter, Secretary

Nancy Mazzini,

Secretary

Kathy Scribi, Secretary

Marilyn Waywood,
Secretary

Gladys Barnes,

Administrative Assistant

Betti Hayes, Secretary

Gail Murphy,
School-to-Work

Patricia Nichols,

Secretary

Janet Murdock,
Security

Donna Sullivan,

Security

Brendan Welch,

Security

Max Weitzman,
Subsitute Supreme

Jean Barnes,

Secretary

When it comes to substitutes, reachingfor the max means
finding QHS's favorite sub, Mr. Weitzman!

OH"
( **1
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"I've learned what true friendship is.

Sheena Williams

"I've learned that people are not who they seem,

and it just takes a little caring to find that out."

Patrick DelVal

"I've learned a lot. English is my second
language. I don't know how I even used to talk

to people before my classes at QHS. Now I

understand a lot. Thank you very much."
Candy Huang

"I've learned how to try hard and go after what
you want. You can accomplish anything you
want if you just put your mind to it."

Kristen Keeley

"I've learned leadership and respect for my
teachers. I've also learned to get as much

learning as you can in school."

Josh McBride
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Oro)OvrsL^c\LLor\s

maximum Irw/oU/emer\Ll

Our cheerleaders know what it takes, and help us all to get involved to the max!
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Art: Club

rv>c\XvLr>our>n masterful aft

THE 2000-2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL ART CLUB
Front Row: Caitlyn Flaherty, Casey Neumann, Ellaine Legaspi, Katie McEvoy. Back Row: William Murphy, Kerrin

Griffin, Ms. Meade, Leia Amarra, liana Saxe.

Show Your Creative Side!

an afterArt Club is

school activity once a

week onWednesdays. It gives

students who don't regularly take art

a chance to use their creativity. Many
of our members are in art classes, but

this gives them an additional chance

to work with different materials out-

side of their regular class time. In the

future the Art Club plans to partici-

pate in bringing art to the community.

Through murals and workshops, we
will show the community whatQuincy
High School's Art Club is all about.
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AFJROTC

recruLts uoLth potential

THE 2000-2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL AFJROTC
Front Row : Greg Davis, William Eastwick, Michael Karman, Garren Su. Second Row: Chris Dykens, Priscilla Ho,

Brian Papile, Sandy Shi. Third Row: Andrew Benjamin, Amanda Willard, Brandon Milby, Jacob O'donnell, Li Man
Chong.

Platoon, Attench-Hut!

This year's drill team is

locked, cocked, and
ready to rock! After a

few bumps in the road, we're

ready to kick it into gear and

show what we're made of.

Though we have yet to per-

form in a drill competition,

we're extremely confident that

the team will perform above

and beyond the call of duty.

As drill team members, we
need to be a step ahead of the

restwhen it comes to knowing

all of the miliraty drill proce-

dures. The cadets on the drill

team are highly motivated,

truly dedicated, extremely pre-

cise machines that are com-

mitted tobeing the-best-of-the-

best-of-the-best! The drill

team, leadby theircommander
C /SSgt. William Eastwick, has

13 members total. Four of the

honorable cadets in this very

selective group are on Color

Guard and plan on taking the

teams as far as they can go.

•J'-:-.
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Band
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The band at its best, playing during the rally. .

uincy High School's 2000-

|2001 band included seven

seniors. The band also had
a riewTonductor Gill Lapointe who
replaced the retired Robert Coviello.

The members said thatMr. Lapointe

is strict, but very enthusiastic. Mr.

Lapointe is modest abouthowmuch
he does for the band members.
"Don't look at me, I just teach them
to play." The band participated in

their annual holiday and spring con-

certs, as well as all of the home foot-

ball games. New this year, the band
played at the Quincy versus North

Quincy basketball and hockey
games. The band placed fourth at

the Christmas parade and is partici-

pating in a competition in New
Hampshire in the spring.

THE 2000-2001 QUNICY HIGH SCHOOL BAND
Front Row: Christina Diep, Alicia Tasney, Angela Sullo, Roberta Hoek, and Brian Collins. Second Row: Lorgia Quino-

nes, Steve Erunseitan, Mike Doyle, Dan Walker, and Chris Walker.
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CHORUS
rec\chLr\g the WLqW notes

THE 2000-2001 QUNICY HIGH SCHOOL CHORUS SENIORS
Front Row: Lisa Fryar, Ellaine Legaspi, Fallon Healy, Caitlin Crowley, Stephanie Hutchins, Christine Bubencik. Second Row:

Director, Salvador Bartolotti, Patrick Delval, Amanda Bagarella, Mike Gibbons, Dan Walker, Jackie Lewis, Michelle Shea

Chorus reached its max

This year's Chorus
was nothing but a success. The

Christmas concert was a hit

with a select group of Hori-

zons kids stunning us with

their dancing skills. The cho-

rus even sang at Bethany

Church for the senior citizens'

breakfast and were very enter-

taining. In the springtime they

performed their list of musical

medleys full of dancing and

spirit and even attended the

Southeast district music festi-

val. Many congratulations are

due to junior Noel Vickery for

making the competive Senior

district choir. The many se-

niors from Chorus will be

greatly missed in the follow-

ing years, but they wish the

best of luck to chorus director

Sal Bartolloti and the rest of

the chorus in their future per-

formances.
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Dance Team

The year 2001 definitely

started with a bang!

The first Quincy High
Dance Team performed in

Sold Out VI. There was never

so much energy in one
auditoruim. They were a hit.

Thanks to Katie McEvoy, the

director, and the crew, the

team's hard work paid off.

This diverse team of 20 girls

was selected from a group of

40 who tried out. This enthu-

siastic bunch practiced hard

and learned how to listen to

ideas from one another to

make one awesome dance!

The team would like to thank

their supervisor Ms. Ander-

son and all the people that

came to see them at Sold Out.

There will be many more
shows to come and the danc-

ers hope youcome and watch
them express themselves

through Dance!

THE 2000-2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL DANCE CLUB
Front row: Mayra Satiago and Kerrin Griffin. Second row: Celina Buczkowski, Kerri Coyne, Katie

McEvoy Director, Stephanie Scandura, Courtney Thompson. Third row: Jessica Pierre, Josely

Ortiz, Stephanie Hutchins, Christine Bubencik, Nichole Stevens.

5..6..7..S Get into it! Musau, Ngolela, and Kim know how to get down! Celina sings a tune!
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MFA Docents

A tteuj ojaa to learn

THE 2000-2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL DOCENTS
Front row: Liz Caliri, Ellaine Legaspi, Caitlin Crowley, Sara Neuman, Tressa Rogers, Justin Gray. Second row: Leia

Amarra, Kerrin Griffin, Allison Hunt, Karen Mui, Mike Merlis, Christine Gill.

Peer 2 Peer Tutoring

at MFA

This year's Docent Pro-

gram topped all previ-

ous years. Under the

direction of Linda Day, the

docents travelled to the Mu-
seum of Fine Arts and studied

works of art. After weeks of

intensive training, and learn-

ing about influences of classi-

cal art, the docents were ready

to teach their new-found
knowledge to other students.

In its 9th year, the Docent Pro-

gram has the oppurtunity to

go to Nationals for Peer 2 Peer

Tutoring. Made up of fresh-

men, sophomores and onejun-

ior, the program continues its

tradition of unique learning

and memorable experiences.
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International Club
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THE 2000-2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL INTERNTIONAL CLUB
Front row: Cindy Zheng, Eman Lee, Josely Ostiz, Shirley Wan, Ilham Elhamoumi, Kimberly Centeia, Lorena

Asllanas, Ly Vien. Second row: Faculty Advisor William E. Zinnel, Siham Elhamoumi, Bao Truong, Minhnhat
Nguyen, Lisa Ng, Albanaa Sula, Musau Kabongo, Evandra Borges, Hamda Ismail. Back row: Priscilla Chan, Jenni-

fer Tan, President Jessica Pierre, Treasurer Migdalia Tracey, Secretary Ngolela Kabongo, Megan Griffan, Hayad
Ismaih.

International Quincy High

The International Club re-

ally plays a big role at

Quincy High School because

our school has students from thirty-

nine different nations. Because of

this, students can learn more about

cultures.

The club was first started

by Mrs. Helen Flaherty, an ESL
teacher. She had seen that the new
immigrants were too timid to talk to

their American peers, so she decided

to start the International Club where

students of different races could find

a place to talk to each other and
learn aboutAmerican culture. Also,

the club celebrates all of the Ameri-

can holidays.

In this recent years, other

than enjoying a social club, students

work on projects and raise funds for

their club celebrations. The biggest

project, which they do every April,

is the International Fair. Students in

the club participate and celebrate

their cultures through dance, po-

ems, songs, and fashion. The club

members invite students from the

social studies and foreign language

courses to participate with them.

Being the advisors of the

club, Ms. Graham and Major Zinnell

want to have more members and

continue their commitment. They

are going to have more activities.

Ms. Graham is happy to see that

more than forty students are in the

club, and she said, "lamvery proud
of the diversity at Quincy High
School, and I am also proud of the

students who become involved."

Major Zinnell thinks that co-

operation is the foremost thingwhen
a diverse group of people join to-

gether. "If you work together and
focus on your goal, you can accom-

plish anything."

^^—^—
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Math Club

Mu Alpha Theta is the Na-
tional High School Math
Club and Honor Society.

Quincy High School's chapter of

Mu Alpha Theta is open to all stu-

dents who are mathematics fanat-

ics!

Mrs. Ryan, head of the

mathematics department, advises

the group weekly. In the club, stu-

dents solve mathematics challenges

using materials from the National

Council of Teachers of Mathemat-
ics, such as monthly calendars, Stu-

dentMath Notes,mathjournals and
a variety of other resources in order

to improve their New England
Mathematics League competitions

scores.

This year, Mrs. Ryan has

turned the management of the club

over to the students. For example,

r^c^Lnnuon noLrvd

President Christine Huang taught
about Diophantine equations,
Karan Patel shared his statistics

knowledge, and Ngon Tran taught

figurate numbers. Mrs. Ryan really

appreciates them. "I thank all the

members for their hard work run-

ning the meetings, solving prob-

lems and bringing good snacks each

week." Mrs. Ryan is also happy to

see that more members are joining

the Math Club. She says, "Math
Club really makes my week. It is a

true joy to work with these won-
derful students."

Being the president of the

club, Christine Huang wants to

bring pride to our school by scor-

ing high in the competitions and
leading the members to enjoy the

fascination of mathematics.

mm J \
President Christine

Huang and Ngon
Tran are happy with

their presents from
the Xmas party.

Piro Lera, one of our

highest scoring

competiors in the

NEML.

Bei H. Zhou is another NEML champion.

Yin Yin Lin also shares her skills in the ESL Math class.

QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL 2000-2001 MATH CLUB
Front row: Minhnhat Nguyen, Lisa Ng, Treasurer Karan Patel, Vice

President Ilda Hanxhari, President Christine Huang, Secretary Sixin Lu,

Ying Wu, Advisor Evelyn Ryan. Second row: Huong Nguyen, Siham

Elhamoumi, Hankun Huang, Tszkwan Lam, Feng Zhu, Bei H. Zhou,

Yinyin Lin. Back row: Oawh Tang, Bao Truong, Robert Siqeae, Piro Lera,

Migdalia Tracy, Lorena Asllanas, Hayad Ismaih.
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Loudspeakers/Office Assistants

onop<vLr>r\oon onorr\LnaS

THE 2000-2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL LOUDSPEAKERS
Front row: Paul Karhu, Advisor. Second row: Michelle Shea, Jackie Lewis.

row: Stephanie Hutchins.

Last

THE 2000-2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL OFFICE ASSISTANTS
Front row: Gregory Kleiner. Second row: Jackie Lewis, Stephanie Hutchins.

Last row: Mrs. Scribi. (Not pictured, Mrs. Mazzini.)

'

wm

Helpers of Quincy High School

The Morning Announce-
ment group is small,

but dedicated. They of-

fer information on club meet-

ings, sports events, schedule

changes, and they give a cheer-
ful good morning to the stu-

dents of Quincy High School.

Principal Keuther, the assis-

tant principals and deans all

have a turn at leading the

school in the Pledge of Alle-

giance, along with their per-

sonalized thought for the day.

The office assistants are

also a small group of students

who volunteer their free peri-

ods to help the secrataries.

They putmail in teachers' mail-

boxes, make announcements,

answer telephones, and do fil-

ing.
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National Honor Society

ooaxvLnnooo accolades

THE 2000-2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
First Row: John Ryan, Lisa Ng, Lucy Ross, Casey Neumann, Ying Wu, Bidan Huang, Minh Nhat Nguyen, Jacqui

Niosi. Second Row: Kelly O'Neill, Nicole Morrissey, liana Saxe Secertary, Mike Gibbons President, Leia Amarra Vice

President, Dan Walker Treasurer, Michelle Pilalas, Greia Amarra. Third Row: Davey Germain, Justine Mitchell,

Vanessa Wong, Alisa Haidul, Amanda Bagarella, Meaghan Connolly, Ellaine Legaspi, Jackie Lewis, Migdalia Tracey,

Karan Patel. Fourth Row: Tom Shruhan, Michael Lui, Patrick DelVal, Benjamin Su, Andrea Pelletier, Adam Jurewich,

Jessica Pierre, Mike Doyle, Genesis Quemuel.

More Than Just Hard Work

This year's Na
tional Honor So
ciety was filled

with rocking good
times. They all got the
privalige of arriving at

school at the ungodly
hour of 7:15, to talk

about pressing issues

(car wash April 10th or
April 17th or selling

cookie dough vs.

candy).

A surprise to al-

most everyone this year

were the speeches that

all candidates for of-

fice had to give. The
on-the-spot speeches
proved to be good and
gave members a chance
to get to know the can-

didates better. The
qualities of NHS, schol-

arship, leadership, ser-

vice and characterwere
upheld superbly by
President Mike Gib-

bons, Vice President
Leia Amarra, Secretary

liana Saxe, and Trea-

surer Dan Walker. This

year's officers worked
hard on updating the

peer tutoring system
and creating the NHS
newsletter, "The Gold-
fish."

There were
many seniors in the

society, but they were
outranked by the jun-

iors, who will follow in

this year's seniors'

footsteps.

All of this could
not have happened
without the help of Ms.
Maureen MacNeil. They
would all like to thank
her for her support for

this year's NHS.
The NHS would

like everyone to have a

good laugh, so please

feel free to call 1-800-

888-3999 and press op-

tion #7.

H
el

I
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Mediation To The Max
Sol\/e your probleoos Lr\ c\ nors-s/LoJenb u*aM

THE 2000-2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL MEDIATORS
Front row: Helen Cheng, Brian Collins, Josely Ortiz, Patria Pequero, and Kevin Patten. Back row: Mediation Advisor

Martha Turner, Mediators Ilda Hanxhari, Adrianne King, Patricia DiStasi, Christina Roosa, Lisa Ng, and Matt

MacNeil.

John Ryan and Jay Chase get in a fight

over a rumor that was spread.

John Ryan and Jay Chase go to mediation

to talk about the fight.

They solve their problem after talking and
make an agreement not to continue to fight.

The Quincy High
School Peer Media
tion Program

serves the school's com-
munity in several

important ways. Students

who are trained as

mediatiors learn to use the

S-C-O-R-E MedLc\bLon
skills they already

have in new and
challaging ways.
Through the media-

tion process, we can

gain valuablecommu-
nication skills and

methods to resolve

conflicts inways other

then physical fighting.

Many students come
to the Mediation
Center with concerns

of fighting, harass-

ment and rumors be-

tween their friends.

TheQHS SCORE (Stu-

dent Conflict Resolu-

tion Experts)

Mediatiors are trained

to deal with these is-

sues in a confidential and
neutral way, while help-

ing the two students de-

cide for themselves to

resolve their conflict. The

best part about mediation

is that everybody wins!
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Prom Committee

rnaXvLonoon plcv^Lna

THE 2000-2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL PROM COMMITTEE
Front Row: Liz Caliri, liana Saxe, Dan Walker, Katie McEvoy, Jessica Chiavaroli, Chritina Keenan and Ellaine

Legaspi. Back Row: Amanda Bagarella, Leia Amarra, Meaghan Connolly, Andrea Pelletier, Jacki Stevens and Kerri

Coyne.

Pre-Prooo Plcvv\Lr\8

And I said yes, you look

wonderful tonight."

Yes, everyone looked

wonderful that night, espe-

cially since they had some-
where to go—thanks to the

prom committee. The com-
mittee worked on everything

from making the background
for the pictures to finding the

photographer. They met on

Thursday mornings in the caf

discussing issues that were

brought up. Everyone had a

certain part to take care of.

Choosing the favors, center-

pieces, and the music was a

difficult job. Fortunately, the

prom was a success. People

danced the night away. It re-

allywas Wonderful that night.

Our souveniers from the prom:

the "tea cup" and the "hot chocolate mug."
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Newspaper

U)or\derful u>rLtLn3

THE 2000-2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL NEWSPAPER STAFF
Front row: Mr Ellis Advisor, Nicole Morrissey, Lisa Ng, Minhnhat Nguyen, Stephanie Hutchins, Michelle Shea, Jackie

Lewis. Second row: Mr. Looney Advisor, Ilda Hanxhari, Bidan Huang, Sheena Williams, Lucy Ross, Marinelle Peneda,

Mr. Mulready Advisor. Last row: Gregory Kleiner, Migdalia Tracy, Karan Patel, Casey Neumann.

Interesting information

The newspaper staff distributes

about four editions of the

newspaper each year, all writ-

ten by the students of Quincy High
School. Its title is The Pony Express. It

is named for the mascot of the Presi-

dents. The class of 1924bought a statue

of the mascot from Syrus Dallins, the

sculptor . He had used 8 scrap models
to create the finished piece that stands

now in front of the Museum of Fine

Arts in Boston. Our model is, as far as

anyone knows, the only one still in

existence. It stands in the display case

in the Pride Room for all to see. Stu-

dents connected our mascot with the

earlyname of the mail service, the pony
express, to get the name.

The Newpaper gives seasonal

sports wrap ups, and details on school

events. The staff also runs a series of

interviews with the new teachers at

Quincy High School. The Pony Express

also keeps its readers up to date on the

plans for the new Quincy High School

building.
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QrTeam

GLooroe c\ Ql

THE 2000-2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL Q-TEAM
Front row: Caitlyn Flaherty, Ellaine Legaspi, Caitlin Crowley, Fallon Healy, liana Saxe, Andrea Pelletier. Second row:

Mr. Keuther Principal, Stephanie Hutchins, Brian Lynch, Katie Mc Evoy, Meaghan Conolly, Liz Caliri, Jacqui Niosi,

Kathryn Noble and advisor Mr Scanlon. Back row: Paul Dutton, Mike Gibbons Dan Walker, Christina Keenan, Leia

Amarra, and Kerrin Griffin.

Q-U-I-N-C-Y

!

The Q-Team consists of spirited

students that lead the school. The

Q-Team promotes diversity and

peace. These students set examples for

everyone to follow. They strive to excel

at Quincy High in hope that everyone

else will be the best they can be as well.

Over the summer members of

the Q-Team attended workshops and

leadership camps to learn the important

skills they would need in order to lead

the school. The students broke up into

groups and had to learn to depend on

and trust each other. This was a good

way for the students to get to know one

another and make new friends.

Allmember of theQ-Teamwent
back to school a day early to help the

freshman find theirwayaround thenew,

big school. All members of the Q-Team
are always there ifa studentneeds some-

one to talk to.

Our thanks go to Mr. Jack

Scanlon the advisor of the Q-Team who
is always able to put a smile on his

students' faces. He helped instill all the

Q-Teammemberswith leadership quali-

ties which they will never forget.
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Robotics
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THE 2000-2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL ROBOTICS TEAM
Front row: Jill Leth, Pricilla Chan, Jennifer Tarn, Brian Papile. Second row: Mr. Long Advisor, Alycia Weiner, Brian

Collins, Ms. Murphy.

HYPER strikes again!

The robotics team at

Quincy High School

in conjunctionwith stu-

dents fromNorth Quincy High
and the Center for Technical

Education make up HYPER
(Helping Youth Pursue Engi-

neering and Robotics.) For the

sixth consecutive year, the

Quincy Public Schools robot-

ics team is developing a robot

for the regional and national

FIRST( For Inspiration and
Recognition of Science and
Technology) competition.

First Robotics is a na-

tional engineering competi-

tion in which professionals

work with students to intro-

duce them to the field of engi-

neering. Students and engi-

neersbrainstorm, design, con-

struct, and test a robot for

competition. Working with

engineers and machinists

from the Gillette company,

their corporate sponsor, stu-

dents are divided into sub-

teams: animation, web page

development, designand con-

struction, and Chairman's

award project.
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Spectrum
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THE 2000-2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL SPECTRUM
Front Row: Brendan Crowley, Lucy Ross, Casey Neumann, Erica Johnson, Ken Campbell. Second Row:

Caitlyn Crowley, Ilda Hanxhari, Christina Bubencik, Sara Neumann.

Celebrate diversity

Specrum is a student or-

ganization designed to

foster an appreciation

and understanding of diver-

sity. Activities include discus-

sion groups, poster education

campaigns, guest speakers,

and field trips to cultural sites

and events. SPECTRUM
works in conjunction with

other QHS oganizations, in-

cluding peer educators and

student leadership, to foster

friendship and good will

among the diverse groups in

our school community.

-.*.
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THE 2000-2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT COUNCIL
Front row: Erin Griffiths, Jennifer Gropp, Stacey Smith, liana Saxe, Andrea Pelletier, Makena Cahill, Gregory Kleiner,

Stephanie Fiandaca, Titi Nguyen, Christina Diep. Second row: Bill Cosgrove, Kristen Dwyer, Kaila Saxe, Bridget Reaney,

Katrina Nurmenniemi, Alycia Weiner, Jacqui Niosi, Ellaine Legaspi, Liz Caliri, Meaghan Connolly, Brian Collins,

Courtney Peterson, Shaun Gibbons, Dan Cosgrove. Third Row: Advisor Mr. Scanlan, Vanessa Wong, Kelly O'Neill,

Meaghan Mooney, Mike Gibbons, Dan Walker, Steven Coletti, Greia Amarra, Leia Amarra, Joe Scribi.

.

Senior Class Officers

Ellaine Legaspiis Secretary; Liz Caliri is Vice

President. Pictured: Dan Walker, President; Leia

Amarra, Treasurer.

Student Council Advisor

Mr. Jack Scanlan

Executive Board Officers

First Row: Andrea Pelletier, President; Makena
Cahill, Vice President. Second Row: Greg Kleiner,

Secretary; Stacey Smith, Treasurer.
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Student Council

"All in favor?
//

Greia Amarra
Junior Class President

Christina Diep

Sophomore Class President

Dan Cosgrove
Freshman Class President

"We are student council and we live in a hut, and if you don't believe us,

then watch us shake our ..." This is an icebreaker the council sings during

SEMASC (Southeastern Massachusetts Association of Student Councils)

conference. Regional, state, and national conferences train students to

become leaders within the school. The student council is the backbone of

Quincy High. They plan, organize and run multiple events throughout the

year, from charity drives to homecoming to a new event this year - a Spirit

Day when various sports teams play against our rival, the North Quincy

Red Raiders. With the help of the student council advisor, Jack Scanlan, the

council is able to manage all these events with minimal chaos.
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Women in Technology

rvOr\-trc\dLtLonat excellence

THE 2000-2001 WOMEN IN TECHNOLOGY GROUP
Front row: Nichole Stevens(Tri-President) / Ms. Head, Alexandra Powers, Greia Amarra. Second row: Kerrin

Griffin(Tri-President), Kerri Eaton(Tri-President), Bridget Reaney.

Motivated women

w omen in Technol-

ogy is an organiza-

tion sponsored by
the Southeast Tech Prep Con-

sortium. It involves groups of

young women that are en-

rolled in a "non-traditional"

technical area and are part of

the Tech Prep program. The
goal of the organizaion is to

introdue young women to op-

portunities in science and tech-

nology through the use of field

trips, projects, and job shad-

owing. Each summer Women
in Technology participants

also spend two days at Mass
Maritime Academy, where
they take part in various

projects which have included

making small robots, and
building a computer.
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Youth in Government
poter\tLc\l candidates
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THE 2000-2001 YOUTH IN GOVERNMENT GROUP
Front row: Bill Cosgrove, Brendan Crowley and Advisor Mr. Scanlan. Back row: Dan Cosgrove and Tom Shruhan

Learning democracy

The Quincy High School

Youth in Government
program is a joint

project of Quincy High
School's Student Council and

the South Shore YMCA. Its

mission is to provide a vehicle

to teach the core values of

caring, honesty, respect and

responsibility, character devel-

opment and leadership skills

while practicing dedication to

the values of democracy. The

motto of the program is,

"Every generation must learn

democracy" and we work
toward that goal by teaching

that every person can make a

difference and that under-

standing and participating in

government is for everyone.

The program involves four

training workshops, usually

held on Saturdays between

September and March, and
concludes with a three-day

"model government" confer-

ence at the Massachusetts State

House.
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Yearbook
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THE 2000-2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL YEARBOOK STAFF
Front row: Bill Murphy, Ellaine Legaspi, Liz Caliri, Katie McEvoy, Fallon Healy, Amanda Bagarella, Jennifer Ames.
Second row: Mrs. Evelyn Ryan Advisor, Caitlyn Flaherty, Jacqui Niosi, Stepahine Hutchins, Jackie Lewis, Leia

Amarra, Feng Zhu, Michael Looney Advisor.

A book about you

Having all the memories of a

year atQuincy High School
crammed into one book

seems to be almost impossible for

many of us. However, the yearbook

committee faced this every day.

Yearbook became a class this year.

Itwas known as Publishing and was
taught by Mr. Looney and Mrs.

Ryan. Members covered significant

events at Quincy High and took

care to make sure that each event

was adequatley presented. We
picked layouts, pictures, captions,

conducted interviews, and wrote ar-

ticles. We did all of this with the

help of special people: you! We'd
like to thank you for buying this

yearbook, filling out the surveys,

and passing in your senior picture

so thatyou canbe represented. We'd
also like to thank Mr. Looney and

Mrs. Ryan for all of the hard work
they've put in to the yearbook.
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Making our Memories
uohUe reachLna Lt tool

i

Stephanie and Jackie working hard on the Chorus layout. Mr. Looney helps Feng at the computer.

I

Leia and Amanda share a laugh while looking for layouts.
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maximum Class I

Events make QHS go 'round.
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Ellaine, Mike, Noel, and Stacey in "A Mid-Summer Night's Dream".

Reachingfor the max!

Come Dance with Me
There are three new movies

op'ning tonight,

A baseball game, a champi-

onship fight,

A big band concert under

the stars,

And a rodeo, Midget racing

cars,

For some gals and gents the

above events hold their own
vicarious charms,

But I'd rather go to a place I

know,

Where I can hold you in my
arms!

Chorus:

Hey there cutes, put on your
dancin' boots and come
dance with me,

Come dance with me, what
an evening for some
terpsichore.

Pretty face, Iknow a swingin'

place, so come dance with

me,

Romance with me on a

crowded floor.

And while the rhythm
swings, what lovely things

I'll be saying

For what is dancingbutmak-

ing love set to music, playin'

.

When theband begin to leave

the stand and folks start to

roam,

As we wing home, cheek to

cheek we'll be,

Come on, come on, come on,

come on and dance with me.

Artist: Frank Sinatra

Just Some of the girls at Homecoming.
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ROTC Encampment
Saluting the Country

uincy High's MA-061st
AFJROTC is a a class un-

like any other. The cadet

corps ^comprised of 85 cadets from

grades 9-12 taught by Senior Aero-

space Advisor, Major William
Zinnel, with Master Sergeant John

Stephens. Their main objective is to

instill the values of citizenship, good
character, leadership, academics,

personal responsibility, good atti-

tude, and service among the cadets.

Ruby Ho is the Cadet Group Com-
mander, which is the highest rank

of the students.

First, all cadets are given

chances to receive promotions and

jobs, increasing not only their rank

but also their responsibilities. In the

MA-061st there are seven classes,

also known as flights A-G. In class,

the cadets practice team drilling.

Once weekly the cadets are required

to wear the AFJROTC uniform, on

which they are inspected.

The MA-061st Drill Team
consists of cadets who compete in

unarmed drilling (marching) and

drilling with rifles against other

schools in the state. This year some
of the cadets have ranked in the top

ten places of the Individual Drill

with Rifles (IDR).

The corps has helped with

many school events. The corps

stood onhand at theWWII Veter-

ans' Graduation, with a color

guard ceremny to honor the Vet-

erans and their families. The
corps has also been included in

the High School and Middle
School Open Houses, the QHS
College Fair, and theQHS Gradu-

ation. Outside of school, the ca-

dets also participate in the an-

nual four-day Fall Encampment,
held at Otis Air Force Base. The
MA-061st helps with many com-
munity events like the Veteran's

Day Parade, Father Bill's Thanks-

giving and Christmas Food
Drives, the Children's Hospital,

and First Night Quincy. Every

year before the holidays, the ca-

dets distribute gifts of socks, shav-

ing cream, soap, combs, tooth-

brushes, and other needful things

to the Boston Homeless.

!

The AFROTC Drill Team at the Thanksgiving Day game.
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Rory Lydon and Michael Korman spot a younger cadet

as he moves along the rope course.

The Drill Team practices before a competition.
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The BU Math Field Day
It happens for us ev/eru Lumd uears

Led by Mr. Bretsch and Mr.

Gendron, more than forty stu

dents from the precalculus and

calculus classes headed to Boston Uni-

versity at 7 AM on Tuesday, October

24 for the ninth Annual Boston Uni-

versityMath Field Day. This was a fine

opportunity for students to experience

contemporary mathematics and to get

an idea of what some mathematians

do.

After a long subway Tide, the

students were joyful to have dough-

nuts and juice served by Boston Uni-

versity. After that, the students were
ready for their day of math challenges.

Of all the presentations, Professor

Steven Rosenbery's lectures were the

most

interesting. For his first lecture, he

played several ChaosGames and asked
some students to challenge him. How-
ever, he was always the final winner.

On his second lecture, Professor

Rosenbery showed the Amazing Julia

Set—math is art! The students could

see how a piece of complex graphic art

was formed from a simple equationby
rotating its graph around.

At 1:30 PM, our students were

on their way back to school. Thank
you, Mrs. Ryan, for arranging for the

students to have such an unforgettble

experience before their graduation

fromhigh school. Comtemporarymath
is beautiful, fun and exciting.

What are Cindy Zheng (front) and Kathy Lin so happy about?
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Lucy Ross and Piro Lera show their

approval of the presentations.

How delicious this food looks to our hungry students before their day of math challenges!
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Mr. Gendron and the students are heading back to the subway station Mike Murphy and Andrew Smith during a break in the presentations.

i

More than forty students attended the Math Field Day.
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Veterans' Graduation

Mr. Keuther congratulates the graduates. ROTC marches into the graduation.

I i

Students deliver speeches as part of the ceremony.
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The graduates salute the flag.
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Remembering the soldiers

If
you thought four years was a long

time to get your diploma, try waiting

fifty! On November 9, 2000, Quincy
High School and North Quincy High
School honored a special group of veter-

ans,who lefthigh school to fight inWWII.
Every veteran was interviewed by a cur-

rent student. They were asked to share

not only their experience in the war but

also their experience during their school

years. The students involved gave intro-

ductions to each veteran at the ceremony.

Each veteran was then given a well de-

served diploma from Quincy or North

Quincy High School.
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Blue and White is All Right

As the days grow closer

and closer to the ever

importantTurkeyDay
Game, QHS holds competi-

tions to build pride and join

the entire school together for

one common goal: BEAT
NORTH! Quincy High kicks

offPrideWeekwithdoor deco-
rating. Each grade decorates

theirhomeroom doors, putting

up as much blue and white as

possible. Next, each grade has

a day to show off their school

spirit by covering themselves

in blue and white clothes, hair

dye and face paint.

Then comes the major event-

hall decorating. Each grade

picks a floor and has four hours

to decorate it in—yup, you
guessed it—blue and white.

This year's seniors went over

the top, buying lights, stream-

ers, making posters and even

painting the windows with

"Crush North." They also had
a 5-foot helmet thanks to the

Pelletiers' hard work. The se-

niors took home this year's

Pride Week trophy, continu-

ing the tradition: Seniors rule!

Laura and Stephanie display their door decorations.

How many QHS students does it take to decorate one door?

Fallon shows off her pride with

face paint.

Dan and liana trash the Raiders. Ellaine enthusiastically cuts the

door as Christina watches.

How did I get myself into

this?
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GivemeaQ.UlN.CY!

loach Noble, Mr.Keuther, Coach Sullivan, Athletic Director Mr. Miller.

j«Wjl»-S.'\-W' J

.U.I.N what letter

I comes next? Where is

my sign holder? As
witn eVery other year the rally

is the last event held at school

before the Thanksgiving Day
game. Annually, contests in-

clude which class can spell

Quincy the loudest and cor-

rectly of course. At the 2000

rally, the senior class of 2001

won the week's competitions,

claiming the pride trophy
which is kept in the Pride

Room. The cheerleaders put

on a great show for the school,

giving a preview of their rou-

tine for the half-time show. As
always the starting line-ups

were announced by Coach

Noble and a pep talkwas given

by Coach Noble, encouraging

support from the students at

the game. The newly ap-

pointed athletic director Eddie

Miller, also spoke to the large

assembly. Mr. Keuther ad-

dressed the crowd, encourag-

ing students to show their

pride at the big game the next

day. Unique to this year, a

former and very successful

Quincy High School football

coach by the name of Coach
Sullivan was honored by hav-

ing his number retired. Coach
Sullivanwas pleased to see the

pride displayed by the stu-

dents and seemed to enjoy the

atmosphere of the rally.

m
G

QHS 2000 Girls' Powder Puff Team

:' 'Ifip /\

M-Captains Paul Desmond, John
Vlves and Joe Duffy reveal Coach

Sullivan's jersey.

The cheerleaders give a sneak

preview of their half-time routine.

What would a rally be without the

QHS band?

'Put me in coach, I'm ready

to play..."
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The senior girls just want to have fun.

Homecoming 2000 , a Night to

Remember

Every year Home
coming is a fun-

filled event. It

brings all the classes to-

gether to start the year

with a bang. Styles have

changed over the years.

This year the girls went

with the wildest outfits

they could find, while the

boys went casual.

The gym is full of

students dancing to the

loud blaring music, while

groups of friends snap

pictures. Finally the part

we have all been waitng

for arrives. The lights turn

on and the music stops.

Mr. Keuther introduces

the King and Queen of

the court. "And the 2000

homecoming King and
Queen are. ..Andrea

Pelletier and Dan
Walker." The crowd
cheers and eventually

moves back onto the

dance floor where they

dance the rest of the night

away. Students leave the

dance with many enjoy-

able memories that they

will never forget.

Homecoming King Dan Walker and Queen Andrea Pelletier share a dance.

Kerrin and Caitlyn cuddle on the dance floor.
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Chistine and Katie show their bright

smiles.

Stephanie and Celina grab the mic and take over.
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Stephanie plays the wall.

Let me at her!'

"A Midsummer
"To be...or not to be?

//

Ice
cream, a lot of green tulle,

costumes, yellow books... these

are just a few of the ingredients

that made up QHS Drama Club's

production ofWilliam Shakespeare's

A Midsummer Night's Dream. The

most challenging play that the drama
club had encountered thus far also

quickly became one of the most fun,

educational, rewarding and
exceptional productions thathasbeen

staged at Quincy High.

It all began with the intense

auditions that lasted for three nights.

From then on there was ample time

spent on interpreting the language

and planningcostume and set design.

With the help of the art department,

clothing department and the drama
club's own strength and ability, a

beautiful set was built and all the

actors were beautifully dressed.

Thereweremanynew underclassmen

bothonand offstage thathelpedmake
the show a success. And many more
upperclassmen helped lead the way.

While there was still the musical to

look forward to, the seniors could

feel the year coming to a close as they

took their places for curtain call.

That's the other question

"Please don't go!"
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Can't we all just get along? Noel and Mike duke it out as Ellaine pouts in

the corner.

All watch as Pyramus and Thisby comes to an

end.
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Nights Dreamjj

What's wrong with this picture?

What's everybody looking at?
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Winter Frolic

The Chorus and Band
Concert was a cel-

ebration of the Holi-

day Season. A spectacular

variety of music was pre-

sented through the Quincy

High School's Chorus, con-

ductedbyMr. SalBartolotti.

Old and new songs were
intermixed in the seasonal

melody. Carol of the Bells,

Angel's Carol, and Ave
Verum were all included.

Horizons, a group of cho-

rus members who audition

for a more advanced music

experience, entertained the

audience by dancing and
singing a few extra songs.

The chorus practiced all

year long for this night, and

their efforts paid off.

The Quincy High
School Band also practiced

their instruments every day

for this big night. They
played an interesting mix
of holiday classics. Do You

Hear What I Hear? was a fa-

vorite of the crowd. Their

talentwas further shown as

they accompanied the cho-

rus with other songs.

'It's Beginning To Look A Lot Like Christmas" The girls wait to make their way to the stage.
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Band and Chorus Concert
MaXvLrvvjnn MoSLc

The Band receives a standing ovation for their performance. Pat performs in Horizons.
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Sola Out VI 2000

These girls show off their dancing skills as well as their perfect taste

in pj's.

For their first appearance, the dance team stays cool with their clean

steps and bright smiles.

1 Ft* Q * I
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Kry-O-cide performs Lincoln Park's One Step Closer.
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Sold Out came for its

sixth year in a row
and it again was a

huge success. Sold Out was
one of the biggest selling

shows at Quincy High
School this year. What ex-

actly is Sold Out? Well it's a

variety show put onbyyour
fellow classmates. Sold Out

is a Heritage activitiy that is

directed by Heritage stu-

dents but is open to all stu-

dents of QHS. This year

was great with a variety of

acts from a magic show to

show tunes and with a live

band covering perfor-

mances from Lincoln Park

to Britney Spears. This year

also included the first per-

formance of the Dance
Team.

Sold Out is a great

activity that gets a lot of

people to performwho usu-

ally never do. Sold Out en-

courages people to help out

and to get involved in

school. A lot of the time

kids who can't be in drama
or chorus are still interested

in performing and this is

their chance. The senior

class cast members of Sold

Out and the senior Heritage

students would like to wish

the best of luck to the future

casts of Sold Out. Keep the

show alive!

Junior Lucy Ross shows us that

she wants to be a "Dentist" while

freshman Ryan Kirby is her first

terrified patient.

Brendan Crowley and Mike
Merlis were our "favorite" MC's

for the night.
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sold Lo Lhe Mcv<J.

Clockwisefrom left:

Some of the SoZd Owf cast.

Maldi tears up the base with

his bumble bee performance.

We'll be seeing him in the real

limelight someday.

Michael Lui shows us his

amazing piano skills.

Fallon Healy strikes a pose at

the piano right before her

performance of Godspell's

"Turn back oh man".

Nsync much? These boys could

very well be the next Nsync!

The amazing Chris Bolts performs

magic for us and, yes, that is a real

dove in his hands.

Junior Noel Vickery puts on his

serious face while strumming the

guitar.

These glam sisters perform the son£

"Dentist " from Little Shop of

Horrors.
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Sports

maximum Muscle

'
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Quincy High's teams give it their all.
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Reachingfor the max!

Go, Team!
Fight! Win!

The Quincy High School

Fight Song

March down the field to the

music,

Quincy is out for victory,

Up with the blue and white

banners,

Cheer for our team triumphuntly!

Fight for the honor of Quincy,

That's where our hope and glory

lie,

So well play, play, play

At the game today

And we'll cheer for Quincy High.

Beat North!

Beat North!

March down the field to the

music,

Quincy is out for victory,

Up with the blue and white

banners,

Cheer for our team triumphuntly!

Fight for the honor of Quincy,

that's where our hope and glory

lie,

So we'll play, play, play,

At the game today

And we'll cheer for Quincy High!
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Football
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Pete Turowski waits to

play. According to

Coach Noble, the

Thanksgiving game
was the best of his

Presidents prepare to play.

Greg Walsh sacks Max Repoff

.

%1

Presidents and Raiders go head to head.

Joe Cox takes off his

helmet to cool off. He
was an emotional leader

throughout the season

and is an Old Colony

League All-Star.

Jon Page anticipates the play.

iMArVriNO^

THE 2000-2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM
Row 1: Tom McNeill, Paul Desmond, Joe Duffy, Coach Bill Sullivan, Coach Bob Noble, Jon

Alves. Row 2: Jon Page, Brad DiMartino, Greg Walsh, Joe Cox, Mark Robertson, Brian Neenan,

Dave Centrella, Dan Dorsey, Joe Callahan Row 3: Kevin Livingston, Chris Sullivan, Pete

Turowski, Tom Shruhan, Mike Lorenzano, Kris Kamborian, Scott Kelley, Bill Reid. Row4:

Anthony Sandonato, Frank Parker, Bob Richie, Mike Cox, Matt Ramponi, George Bush,

Steven Hawko, Joe Gibbons. Row 5: Jeff Onyeokoro, Jason Moore, Andrew Picard, Earthen

McEachen, Shawn Munchbach, Mike Sullivan, Dan Galligan. Row 6: Roger Palermo, Josh

Giordani, Kevin O'Connell, Chris Dunlea, True Truong, Jared Bell, Alex Santiago, Chris

Kirschner. Row 7: J.J. Niamkey, Darren Birks, Tom Belton, David Boncek, Greg Morton,

Malcom Lynn, Scott Pagington, Dan Davis. Row 8: James Hutchins, Tim Gleason, Jame
Vanstavern, Rob Cavallo, Justin Thorley, Steve Ohlson, Ed Pewitt. Row 9: Coach Kevin Carey,

Coach Dan Morrell, Coach Mark Nutley, Coach Bill Reardon.

|
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"Men of character are developedfrom hard work, perserverance, and

always believing in themselves and thier coaches. There is little doubt

that this year's footcall team was made up of 'characters.' It was a

priviledge to be associated with them.

"

Coach Bob Noble

President's

Day on

K Thanksgiving?

T

Tri-captains Paul Desmond, John Alves, and Joe Duffy.

«*g*iptt

Coach Noble tells a play to Mike

Lorenzano.

Mark Robertson on the carry.

Desmond with the carry. Quincy celebrates the victory. The team runs to the endzone to

celebrate.

hat's right. With
Quincy's win on
Thanksgiving, itwas

President's Day early this

year. The QuincyHigh foot-

ball team finished the sea-

son 3-7 with their 3 wins

coming at the end of the

season. Turkey Day was
the most meaningful win.

It was the thirty-fifth over-

all out of the last sixty-seven,

and the sixth out of the last

seven. The score of this win

was 28-13. Mike Lorenzano

developed into a successful

play-caller this year and dis-

played all of his abilities on

Turkey Day. He ran for 105

yards and scored a touch-

down. He also completed 7

out of 10 passes for a total of

97 yards. Other players had

notable performances. Paul

Desmond ran for 88 yards

andhad his first touchdown

of the season. Greg Walsh

sacked North's quarterback,

and Pete Turowski scored a

touchdown. The defense

played extremely well hold-

ing North's offense to un-

der 200 yards for the entire

game. The Presidents

marched down the field to

the tune of a triumphant

victoryand celebrated in the

endzone. They made us

proud to be Presidents and,

to quote Coach Bob Noble,

"It was a great day for the

kids, the program, and the

high school."
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Golf
Playing on the

finest courses

uincy High School's Golf Team, led by Senior

Captain John Lupo, was very competitve in

the Old Colony League.

The startingplayers wereJohnCheva-

lier, Frances Orlando, Joe Scribi, Mike
McLaughlin, Mark Dondero, Ryan Conley,

Brendan Conley, and Jeff Tarn.

"Although their record would not

indicate how competitive they were, the team

played on the finest golf courses on the South

Shore, and the team improved greatly as the

season progressed," Coach Sylvia said.

Coach Sylvia looks forward to the

next season's competition in the new Atlantic

Coast League.

^w»**J
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QHS golf team checks out the scores Senior Captain John Lupo lines up a long drive.
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Senior Captain John Lupo

THE 2000 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL GOLF TEAM
First row: Bob McEvoy, Shaun Richardson, Matt LaCorte, Ryan Conley, Mark Dendero, Brendan Conley, and
Frances Orlando. Last row: Coach Sylvia, Andrew Patten, John Chevalier, John Lupo, Chris Murphy, Dave
Centrella, Jeff Tarn, Steve Hautio, Mike McLaughlin, and Joe Scribi.

Chris Murphy

QHS golf team members are getting ready for battle.
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Girls' and Boys'

Cross Country

THE 2000 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL CROSS COUNTRY TEAM
Joe Pricella, Dan Cosgrove, Andrea Pelletier, Bill Cosgrove, John Ryan, Scott McConville and Coach King.

(Missingfrom photo: is freshman Annie Keith)

"The cross country team is prob-

ably one of the most close-knit

teams at Quincy High School be-

cause it's so small. I think having a

small team is better sometimes be-

cause we can interact more as a

team."

-Andrea Pelletier
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[ohn Ryan offto a great start, thinking ofSteve

Prefontain saying, "To give anything less than

^our best is to sacrafice the gift."

Joe Pricella taking a much needed water

break after a long run.

Quincy runners looking good running against Barnstable.

On Your Mark, Get Set, Go!

Can you imagine running six miles

everday? Your body would ache

and you would be sore the next

day. Well, at Quincy High we have stu-

dents who are comitted to run at least a

mile a day. These student athletes were

part of this year's cross country team

under the leadership of their captain se-

nior, Andrea Pelletier. Although the team

consisted of only eight students. "It's not

such a bad thing that the team is this

small. We're all close because of it," said

Andrea. With only eight members, the

team still had a great season with two
wins, the team defeated Plymouth South
and Taunton. "I think we had a good
season," said Coach King.

Theboys teamwas ledby the outstandng

juniorJohn Ryan. Senior Andrea Pelletier

led the girls teamwith lots ofenthusiasm

and energy.

Th team idolizes Steve Prefontaine, one

of the greatest runners of the world. They
want to be like him and accomplish all

that they can. The members of the team
alwasys love to quote him.

The team consisted mostly ofunderclass-

men. "The future looks bright." said

Coach King, in hopes that the team will

come out winners in meets next year.

John Ryan, Coach King, and Captain Andrea

Pelletier are all smiles.

The Quincy High Cross Country team gets ready for their big race. We've learned

you have to stretch before and after you run!

that

"Cross Country was a lot of fun. We had

a great time and we're looking forward to

run next year."

- Dan Cosgrove
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Girls' Soccer

THE 2000 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS' SOCCER TEAM
First row: Kristen Clarke, Meghan Griffin, Kerrin Griffin, Caitlyn Flaherty,

Jessica Carella, Katie McEvoy, Colleen Martin, Laura Kane and Coach
Hanlon. Last row: Makena Cahill, Michelle Pilalas, Pam Jacobs, Courtney

Peterson, Liz Campbell, Kerry Eaton, Caroline Fields, Kayla Saxe, Katie

Kisielius and Kristen Phillips.

»

A season of great

memories

This season was
filled with spirit and deter-

mination. Even though the

team didn't win many-
games the players never

gave up. Paving the way
were the four "K" captains:

Kerry Eaton, one of the best

goalies in the Old Colony

league; Katie McEvoy,
fighting for the ball and

bringing spirit to the team;

Kristen Phillips, the top goal

scorer; and Kerrin Griffin,

leading the defenders. The

team also looks forward to

a brighter future. The news
that next year the team will

play in Division 2 or 3 gives

it a winning chance in the

years ahead. The team
shared many great memo-
ries, like the time when Mr.

Hanlon fell on the bus and
couldn't getup. There were
also long bus rides home
from Barnstable as every-

one sang their loudest to

annoy Mr. Hanlon, Mc-
Donald stops after the big

games and the many pasta

parties. Working together

and sharing many laughs

along the way made this a

season to remember.

Captains: Kerrin Griffiin, Katie McEvoy, Kristen

Phillips and Kerry Eaton

Kristen and Katie stretching their muscles before the big game.

Co-captain Kristen Phillips

7^
Co-captain Katie McEvoy
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Kristen Phillips dribbles around #3 on Silver Lake. Senior forwards Katie McEvoy, Laura Kane and Caitlyn Flaherty set up a

play to outsmart Silver Lake.

Goalie Kerry Eaton punting a long ball up the field. Kerrin Griffin fighting her hardest to win the ball.

Co-captain Kerry Eaton Co-captain Kerrin Griffin Caitlyn Flaherty Laura Kane

Sports 133 ]
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BOYS' SOCCER
Control and composure

his year's soccer season was an exciting one

with many new faces. The season was pretty

difficult however, with a lack of seniors, but

the players toughed it out and played thier

best. The team made up for their record with a

never-say-die drive and a good attitude. In fact

the team didn't get one penalty card through-

out the whole season, which just goes to show
how much control and composure the team

had. The season was a rebuilding one, featur-

ing a lot ofnew talent and and great leadership

from its seniors.

The teamwas led by Matt Conso, Dave
Armstrong, Andrew Smith and the team All-

Star Peter Lucier. Coach Ray Papile and Assis-

tant Coach Jeff Hines said that they were very

proud of this year's team and can't wait until

the next season. When asked about his season,

team captain Dave Armstrong said, "We had
some tough losses but we came together as a

team and hd a lot of fun."
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JH Quilty looks to pass. The team scrambles for the ball.
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Bao Truong in a battle for the ball. Morriset sprints for the ball.
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The coach with Matt Conso and goalie

Andrew Smith.

THE 2000 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL BOYS' SOCCER TEAM
(from top left) Mike Doyle, Pedro Cabarello, Matt Mcneil, Craig Keenan, Peter Lucier, Mike Kallel, Steve

Ramponi, Washington Morrisset, Andrew Ross, and Coach Ray Papile. (from botton left) Mike Quilty, Hieu
Vo, Bao Truong, Matt Conso, Andrew Smith, Craig Johnston, Jonathan Mendez, Brendan Craig, and Dave
Armstrong (not shown).

.
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Senior Pedro Cabarello
Senior Peter Lucier Streching before the game

Pedro anticipates the play.
Peter warms up the team before the game
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Girls' Swimming
Two Schools One Team

twas a building year for the combined Quincy

and North Quincy swim team. Most of the

girls on the team were freshmen and sopho-

mores, so Coach Katie Duncan and Assistant

Coach Cory Rodreiguez concentrated on in-

structing the five Quincy High students and

thirty North Quincy students rather than fo-

cusing on their meets. The team still made it

tough for the competition. Their recordwas 1-

9, winning against Stoughton, but all matches

were very close. The team lost by less than ten

points in all meets.

Ms. Duncan is a guidance counselor

at Point Webster Middle School. She is a

former swimmer and diver herself, growing

up in Albany,New York. Although this is Ms.

Duncan's first year as a swimming coach, she

has coached girls in diving before. "We had a

very young team this year, mostly freshmen

and sophomores", she said, "but as a second

year combined team, they have improved
greatly." The team members from Quincy
included Erin Griffiths, Mary Ionelli, Lindsay

Langille, Jessica Jordan and Maria Villena.

The girls practiced their backstrokes, butter-

flies, and breaststrokes every day after school

from 3:30-5:30 at the Lincoln Hancock pool.

They still had the time to achieve a couple of

personal goals themselves. Erin Griffiths re-

ceived a PilgrimSportsmanship Award, along

with making it to the sectionals with Lindsay

Langille.

THE 2000 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL SWIM TEAM
Mary Villena, Erin Griffiths, Lindsay Langille,

Mary Ionelli, and Jessica Jordan (not pictured)
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Erin takes time out of practice to

pose while Mary works on her

form, and a ready Lindsay waits

for the signal to dive in.
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Girls' Volleyball

Lessons in volleyball and life

uincy High School's girls' volleyball is tradi-

tionally about dedication and pride. The 2000

girls' team demonstrated not only dedication

and pride on the court, but strong character

and compassion off the court as well. Despite

a great effort the team ended up one game shy

of the state tournament with a record of 9-11.

The team worked hard during practice and in

games, but they fell on the short end of a few

hard fought battles. Although the girls played

against many worthy opponents on the court,

the toughest situation they facedwas the tragic

death of their teammate Breda McCarron.

With the guidance of the coaches, Christine

Barrett, Nancy Laitinen, and Karen Marnell,

and the leadership of the seniors, all three

teams came together to grieve their sudden
loss and carry on to complete their seasons.

The varsity team this year consisted of eight

seniors: Captain Jacqui Niosi, Captain Chris-

tina Keenan, Kelly Sullivan, Andrea Verlicco,

Kathryn Noble, Jessica Pettinelli, Meaghan
Connolly, and liana Saxe; juniors Meghan
Donoghue and Christina Roosa; and sopho-

mores Stephanie Fiandaca, Diane Gilbody,

and Jen Gropp. The team this year had two
league all-stars in Jacqui Niosi and Christina

Keenan, while Kathryn Noble received the

league sportsmanship award. The varsity,

junior varsity, and freshman team members
would like to thank all those people who
helped them during this emotional season.

Special thanks go to Christine Barrett, Nancy
Laitinen, and Karen Marnell. Your knowl-

edge and dedication has not only helped us to

learn more about volleyball, but about life as

well.

v£9M

The team huddles up before every game.
W -4k J

The seniors before their last match for QHS.

Sports

Its been a long season! Coaches Christine Barrett

Nancy Laitinen, and Karen Marnell.

The team gets pumped up before their game.
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Sportmanship winner Kathryn Noble

THE 2000 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL TEAM
Front Row: Christina Roosa, Captains Christina Keenan and Jacqui Niosi, and Jen Gropp.

Second Row: Stephanie Fiandaca, Kelly Sullivan, Meaghan Connolly, Andrea Verlicco, and Diane Gilbody.

Back Row: Coach Christine Barrett, liana Saxe, Meghan Donoghue, Jessica Pettinelli, and Kathryn Noble.

The girls cheer each other on before the game.

Coach Christine Barrett with captains and league all-stars Christina Keenan

#7 and Jacqui Niosi #20.
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THE 2000-2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL BOYS' BASKETBALL TEAM
Front Row: Adam Jurewicz, DaveCintrella, Mark Robertson, John Lupo. Back Row: Craig Keenan, Shawn
Munchbach, Kevin O'Connell, Adam Vecchione, Mike Quigley, Mike Lorenzano, Matt Ramponi.

Mark Robertson drives into the

lane.

Doke looks to pass.

[ 140 Sports

Dave Centrella gets ready to

take a free throw.
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Tri-Captain Dave Centrella Tri-Captain Mark Robertson

Adam Jurewicz wins another tipoff

.

Let's go, Presidents!

This year's QHS Boy's Varsity

Basketball team was fairly

young with only four seniors,

two juniors and a cluster of sopho-

mores. Headed byJohn Franceschini,

by midseason the boys had a record

of six wins, including the victory over

North Quincy, winning the title of

City Champs. Led by tri-captains

Adam Jurewicz, Dave Centrella, and

MarkRobertson, the team foughthard
into overtime to pull off their trium-

phant win. John Lupo, who played

his first year on varsity contributed

to the team with countless efforts

throughout the season. Dave
Centrella played a greatgame against

North. "He was absolutely incred-

ible," says Coach Franceschini, "up

and down, he never came out of the

game." The coach also states that

along with Centrella,Mark Robertson
will be named League All Star for

showing continuous leadership.

Adam Jurewicz was a big man with a

big heart and put his all into every

game. Coach Franceschini is sorry to

lose "four great kids," but is looking

forward to next season as the team

matures.

Tri-Captain Adam Jurewicz
Senior John Lupo

An intense team huddle
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Girls' Basketball
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Kerry lines up her foul shot.

THE 2000 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS' BASKETBALL TEAM
Front row: Bonnie Hirtle, Chrissy Niosi, Christina Keenan, Jessica Chiavaroli & Pam Sullivan. Back row: Kathryn

Noble, Kristin Philips, Andrea Pelletier, Kerry Eaton, Andrea Verlicco, Meaghan Connolly & Coach Bob Noble.

[ 142 Sports

Christina shoots in traffic,

while Kerry boxes out for

the rebound.
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Andrea Verlicco looking for

help.

Andrea Pelletier takes the ball to the

hoop.

Good luck, Christina!

Another rough season for the Lady Presidents

Ti1

i

he girls' 2000-2001 basketball team
has had a rough season, but they

never let down. Starters included

seniors Christina Keenan, Kerry Eaton,

i and Pam Sullivan, junior Chrissy Niosi,

i and freshman Bonnie Hirtle. Coming off

the bench were guards Meaghan
Connolly, Jessica Chiavaroli, and An-
drea Verlicco and forwards Andrea
Pelletier, Kristin Phillips, and Kathryn

Noble. The girls were coached by Bob
Noble who was assisted by Jeff Bretsch

and Maureen Shea.

All the games were hard fought battles

and Christina Keenan has the bruises to

prove it, but the team somehow ended
up on the short end of the battles. They
played hard and gave their all through-

out the season. Kerry Eaton and Chris-

tina Keenan could always be counted on
for a solid effort in the front court, while

Bonnie Hirtle was dangerous once she

started shooting. Pam Sullivan and
Chrissy Niosi worked well togetherboth

ways in the back court. Meaghan
Connolly and Andrea Verlicco always

put forth their best effort. Andrea
Pelletier and Kathryn Noble played with
hustle and enthusiasm, while Jessica

Chiavaroli and Kristin Philips were al-

ways ready to play. Despite their record,

which doesn't always reflect the time

and sweat put into practice, the girls

managed to have fun and maintain posi-

tive attitudes. Although this seasonwas
difficult, there is hope for next year with

the experience of Chrissy Niosi and
Bonnie Hirtle. Good luck to all the gradu-

ating seniors.

Bonnie Hirtle takes a jump shot Jessica looks to pass.

The team huddles up before the game.
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Boys' Hockey

Comebacks and last minute victories

his past season has been exciting, full of come-

backs and last minute victories, including a

stunning victory at Falmouth. Falmouth is

always the toughest team to beat in their own
house.

Coming on strong for our team were

seniors Chris Lumaghini, Joe Callahan and

Brian Neenan. A group of talented under-

classmen helped the seniors make a run for

the tourney.

For the fourth year in a row, the

teammade it to the tourney. Joe and Chris

were with the team in their freshman year

when the team made it all the way to the Fleet

Center. Overall, Brain, Chris, and Joe think

this was the best year of all four.

The seniors will miss Coach Syl's an-

ecdotes. He's a tough man to play for, but his

heart is always with the team.

Chris, Joe, and Brian thank all the

coaches, fans, and parents who helped make
them the players they were.
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Senior Keith Walsh waits for the pass. Seniors: Chris Lumaghini, Keith Walsh, Brian Neenan, Joe Callahan
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Senior Brian Neenan fires off a shot. Joe Callahan and teammates show unity after the game.



Shaun Flaherty warms up in practice

THE 2000-2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL BOYS' HOCKEY TEAM
Front Row: Bill McKeon, Joe Callahan, Shaun Flaherty, Tom Shruhan, Chris Lumaghini, Brian Neenan, Brian

Scott. Second Row: Asst. Coach Walsh, Asst. Coach Furey, Craig Cooper, Andy Ross, David Germain, Joshua

Giodani, Dan Durocher, Liam Powers, John Cheveliar, Matt LaCorte, Matt Conso, Shawn Richardson, Jeff

Hynes, Head Coach Bob Sylvia.

Senior Chris Lumaghin fights for position while Matt Germain looks on.

«am

\

Senior Chris Lumaghini battles for the puck.

Senior Joe Callahan looks for a break.
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Winter Track

Hard work and consistency
he boys' and girls' track team battled through-

blistering cold winter days. They competed

against teams that outnumbered them by fifty

kids, but somehow the team managed to over-

come these adverse conditions and finish the

year with pride andgood memories. The team

always had encouragament and congratulations

to offer each other. No matter what happened
throughout the season everyone stood by one

another as a team. The boys' team was led by
David Boncek, Daniel Clark and John Mendez.

The girls' team was lead by the Kabongo sisters

along with Alycia Weiner, Kristin Nelson and

Jen Gordon. With a little hard work and dedica-

tion next year's team will develop into a com-

petitive program. The QuincyHigh School Track
team would like to wish all the seniors the very

best of luck in the future.

Do I really have to run?

THE 2000-2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL WINTER TRACK TEAM
Front row: Jen Gordon, Sabrina Squatrito, Annie Keith. Middle Row: Nguelia Kabongo, Kristen Nelson, Musau Kabongo,

Alycia Weiner. Back Row: Coach Franceschini, John Mendez, Dan Clarke, David Boncek, Annand Jaggernath, Coach King.

C
John Mendez is calm before the storm Annie Keith with a good jump!
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Wrestling

Men at work
he Quincy High School wrestling team

finished this year's season with a bang by

placing seventh out of nineteen teams in

this year's sectional tournament. There

were many individual victories at the

tournament including team captain Joe

Hern and junior Scott Kelley, both with

first place,junior Mike Murphy with third

place, and senior Rory Lydonwho placed

second and would later win the state

championship. Also scoring points for

the team were captains John Alves and

Dan Dorsey who had great seasons along

withOCL all star Bill Murphy, BenDutton,

Bao Truong, Yen Truong, Greg Johnson,

andDanColeman. CoachingQuincywere

head coach Lou Venturelli and assistant

coach Michael Gendron.

This year's youthful wrestling

team showed that it will be a force to be

feared in its years to come, with wrestlers

like Mike Deery, Dan Coleman, Greg

Johnson, Ben Dutton and many others.

This year's team gained a lot of experi-

ence and skill, but more importantly, had
fun doing it.

Scott Kelly shows his standing cradle. Senior Bil Murphy faces off against his opponent.

, 'j*.

The wrestling team watches the match closely. Mike Murphy is fired up for his match.

Sports



THE 2000-2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL WRESTLING TEAM
Front row: Assistant Coach Michael Gendron, Mike Murphy, Bill Murphy,Greg Johnson, Bao Truong, Yen Trong, Head Coach
Lou Venturelli. Second row: Ben Dutton, Shannon Maclsaac, Scott Kelley, Captains Joe Hern, Dan Dorsey, and John Alves,

Dan Coleman, Mike Deery. Missingfrom photo: James VanStavern, Rory Lydon, Steve Hawko, Lydion Proto, and John Ryan.

Rory Lydon defends his undefeated record. Joe Hern pins his opponent.
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John Alves shows his stance. Dan Dorsey keeps control of his opponent.
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Varsity and
Junior Varsity

Cheerleading

THE 2000-2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY CHEERLEADING TEAM Krissy Kelley, Meghan Oldham,

Front row: Kristen Grady, Alaina Conso, Amy Ricard, Kristy Stephanelli, Jen Russo. Second row: Megan Davis, Michelle Sheehan and Jen Russo

Lauren Kruger, Julie Ryan, Melissa Lumaghini, Jen Hall. Last row: Meghann Dennehey, Lisa Turouski, Courtney make a pyramid tor the camera.

Swimm (captain), Deshauna Johnson, Meghan Oldham, Jenn Wallace (captain), Michelle Sheehan, Chrissy

Kelle

tiiiitfciTtt"*
The cheerleaders show their balance techniques.
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Captain Melissa Lumaghini blows a kiss to the crowd and
prepares to fall during the half time show on turkey day.



Let's go, Quincy!

The Girls' 2000-2001

Cheerleading Squad consisted

of freshmen, sophmores, and
juniors. These girls cheered

for our senior girls' sports as

well as boys'. They cheer not

just for the football team but

for the soccer teams, hockey

team and the basketball teams.

The Squad, headed by Donna
Sullivan, is both creative and
athletic. The girls are very

dedicated to the sport as well

as the school. They put in a lot

of time and effort practacing

year round. They show their

spirit and pride at our rallies

by putting on great shows for

the whole school. The QHS
Cheerleaders are the heart of

school spirit. They keep the

fans entertained during the big

games, never losing their en-

thusiasm. They keep the

crowd alive!

Kristy poses for the number one team.

Lauren throws her arms up in the air.
THE 2000-2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL JUNIOR VARSITY CHEERLEADING SQUAD

Front row: Nora Dibona, Julie Valentini (captain), Jill Sullivan. Second row: Nancy Bedore, Erica Morton,

Kristen McCall (captain) Sara Gordon, and Brooke Cuddy.

The JV cheerleaders hold Erica up for

the camera man.

The QHS cheerleaders pump up the school at the Turkey Day rally.

Krissi Kelley awaits her two fellow

cheeleaders to hop up on her

hands.
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maximum memories
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We all miss our Quincy High friends.
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Friends at a Broad Meadows cast party.

These friends have come a long way since ninth grade.

Reachingfor the max!

You've Got a Friend
Carole King/James Taylor

When you're down and troubled

and you need a helping hand
and nothing, whoa nothing is go-

ing right,

Close your eyes and think of me
and soon I will be there

to brighten up even your darkest

nights.

You just call out my name,
and you know where ever I am
I'll come running, oh yeah baby,

to see you again.

Winter, spring, summer, or fall,

all you have to do is call

and I'll be there, yeah, yeah, yeah,

You've got a frined.

If the sky above you
should turn dark and full of clouds

and that old north wind shoulld

begin to blow
Keep your head together and call

my name out loud

and soon I will be knocking upon
your door.

You just call outmy name and you
know where ever I am
I'll come running to see you again.

Winter, spring, summer or fall

all you got to do is call

and I'll be there, yeah, yeah, yeah.

Hey, ain't it good to know that

you're got a friend?

People can be so cold.

They'll hurt you and desert you.

Well, they'll take your soul if you
let them.

Oh yeah, but don't you let them.

You just call out my name and you
know where ever I am
I'll come running to see you again.

Oh, babe, don't you know that,

Winter spring summer or fall,

Hey now, all you've got to do is

call.

Lord, I'll be there, yes I will.

You've got a friend.

You've got a friend.

Ain't it good to know you've got a

friend.

Ain't it good to know you've got a

friend.

You've got a friend.

Sponsors
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Dear Andrea,

You have made us so proud. Always

follow your heart. We love you very

much.

Love,

Dad, Mom, Amanda and Jonathan

Pelletier

Dear Kristin,

Congratulations! We're very proud

of you and all your accomplish-

ments. Best of luck to you in the

future.

All our love,

Mom, Dad, Katelyn and John

Keeley

Dear Dan,

We love you and wish you well all your

life. We are very proud ofwhat you have

done with your life.

Love,

Mom and Dad Dorsey

Dear Mike,

We love you so much, Mike, and we're

always so proud of you! You've grown up

into such a fine young man. You are

gifted in so many ways! Your compassion

for others and your love of life ensure a

happy and successful future.

All our love,

Mum, Dad, Amy, Julie, Shaun, Willy

and Sammy Gibbons

Dear Christopher,

It's been you and me all these years.

People would say the odds were stacked

...
"

<*m ^^ against you but look how far you've come.

— * You've made me such a proud mother.

'^Mms*^^ Congratulations!

Hi

Sp* 1 Mom Rumbaua

Congratulations Ashley-Pooh!

PoohKins,

We are all very proud of your accomplish-

ments. Keep working hard at all you do

and the future will be what you want it to

be.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Didier and Jordan Alther

Dear Sheila,

Congratulations! We are so proud of

you. Keep up the good work. Come

what may we are always there for

you. God bless you always!

Mom, Dad, Jeper and Isabel

Fernandez

Dear Pam,

Thanks for being such a good kid. I

love you.

Love,

Mom Sullivan

Dear Daniel,

Congratulations on your graduation.

We are proud of how far you have

come. Stay focused on your goals

and you will meet them.

With love,

Mom, Bill and Evelyn Mclnnes

Dear Kerri,

Can't believe your school days are over.

We are so proud of you, much luck in

whatever you choose to do. Always be

as happy and beautiful as you are

today.

Mom, Dad, and Kristi Coyne

[ 156 Sponsors



Dear Joe,

Good luck in the future. We love you

and you are the finest son any parent

could ever ask for.

Love,

Mom and Dad Duffy
#

Dear Kerry,

It's been so much fun watching you

grow up, wish it would never end. We

love you and are so very proud of you.

You are truly "our angel among us."

Love,

Mom and Dad Eaton

Dear Joe,

May the smile never fade from your

face. You've grown into such a fine

young man. You are the kind, caring

and giving soul - we are all so very

proud of you. Best wishes in all you

endeavor to do.

Love Always,

Mom, Dad, and Caitlin Callahan

Dear Keith,

We wish you health, wealth, and happi-

ness on the road to your future. We love

you very much and are so proud of you.

Good luck to you and all your class-

mates.

Love you,

Mom and Dad Walsh

Dear Chris,

We are all so proud of you. Congratula-

tions and best wishes for a successful

future. We love you,

Mom and Dad Lumaghini

Dear Johnny,

We love you! You make us all very proud.

Dad says if you don't hurry up and move

out, he will. Good luck and have fun in

college.

Love,

Mom, Dad and Christina Lupo

Dear Kerrin,

We are very proud of you! Correction

does much, butencouragment does more

- aim for the stars. The world is waiting

for " griffitti!"

We love you,

Megan, Dad and Mum Griffin

Dearjacki,

You've done a wonderful job and we are

very proud of you. Good luck in the

future.

Mom and Dad Stevens

Dear Maldi,

Our love and care foryou has never stopped

not even for a second through all the

happy and difficult moments passed to-

gether. We wish you luck and happiness

and hope that your dream to become a

good musician will come true.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Natasha, and Skitter Kellici

Dear Curt,

Congratulations on your graduation and

choice of career. We always knew you'd

be into cooking. The future is yours,

don't let anyone or thing take it away

from you.

Mom and Dad Kemenes
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Dear Pete,

We have been proud of you and all of your accom-

plishments all your life. We couldn't be more proud

as you graduate from high school. Reach for the

stars, Pete. We know you're capable of anything.

We'll always remember our baby boy (pork-chop),

mesmerized by the fish tank, the best colorer in

kindergarten, the best lego builder, and our star

athlete. You'll never know how proud Dad and I

were to watch you play.

Love,

Mom and Dad Turowski

DearJohn,

It's been a hard four years for you - a dislo-

cated shoulder, a broken elbow and meningi-

tis -but you made it and we're very peoud of

you! We love you!

Mom and Dad Galligan

Dear Nene Leia,

You're adaughtereveryparent is proud to

have. God bless you and all your friends

and classmates. Congratulations!

Love,

Nanay, Tatay, Greia and Greg Amarra

Dear Stephanie,

Seventeen years have quickly passed and our

Angel is now graduating high school. We are

all very proud of you and love you very much.

Continue being the Angel that you are andyou

will always succeed. Good luck to you and

Jackie and the class of 2001.

Love ya lots,

Mom and Dad Hutchins

Dear Kate,

As the year comes to an end, it's so hard to

comprehend. Remember to leave with

memories to last, for theses are the days all

from the past. Keep up your spirit and

determination as you strive to achieve. The

next 4 years will go faster than you believe.

Where ever you go, we will always be here.

All our love,

Mom, Dad, Laura and Bobby McEvoy

Dear liana,

Take the #%@! off the walls, paint the

ceiling and bulldoze the floor - you're out

of here! We're proud of your accomplish-

ments, drive and focus. You'll be a great

teacher. Remember - IT'S ALL ABOUT

THEM!

We Love You,

Greshon and Beth Saxe

Dear Fallon,

Thru the years I 've taught you how to fly.

Now it's time to go out and fly on your

own with all that you've been taught. I

know you'll fly in the right direction.

Love,

Mom and the Healy Family

Dearjacqui,

We are very proud of YOU and all your

accomplishments. Always follow your

dreams.

Love you always,

Mom, Dad, Chrissy and Donna Joan

Niosi

n¥%4

Dear Jonathan,

Congratulations on winning the "2001 QHS

Football Pride Award."

The Pride Award is an awesome accomplish-

ment and reflection of you. We are so proud.

Love,

Mom, Dad & Robbie Page

Sponsors
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QUINCY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

ADULT & CONTINUING EDUCATION

"Teaching Success"

itii&fa

OPEN TO YOU!
107 WoodwardAvenue

Quincy, Massachusetts 02169

(617)984-8888
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Wollaston Chapel
576 Hancock St.

Quincy, MA 02170

Deware Funeral Home
Serving All Faiths and Nationalities

Hanncl Chapel
86 Copeiand St.

WcstQuincy, MA02I69

Tel: (617) 472-1137

D. Scott Deware
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HUB CAP HEAVEN, INC.
220 West Central St.

Rt. 135Natick

PHONE 508-655-2123
Fax 508-655-3644

Derek Doyle

Beeper 508-426-6483

Ian Doyle

Beeper 508-426-6481
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Best Wishes

to the

Class of2001

Dr. Allan Yacubian
580 Hancock Street
Wolloston, Massachusetts
02170
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South Shore
Buick
Since 1903

• SERVICE
• LEASING

E'S #1 BUICKntAi CDCUID

www.ssbuick.com
50 Adams St., Quincy

Rt. 128 to Furnace Brook

Pkwy. for 1 mile, right onto

Adams St. - 1 mile
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We're rivals on the field, but off the field,

we're friends.

Good luck, Mr. Presidents!
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Congratulations
to the

Class of2001

Flavin & Flavin

Real Estate

and
Insurance Agency

1085 Hancock Street

(617)4791000

[ 170 Sponsors
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Congratulations
to the

Class of2001
from

The Quincy
Education
Association

590 Hancock Street

Quincy, MA 021 71
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JEWELERS
'Where An Estate Diamond BecomesA New Classic, Everyday.'

VINTAGE ROLEX WATCHES - UNUSUAL GEMS

LEON H. BLUMBERG
STEPHEN M. BLUMBERG
SCOTT E. LECHTER

1415 HANCOCK STREET
CORNER OF GRANITE

QUINCY, MA 02169

TEL: (617) 471-4824

FAX: (617) 479-0070

Up-
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Congratulations
to the

Class of2001

MayorJames Sheets
and Family
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ixC&Ch Gloria Estefan

Some dreams live on in timeforever

Those dreams, you want with allyour heart

And I'll do whatever it takes

Follow through with thepromise I made

Put it all on the line

What I hopedfor at last would be mine

IfI could reach, higher

fustfor one moment touch the sky

From that one moment in my life

I'm gonna be stronger

Know that I've tried my very best

I'dput my spirit to the test

IfI could reach

Some days are meant to be remembered

Those days we rise above the stars

So I'llgo the distance this time

Seeing more the higher I climb

That the more I believe

All the more that this dream will be mine

IfI could reach, higher

fustfor one moment in my life

From that one moment in my life

I'm gonna be stronger

Know that I've tried my very best

I'dput my spirit to the test

IfI could reach

IfI could reach, higher

fustfor one moment touch the sky

I'm gonna be stronger

From that one moment in my life

I'm gonna be so much stronger, yes Iam
Know that I've tried my very best

Fdput my spirit to the test

IfI could reach higher

IfI could, IfI could

IfI could reach

Reach, I'd reach, I'd reach

I'd reach, I'd reach so much higher

Be stronger

And remember to do what Mr. Scanlon is

doing here... reach your max!!

mmm



Quincy High School
Goldenrod 2001

Summer Supplement

My friends, My good or high
school friends.

I still see your faces.

I still hear your voices.

I still remember you.
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Heads in the game

The Lady Presidents Softball

program was the best it has

been in twenty years. With the

new coach, Mike Sedar, and

assistant coach, Steve Pilalas,

the team came on the field with

strong hearts and their heads

in the game. With their minds

set on winning, they finished

500 in the Old Colony League.

The captains, Christina

Keenan, Shannon Paine, and

Michelle Pilalas led the team to

victory. The rest of the team

played their hearts out/espe-

cially Andrea Verlico at third

base and Michelle Ploof at right

field. The whole team gave it

their all and it showed.

Shannon Paine ready to put the tag

on the steal.

Nothing gets by new catcher

Stephanie Roach.

THE 2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL SOFTBALL TEAM
Front row: Christina Roosa, Michelle Ploof, Christina Keenan, Andrea Verlico, Michelle Pilalas, and Kaitlin Markem,
flanked by Coaches Steve Pilalas and Mike Sedar. Back row: Rachel Sorenson, Elizabeth Cambell, Shannon Paine,

Stacy Andrew, Jennifer Gropp, Diane Gilbody.

[

Stephanie Roach swings for a low strike at the knees

Freshman Rachel Sorenson herself for varsity pitching



Baseball

Brad DiMartino with the home run swing.

A promising future

The Quincy High Schoolbase-
ball team had many tough

games this year. They put

their all into each game and
that is all that matters. Se-

niors Joe Duffy, Pete

Turowski, Mark Robertson,

Joe Callahan, Joe Thorley,

Matt Mc Dowell, Dave
Centrella, Brad DiMartino,

and John Lupo led the team
to a few wins this year, with

much of the team underclass-

men, Quincy High School

basball looks to a fine future.

Joe Duffy and Coach Drake talk

Etching strategies with John Lupo.

THE 2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL BASEBALL TEAM
Front Roiv: Matt Spencer, John Donovan, Dave Centrella, John Lupo, Dave Germain, Coach Dracchio. Back Row: Matt

Mcdowell, Joe Callahan, Joe Duffy, Pete Turowski, Mark Robertson, Joe Thorley, Brad DiMartino.

Joe Thorley holds the runner on
second.

Mark Robertson steals second base.

Dave Centrella waits for the pitch. Sports 179 ]
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Perfect practice

makes perfect

The Boys' Tennis team had an

outstanding season. A state

tournament birthprovided the

rewards for intense practices

and hard work. Jawait "Joe"

Anextaxasap was new to the

team and provided consistent

wins at number one. Karan

Patel improved his play im-

mensely this year at second

singles. MarcellusDowner will

be missed ashe developed con-

sistency as the season pro-

gressed. Most importantly this

team provided a foundation

for future successes for tennis

at Quincy High School.

Karan shows his power.

Boys' Tennis

Co-Captain Matt Conso goes for a

tough shot.

THE 2000-2001 QUINCY high school boys tennis team
Back Row: Coach Peter Swanson, Erman Sinan, Mark Darois, Mike Doyle, Jirawat Anextaxasap (Joe), Shaun Guidici,

Andrew Ross, Marcellus Downer, David Sanches, Coach Jeff Hines. Front Row: Co-Captain Matthew Conso, Co-

Captain Karan Patel.

Karan, Coach Swanson, Coach Hines, and Marcellus Downer.

[ 180 Sports
Mark returns a serve.
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Building a winning tradition

Girls' Tennis
Tournament team again?!?

Yes, it's true. Quincy High's

finest made the tournament

once again - this time with a

record of 13-6. The team had
stupendous wins over
Brockton, Silver Lake and even
our cross town rivals the North
Quincy Red Raiders.

This year's captains were Leia

THE 2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL WOMEN'S TENNIS TEAM
Front row. Josely Ortiz, Co-captains liana Saxe and Leia Amarra. Back row. Coach Creedon, Coach Head, Lorena

Asllanaj, Bridget Reaney, Greia Amarra, Alison Hunt, Iryna Neskaromna, Pricilla Chan, Alycia Weiner, Michelle Xian,

Courtney Rand and Coach Swanson.

nttttrflP

Amarra and liana Saxe. These

two seniors led the team with

enthusiasm and energy. Jun-

ior Lorena Asllanaj played first

singles and was the team's sac-

rificial lamb, playing USTA
ranked players in the league.

Freshman Iryna Neskaromna,
the next Anna Kournikova,

played second singles. Junior

Greia Amarra played third

singles. These players played

well throughout the whole sea-

son.

The doubles teams had great

records also. Leia Amarra and
liana Saxe earned an outstand-

ing record of 14-5 (the best

record on the team) and beat

out Falmouth. Senior Josely

Ortiz and sophomore Courtney
Rand also played well at sec-

ond doubles playing many
three setgames which included
several tie-breakers.

This year's team played well

thanks to all of the wonderful

coaches. Mr. Hines was there

with the team as the boy's cap-

tain and as our "conditioning

coach" making us do thou-

sands of crunches, laps, and
"movement" exercises. Ms.

Head was the girls' coach mak-
ing sure that everyone was
mentally and physically ready

to play. New to the team was
Ms. Creedon who was a great

asset. She helped out and came
to many of the games. And
then there was Mr. Swanson
who made sure the team ran

sprints and who expected the

most unreasonable things from

the team.

The teammade the tournament

because the girls have the boys'

team playing with them and

because the boys have Joe

(Jirawat Anextaxasap) - the

team's "gift from God" as

Coach Swanson says. Al-

though the team lost to Notre

Dame in the first round of the

tournament, it was still one of

the best seasons ever.

m

Tennis Angels (well, sort of) liana Saxe, Josely Ortiz and Leia Amarra. Alison Hunt and Priscilla Chan
anxiously awaiting the score of

the matches.

Sports 181 ]



Setting new

records

The 2001 Boys' Track and Field

Team had an excellent season.

This year's team was led by
senior Jon Page. Jon ran the

400 meters and long jumped
over seventeen feet. Sopho-

more Washington Morisset

was this year's most valuable

player. Washington set a new
Quincy High School record in

the highjump, clearing six feet,

nine inches. Tim Gleason,

David Boncek and Chris

Dunlea were also a big part of

this year's success. Overall,

the boys team had a great year

and the future for the program
looks to be very bright.

The Girls' Track and Field

Team may not have been as

successful record-wise as the

boys, but they had a fun sea-

son. The team only had three

seniors. Kristin Philips com-

peted in the highjump and the

100 meter. Kathryn Noble

threw the shotput and the dis-

cus, while Andrea Pelletier

usually ran the mile. This sea-

son sophomore Stephanie

Fiandacca qualified for states

in the javelin. The team had
several freshman participating

as well, which means the fu-

ture can only be brighter.

Track and Field
l Vy rv,MM.»,.»fyM

Katherine throws the shotput.
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THE 2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL TRACK AND FIELD TEAM
Front row: Bonnie Hirtle, Sabrina Squatrito, Andrea Pelletier, , Lauren Neenan, Dominique Groleau, BrittneyTobin, JenniferGordon, Katie

Kisielius, Ngolela Kabongo, KathrynNoble, Stephanie Fiandaca, andCoach Francesini . Back row: Coach Francesini,CoachKing, Timthy

Gleason, ChrisJacques,Mohmmed Najem, Kevin Hanlen,brendan Crowley, brian Collins, Jeff, Chris Dykens,JohnPage, Bill Cosgrove, David

Boncek,Jean Morriset, Steve Ekunseitan,Mike Merlis, Mike Quigley,MohammedJawad, JJ Niamkey, Ben Dutton,and Coach Papile

.
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[ Washington Morisset doing what he does best.



Volleyball

Senior varsity players

THE 2001 QUINCY HIGH SCHOOL BOYS' VOLLEYBALL TEAM
Front row: Gedeon Endeshaw, Shawn Richardson, Erald Sedjini, Bao Truong, Dan Durocher, Andrew Smith.

Back row: Dennis Wong, Peter Lucier, Gary Fan, Dan Walker, Cedric King, Coach Joy Phillips. Missingfrom photo:

Matt Lavery, Coach Christine Barrett.

Season of the his-

toric win

The 2001 Boys' Volleyball team
showed great promise this year.

After a mediocre season lastyear

the team failed to make the

tournament for the first time in

six years. This year the team got

back to its winning way. The
seasonwas helped dramatically

with a fourgamewinning streak

in the middle of the season. The
team battled with one of the

best teams in the state and took

a game off New Bedford for the

first time in the history ofQuincy
High volleyball. The game
ended in a controversial call but

the momentum carried them to

a fourgamewinning streak. The
team was led by the great hit-

ting of senior middle hitter Dan
Walker and setter Peter Lucier

who led the offense, while the

passing of Cedric King and Den-
nis Wong charged the defense.

GaryFan led the front court with

tremendous blocking. Setters

Andrew Smith and Matt Lavery
gained the necessary experience

to lead our team next spring to

the state tournament. The Presi-

dents will also have freshman

Gedeon Endeshaw and Erald

Sedjiniback agaian, all ofwhom
showed great poise in their first

season at the varsity level.

Dennis Wong and Peter Lucier show great teamwork.

Peter Lucier with another great set. Sports 183 ]



Spring Play

96

You're a Good

Man, Charlie

Brown

What could possibly be a

better show than Grease?

Godspell? Pippen? Charlie

Brown? With those choices the

answer was clearly You're a

Good Man, Charlie Brown. The

Drama Club was looking for a

new challenge, but they'still

wanted to stick to characters

that everyone knows and
loves. Who doesn't know the

stories and adventures of

Charlie Brown, Lucy, Snoopy
Sally, Peppermint Patty, and

the rest of the Peanuts gang?

The plan worked. QHS
packed the house both nights

of the show. This was also a

prime example that the show
must go on, when snow
threatened the success of the

show by pushing it back a

week. The students used that

time to improve the already

amazing set and to work on

the quality of their perfor-

mance. The students proved

this year that musicals are

here to stay. The talent is un-

believable and keeps grow-

ing. The students are dedi-

cated to reaching their max in

performance. Everyone did a

great job but the seniors stole

the show. Characters played

by seniors were Charlie

Brown, Lucy, Snoopy and
Sally. The play's assistant

director was also a senior.

The senior castmembers will

miss drama very much, but

they know there are many
new stars on the rise who will

make drama even better in

the years to come.

[ 184 Events

Junior Andrew Smith works his

magic onstage.



This year's fair featured African music and dancing.
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Food from Vietnam was a big hit.

Lisa Ng entertains the crowd with

a fan show.

Participants in the Cultural Fair fill

the stage for the grand finale.

Far away places

Quincy High is a very

diverse school full of dif-

ferent cultures and eth-

nic groups. During the

Cultural Fair students

from other countries are

able to share their cul-

ture with the rest of the

students at Quincy High,

teaching them many
things about their back-

ground and homelands.

Each culture and counrty

has a table set up with

different foods and arti-

facts from foreign lands.

Students get to visit each

table and bring with

them part of another cul-

ture. This is a great way

for students to learn

about one another,

school with.

During the Cultural

Fair Quincy High also

has a Cultural Show in

which students dress up
in clothes that represent

their culture. They also

perform songs from their

native country as well as

dances and plays. The

cultural show is open to

all students and all cul-

tures. By having these

events, students can

learn about other cul-

tures and share their

own.

3w
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Choral Show

I
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'Makes no difference if it's sweet or hot'' "And all that jazz"

-<@Act 1@>»
Another Op'nin, Another Show...Porter

Scarborough Fair..Arr. Coates

Stray Cat Strut...Arr. Kerr

A Dream Is a Wish Your Heart Makes...Hoffman, Livingstone

Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy....Raye, Prince

Broadway Baby...Sondheim

Don't Get Around Much Anymore...Ellington
Out Here ON My Own...Arr. Lojeski

It Don't Mean a Thing If It Ain't Got That Swing...Ellington

Hernando's Hideaway...Adler, Ross

And All That Jazz.. Arr. Shaw
~<@Act 2 @>~

Les Miserables Medley.. Arr. Lojeski

Charleston Flappers and Razz-A-Ma-Tazz...Eilers

The Party's Over.-.Comden, Green, Styne

I May Never Pass This Way Again.. .Arr. Ringwald

Mr. B puts his heart into this, his last QHS show.

[ 186 Events It don't mean a thing'
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Scholarship Ceremony

Dan Walker and Jacqui Niosi receive the Grossman Award.

Mrs. Barbara Papile presents the

QHS Soccer Booster Scholarship to

Kerrin Griffin and Caitlin Flaherty.

Fallon Healy receives the Duart/

QHS Performing Arts Scholarship.

Mr. Weitzman presents the Sylvia Weitman Memorial Scholarships

to Katie McEvoy, Stephanie Hutchins and Jacqueline Lewis.

Working hard in high school pays off

The annual Quincy

High School Scholarship

Ceremonywas held on Tues-

day, May 29th, 2001 in the

Lloyd Hill Performing Arts

Center. Ninety-four senior

class recipients and their

families attended the event.

The Quincy High School

Scholarship Committee and

fifty community and school

representatives made the

scholarship presentations.

Members of the class of

2001 received more than

$182,500 at the ceremony,

with individual awards
renging from $100 to $6,000.

Also honored at the cer-

emony were nine members
of the junior class who were
presented with book
awards in recognition of

academic and personal ex-

cellence.

Events 187 ]
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A sense of elegance

A perfect night

Best friends forever

The senior prom is the

most highly anticipated

event of the year. For many,

preparation begins months
ahead. Dates are set up,

dresses are purchased,

limos are reserved. School

had been out for a week
before the prom, allowing

plenty of time for last mi-

nute shopping. The guys

rented tuxedoes and
polished their shoes while

the girls got their nails man-
icured, all in preparation for

the big night. A caravan of

limos and trolleys pulledup
in front of the South Shore

Country Club on June 1,

2001 . Security met us at the

door, thenwemade ourway
towards the receiving line.

We shook hands with Su-

perintendent Creedon,
Principal Keuther, Mr. Yez,

Mr. Scanlan and all of their

lovely wives. Also in the

line were Mrs. Hurley and

Ms.MacNeil. We thenmade
our way to another line for

pictures, then finally

meandered towards our

tables. Dinner offered a

feast of pasta salad, chicken

and cake. The dance floor

filled up quickly and the

real partybegan. "Can'tGet

Enough of Your Love"
blared and couples held

each other tightly. The
evening continued with a

mix of dancing and soda

breaks. When the last song

played, tears were shed and
hugswere shared. Wemade
our way out the door and

on to post prom parties,

vowing never to forget our

perfect prom night.

Events 189 ]
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Diplomas await the graduates, as they take their seats.

Brad prepares to get his diploma.

Patrick DelVal makes a notewor-

thy speech, the text of which

appears at right.

What is the essence of high

school? The class of 2001 has attended

Quincy High School for four years,

learning day in, day out. Now we
have knowledge and skills to be ready

for the world. Ids that the essence of

high school? Students get involved in

sports, the performing arts, the vari-

ous clubs. Is that the essence? Many
students help out around the city in

their own way in the selfless act of

community service. Is that the es-

sence? Well, all three are correct. Each
activity is a part, among others, of our

training. These parts come together

to form the real purpose of high

school—the creation of character.

But character is a very loose term.

How can it be defined? Inmy opinion,

character is more than just the simple

rights and wrongs that we hold in our

consciences. Character is finding out

who we are. The psychologist Tho-

mas Szasz, in The Second Sin, explains

character when he writes, "People

often say that this or that person has

not yet found himself. But the self is

not something someone finds.; it is

something someone creates." Here at

Quincy High, I have seen many stu-

dents, as well as myself, create their

own character, shaping themselves

from what they had been. In the aca-

demic and vocational classrooms, in

extracurricular activities, and on the

fields and courts, we have all created

our own characters.

But what do we gain when we
create character? We gain four main
qualities. First character is goals and

skills. Throughout high school we
have developed interests in certain

areas. From our education we have

gained the skills to pursue these inter-

ests. Skills are not just math formulas,

English grammar rules or technical

knowledge. One of the most signifi-

cant skills is the ability to interact

with others, a major component of

fulfilling the goals that we set. From
high school to further training, these

skills are honed as we pursue a career

or higher education, and from them
we create goals and a path for our

futures.

Second, character is morals. Ear-

lier in our lives, our parents defined

for us what is right and wrong. We
accepted their morals even ifwe didn't

always follow them. Now we make
our own judgments. When we go out

in the world, we ask ourselves what
do we think is right or wrong? We
have come to a point where we can

grasp a universal morality, a greater

morality, even ifwe still don't always

follow it. Now we can think not only

about how our actions or the actions

of others affect us as individuals, but

also how they affect the grater com-
munity

Third, character is taste. Creat-

ing our character means developing a

ranking system on a range of things.

We create "tastes" for reading, for

music, for food, for food, for enter-

tainment, for sports, and for people.

From these tastes, everythingwe have
experienced and will experience, we
judge. Thejudgementswemake shape
the face thatwe show to others as well

as the onewe keep to ourselves. These

faces are representations of ourselves.

Our inner face represents the tastes

we have, regardless of what others

think. However, we also develop an
outer face to interact with others. This

outer face is what we call "common
sense"—a way to comply with society

whale remaining true to who we are.

These faces give us a perspective on
the world that is unique.

And finally, character is individu-

ality. In middle school, the group was
everything, and we were judged by
the group with whom we associated.

At Quincy High School we learned to

value our own individuality, and we
joined activities according to our own
interests. These activities further

shaped our individuality, giving us

more refined ideas ofwhom we want
to associate with and whatwe want to

do with our time. We realize now that

there are infinite possibilities for us as

individuals. We have begun to stop

following the crowd.

Now that we have started the

formation of character, the question

remains of what that means for the

future. Our characters are only seed-

lings. They are young, and there are

infinite possibilities in the ways they

can develop. To allow your character

to develop into the characteryou want
means work in many forms: careful

study in college, hard work in a ca-

reer, or service to our country. The
ancient Egyptians believed the devel-

opment of character to be one of the

most important parts of life. In The

Teaching of Merikare, a young Egyp-

tian prince was taught, "Instill a good
love of you into all the world, for a

good character is what is remem-
bered." Stated simply, to develop our

character we must set our goals, find

paths to reach those goals, and choose
the people we want to be with along

the way.

Class of 2001, we each have a

seedling of character. Now let's see

what we make it become. Thank you.

5MR
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Maximum congrats, Class of2001 /

Gold:

Children's Orchard

Citizens Bank

Embellish Salon and Day Spa

Ginger Betty's Bakery

Michael J. D'Amico

Presidential Food Mart

Sea Street Auto Body

Sullivan Tire

Tanline Tan and Travel 786-0093

The Oh So Powerful Junior Class

StuCo

The Senior Class Student Council

Wanna Bagel

192

Silver:

Bernie's General Store

Davis Vision

Embroidery Plus

Gentle Dental

George Yezukevich

Goodhue's

Hair Place One

John's Hairstyling

Mark Ames
Photo Quick

Quirk Imports

Rick's Auto Service

Simply Barbara

Bronze:

suppiement

Computer Technology

Rocks!

Daddy Barrys

Denise Dalton-Martell

Don's Joke Shop

Donald Long

Evelyn Ryan

Gail Murphy
Gennaro's Eatery

Ginny Snell

Helen Flaherty

Java Jo's, Milton

Jean Barnes

John Sullivan

Maureen Berggren

Mr. Bell

Patricia Herbert

Patricia Nichol

Quincy Food Club

Richard Scanlon

South Shore Printing

The Looney Family

Tony's Clam Shop

Woll-Nnt Shop
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Q The Millennium Bridge, a

footbridge across the River Thames

connecting London's St. Paul

Cathedral with the Tate Modern Art

Gallery, opens in June. It is the first

bridge to be built over the Thames

in 100 years.

.^*%<

n Gas prices soar across Europe. Heavy taxation policies in France and

England cause massive protests and transportation blockades. Both

governments eventually promise relief.

M
y

H Former KGB agent Vladimir Putin

is sworn into office as Russia's new

president in May 2000, succeeding

long-time leader Boris Yeltsin.

Despite fears of an authorita

style, Putin's public approval ratings

remain high.

m**K' %.

A Floods in Southeast Asia are

caused by days of pounding rain.

Millions are forced to leave their

homes and more than a thousand

people die in the region's worst

flooding in decades.

A President Clinton travels to

Southeast Asia in November to help

mend relations between the United

States and Vietnam. He is the first

U.S. president to visit Vietnam since

the end of the war in 1975.
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A A cable car carrying skiers

and snowboarders in Austria

catches fire inside a tunnel,

killing more than 150 people

on board. It is the worst Alpine

disaster in the country's history.

FLASH >>>

Q Australian

street artists

called "Strange

Fruit" perform

gravity-defying

feats around

the world. The

performers float

above the audience

on 15-foot

fiberglass poles.

A Yugoslav President Slobodan

Milosevic is ousted from office in

October, ending 13 years of violent

rule. Vojislav Kostunica becomes

Yugoslavia's first democratically

elected president.

President Clinton makes a last-

ditch effort to broker a Middle East

peace deal before his term ends

in January 2001 by drafting a plan for

leaders of both Israel and Palestine

to review. Israeli Prime Minister

Ehud Barak and Palestinian Yasser

Arafat agree to review Clinton's

proposal, but no deal is signed

before month's end.

A Singapore Airlines jumbo jet

crashes during takeoff in Taiwan,

killing 81 of the 179 people on board.

In a blinding rainstorm the pilot uses

the wrong runway and collides with

construction equipment.

D Canada mourns the death of former

Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau, who

served the country for nearly 16 years.

Trudeau, who was 80, is remembered

for his flamboyant style and his

commitment to keeping Canada a

single nation.
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Q In August, the Russian nuclear submarine

Kursk sinks to the bottom of the Barents Sea

after an unexplained explosion. All 118 crew

members are killed.

FLASH >>>

D Two hundred North and South

Koreans separated from family

members since the 1950-1953

Korean war reunite in August. The

four-day visits are a goodwill gesture

by both countries' leaders, who met

for the first time in June.

AIDS reaches epidemic proportions

in southern Africa. Leaders and

citizens throughout the world

conduct a massive educational

campaign on World AIDS Day

December 1 to teach people about

the disease that is killing 6,000

sub-Saharan Africans each day.

Uganda is struck by an occurrence

of the deadly Ebola virus that is

linked to more than 100 deaths.

The outbreak is traced to a Gulu

woman who died in September

and whose body infected other

people during the ritual cleansing

of the dead.
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A In January 2001, a 7.9 magnitude

earthquake devastates Gujarat in

western India. The huge quake

causes an estimated $5.5 billion

in damages and kills more than

20,000 people.

A In August, Somalia elects its first

president in nine years. President

Abdiqasim Salad Hassan promises

to bring peace and economic

recovery to the African nation.

A Former Coca-Cola executive

Vicente Fox, of the National

Action Party, is elected president

of Mexico in July, ending the

Institutional Revolutionary Party's

71-year reign.

A More than 150 world leaders meet

at the U.N. Millennium Summit in

September to discuss war, poverty,

disease and other global problems.

The meeting is the largest gathering

of world leaders in history.

The worst wave of Middle Eastern violence in years erupts between

Israelis and Palestinians, leaving more than 350 dead. A visit by Israeli

opposition leader Ariel Sharon to a Jerusalem holy site on September 28

is claimed to have sparked the fighting.

H In July, an Air France Concorde supersonic jet catches fire and crashes

outside Paris, killing 113 people. The crash is blamed on metal debris which

punctured the tires and damaged the fuel tanks.
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^ The U.S. Senate passes the

Permanent Normal Trade Relations

in September to open up trade

between the United States and China.

The bill is expected to increase U.S.

exports by $13 billion annually.

|

H In the worst forest fire season in 50 years, more than 20,000 firefighters

battle blazes in the western United States. More than 80 major wildfires

burn across 13 states, forcing hundreds of people to leave their homes.

GS Firestone initiates the largest tire

recall in history after dozens of

rollover accidents appear to be

caused by faulty treads. At least 148

deaths in the United States are linked

to the defective tires, although other

problems with sport utility vehicles

also are under investigation.

\

Q Convicted of

monopoly practices

in the software

industry, Microsoft

Corporation is

ordered by a federal

,
district judge in June

to break into two

separate companies.

Company chairman

Bill Gates files for

an appeal.

Millions of Californians go for hours

without power in January 2001 as

utility companies cut off electrical

supply due to low reserves. The

crisis, blamed on aging generating

plants, deregulation, soaring

wholesale prices and debt-ridden

utilities, spurs other states to

begin devising prevention plans.

D The Oklahoma City National

Memorial is unveiled in April 2000.

The memorial is built to honor the 168

people who died in the 1995 bombing

of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building.
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Q On December 4, 2000, the U.S. presidency remains in

limbo as both Florida and New Mexico officials recount

ballots to determine who will win their state's electoral

votes. New Mexico goes to Gore. Ultimately, Bush wins

Florida which gives him a narrow victory.

FLASH >>>

GS In the closest presidential election

in more than 100 years, Republican

George W. Bush of Texas beats

Democrat Al Gore from Tennessee.

The race isn't decided until 36 days

after the popular election, when

Florida's hotly contested % |ft \\1

25 electoral votes are awarded to Bush.

On election night, several TV

networks prematurely declare Al Gore

the winner in Florida, only later to

reverse themselves, twice. The

fiasco confirms many Americans'

distrust of polling and early "calling"

of elections.

In one of his first duties as President-

elect, George W. Bush nominates

Colin Powell to be Secretary of State.

The four-star Army General becomes

the first African-American in history

to serve in this role.
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A Chads, dimpled chads and butterfly

ballots become common terms

during the election as Florida officials

assess voter intent. The confusion

generates national discussion for

uniform methods of voting.

A The U.S. Supreme Court casts

the deciding vote in the nation's

election. The court ends the Gore-

Bush legal battles in Florida by

stopping all recounting, an action

that effectively gives Bush victory.

W if .1 i f

A In a fiery and highly publicized

political battle, Hillary Rodham

Clinton beats Republican Rick Lazio

decisively to become senator from

New York. She is the first first lady

to be elected to public office.

A Missouri Governor Mel Carnahan

is elected to the Senate days after he

dies in a November plane crash. His

widow, Jean Carnahan, agrees to

serve as senator in his place.

Q The Federal Trade Commission charges the film, recording and

video-game industries with marketing violent and adult-rated materials to

teens. The entertainment giants are requested to stop the practice or face

legal intervention.

D In October, the USS Cole is bombed while refueling in Yemen. A number of

terrorist groups are suspected of the blast that kills 17 sailors and injures 39.
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i Walkie-talkies make

a comeback as an

economical alternative

to cell phones. The new

generation talkies come

in wild styles and have

x a range of two or

more miles.

>»

Q In August, a mile-wide patch of open water is spotted at the North Pole,

dramatizing concerns about global warming.

H New photos of fiery streams of gas

that can reach 300,000 miles high may

explain why the sun's atmosphere is

hotter than its surface.
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A In July, Stephen King shakes up

the publishing world by releasing

one of the first online books, The

Plant. More than 150,000 copies

are downloaded the first week at

$1 per chapter.
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A in a Guatemalan jungle,

archeologists uncover remains of an

ancient Mayan palace. Bigger than

two football fields, the palace is one

of the largest ever discovered.

A Internet appliances that provide

surfing and e-mailing capabilities

make their way to homes and schools.

The devices offer less expensive

Internet access to consumers without

home computers.

FLASH >>>

H Personal Digital

Assistants (PDAs)

capable of calendar

scheduling, note taking,

e-mailing, phoning and

Web browsing go

ainstream in 2000.

.Competition among

manufacturers heats

p with Microsoft,

lackBerry, Palm and

ither brands vying

lor shares of the teen

nd business markets.

Paleontologists identify a new

species of dinosaur from fossils

found in northern Italy. The

26-foot-long, meat-eating

Saltriosaur is one of the world's

oldest dinosaurs, dating back 200

million years.

Scientists are forced to rethink the

traditional definitions of a star and

planet when 18 massive planet-like

bodies that don't revolve around

a sun are discovered in the Sigma

Orionis cluster.

A in 2000, more than 200 animal

species join the Iberian Lynx on the

World Conservation Union's List of

Threatened Species. Their addition

brings the world total to 11,046 plants

and animals having threatened status.

Final touches are made to the

International Space Station for its

first residents. American astronaut

Bill Shepherd and two Russian

cosmonauts live on the space station

for four months starting in November.

WBm
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Q Wireless devices that send

real-time personal messages

between users become the latest

communication craze. The "instant

messages" can be typed, written or

spoken, depending on the brand,

and devices cost less than $100.

Q In 2000, both Honda and Toyota launch gas-electric

hybrid cars. Operated by a battery-powered electric motor

and a gas-run engine, the hybrids get up to 70 miles per

gallon on the highway and release minimal emissions.

FLASH >>>

New Internet domain names are

created to lessen the load on the

old .com standard. The new names,

slated for use in mid-2001, include

.info for general use, .biz for

businesses, .name for individuals

and .pro for professionals.

Scientists complete a rough "map"

of the genetic code that makes

a person human. The map will aid

in the detection and prevention of

cancer and other illnesses.

389!mm

CS Amtrak introduces the nation's first high-speed train in

November. The "Acela Express" travels up to 150 miles per

hour and runs between Washington, D.C., New York and Boston

with other routes planned for coming years.
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D New prepaid credit cards and

online credit lines are the latest

high-tech means for parents to

control their teens' spending.

Depending on the account, parents

determine the spending limit or

the online stores where the money

can be spent and receive monthly

statements of purchases made.

A new Web site, Customatix.com, lets users design their own

jsneakers. Starting from scratch or selecting a prefab model, users

can pick everything from the colors and styling to the fabric and

personalized logo at a cost of $80 to $95 a pair.

D MH-18, billed as the first national

lifestyle magazine for guys 13 to

18, hits newsstands in August. The

Men's Health offshoot covers sports,

fitness, school, relationships and

issues teenage boys face growing up.

mw SI
V Techno pants, as functional as last

year's cargoes but with cleaner lines and

nylon fabric, are popular with teens. They

come in a variety of colors and feature

zippered legs and

pockets, toggles and

t- nylon drawstrings.

>.

A American Heritage, among other

publishers, releases new dictionaries,

capturing the language of our

computer-savvy culture. "Dot-com,"

"netiquette" and "cybersurfing" are

among the new entries.

m

A Pleather, a synthetic fabric

that looks like leather, comes

in an array of colors and prints

and is popularized by celebrities

like singer Christina Aguilera.

A \

FLASH >>>

Q The popularity of Apple

Computer's translucent

berry-colored iMac sparks

wave of similarly colored

pll phones, CD players,

ameras, irons and other

household appliances.

For the first time, females

outnumber males in Internet use

in the United States, representing

50.4% of the online population

in 2000. Teenage girls are the

fastest growing user segment.

Designer faceplates become a

popular way to personalize

cell phones. The decorative

attachments come in a variety of

designs and colors to match the

user's mood or outfit.

HI

H Wordstretch bracelets become

a trendy accessory in Hollywood

and around the nation. The

multi-colored elastic bands come

inscribed with "Call me," "Money is

overrated," "Snap out of it" and

other simple messages designed

to spark conversation.
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O Message T-shirts become fashion statements

among teen girls. "Foxy Lady," "Princess" and "Monkey

Around" are just a few of the tongue-in-cheek logos

that appear on the popular shirts. By the end of 2000, an estimated

75% of U.S. universities offer

courses online and more than 5.8

million students have logged on.

With the 2000 unemployment rate

at a low of 4%, college students

working as summer interns

command wages up to $20 an

hour, along with compensation

packages, from high-tech and

Internet companies.

H Teens involved in anti-smoking organizations such as The Truth and

Target Market strike back at Big Tobacco for marketing to youth, by

launching their own in-your-face advertising campaigns targeting cigarette

makers. The print and broadcast ads are sponsored by funds won from

tobacco suit settlements.

D Chrysler rolls out its 1930s retro car, the PT Cruiser, in spring 2000.

The five-door "personal transportation" wagon is a hot seller, beating the

popular Volkswagen New Beetle by two to one in the first month. It also

wins Motor Trend magazine's 2001 Car of the Year.
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Q A new computer video game called

"The Sims," which simulates the life of

a suburban family, develops a fanatical

following with teens. Players create the

characters and guide them through

building a house, furnishing it, finding

a career and running a family in their

pursuit of happiness.

D The Millennium Force, the world's tallest and fastest roller

I
coaster, opens in May 2000 at the Cedar Point amusement park

J

in Sandusky, Ohio. The ride has a 300-foot drop and travels up

to 92 miles per hour.
Maxis/Electronic Arts

D Jim Carrey stirs up trouble in the

town of Whoville in an adaptation of

the Dr. Seuss classic, How the Grinch

Stole Christmas. The Grinch, which

opens in November, is the highest

grossing film of 2000.

: sfiBfiu
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A Meet the Parents, starring Robert

De Niro and Ben Stiller, opens in

October. The movie wins Favorite

Comedy Motion Picture at the

People's Choice Awards, and De Niro

earns a Golden Globe nomination.

igBrother

A In July, CBS launches "Big Brother," A UPN's weekly se

a reality-based show in which 10 Smackdown!" starr

people share living quarters for three wrestler The Rock i

months until all but one are voted most-watched show,

out. Viewers can monitor contestants 7.3 million viewers

24/7 on the show's Web site.

A UPN's weekly series "WWF
Smackdown!" starring professional

wrestler The Rock is the network's

most-watched show in 2000, with

A in December, Cast Away is

released, starring Tom Hanks as a

crash victim stranded on a desert

island for four years. For his nearly

one-man performance Hanks wins

Best Actor at the Golden Globes.

Koji Sasahara/APAfl/ide World Photos

FLASH >>>

H Gamers camp outside

electronics stores to

secure the long-awaited

Sony PlayStation 2, which

goes on sale in October

in limited quantities. The

new version allows users

to listen to CDs and watch

DVD movies in addition to

playing games.

The first big hit in 2001 is Save

the Last Dance, which opens in

January. The teen romance,

starring Julia Stiles and Sean

Patrick Thomas, earns close to

$50 million in its first two weeks.

Pay It Forward, a movie based on

the idea of performing random

acts of kindness, opens in October

starring Haley Joel Osment,

Kevin Spacey and Helen Hunt.

CS Tom Cruise reprises his role as

Ethan Hunt in the action sequel

Mission: Impossible 2. The May

release is summer's biggest box-office

draw and 2000's second-highest

grossing film, earning more than

$215 million.
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D Popular television series prompt the introduction

of board game versions. "Survivor" and "Who Wants

To Be a Millionaire" lead the list of new releases.

FLASH >>>

Q NBC's White House drama "The

West Wing," starring Martin Sheen,

Allison Janney and Richard Schiff,

sets a record for receiving the most

Emmys in a single season with nine

wins, including Outstanding Drama Series.

In November, illusionist David

Blaine is encased in ice for 62

hours in New York's Times Square,

assisted only with air and

water tubes and a catheter. Blaine,

who was seeking notoriety over

national TV, survives the stunt but

requires hospitalization.

Russell Crowe becomes a

household name with the release

of Gladiator. The epic film wins

a Golden Globe Award for Best

Drama as well as an acting nod

for Crowe.

IV. ^

A NBC's "Will & Grace" is one of

television's 10 most watched shows

in 2000. Actors Sean Hayes and

Megan Mullally win Emmys for their

roles as Jack and Karen.

A Scary Movie, the Wayans brothers'

spoof on horror movies, is among

the year's 10 highest grossing films.

The July release earns more than

$157 million and is voted the Teen

Choice Awards Movie of the Summer.

A Fox's "Dark Angel" is voted

Favorite New Television Dramatic

Series at the 2001 People's Choice

Awards. The series, set in the year

2019, explores the life of a genetically

enhanced heroine named Max.

A In July, Wolverine, Cyclops,

Storm and other super-powerful

comic book characters are brought

to life in X-Men. The movie grosses

over $157 million, one of the year's

10 biggest box-office draws.

Q Charlie's Angels, based on the popular 70s TV series, is one of the top

20 box-office draws in 2000. The movie, starring director Drew Barrymore,

Cameron Diaz and Lucy Liu, earns $40 million its opening week in

November and grosses more than $123 million during its run.

CBS Photo Archive

H The year's hottest TV show is CBS's

"Survivor," in which 16 contestants

compete for a million dollars by surviving

on a tropical island for 39 days. More than

51 million viewers tune in for the final episode.

Based on its success, CBS launches a second

"Survivor" series in January 2001 set in the

Australian Outback.

Bl
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Q A new board game called "Hip-

Hop Hall of Fame" capitalizes on

the popularity of the music genre.

Players make their way around

an album-like board by answering

questions about Hip-Hop performers,

songs, culture and history.

D In response to the growing interest in Latin music, CBS airs the

"1st Annual Latin Grammy Awards" in September. The show is the first

primetime network Spanish language telecast on American TV and draws

7.5 million viewers.

Hip-Hop remains one of the year's

dominant sounds, with acts such as

DlVlX, Jay-Z and Ludacris all making

Billboard's Top 40 with new songs

pid selling more than a million

copies of their latest CDs.
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A 'N Sync's No Strings Attached

becomes the top-selling album of

2000 with 10 million units sold. The

lead single "Bye Bye Bye" wins three

MTV awards and receives a Grammy

nomination for Record of the Year.

A Pop star Bjork wins MTV's

Breakthrough Video Award for "All

Is Full of Love." The Icelandic

newcomer is also nominated for a

Golden Globe and a Grammy for

her music in Dancer In the Dark.

A Macy Gray wins MTV's Best New A Lee Ann Womack wins the

Artist in a Video award for her hit Country Music Association's award

single "I Try." Gray is also nominated for Best Single with "I Hope You

for three Grammys. Dance." Womack also receives

several Grammy nominations.
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H New brands

and styles of

portable MPS
players inundate

Fthe market in 2000.

The new-generation

devices store and

|

play digital music

from the Internet

and feature more

playing time than

their predecessors.

Madonna scores a record-setting

12th No. 1 single with the release

of "Music." In December, she

weds director Guy Ritchie in a

Scottish castle.

Irish artist Samantha Mumba
makes the music charts in 2001

with her hit song "Gotta Tell You."

The 17-year-old joins fellow

countrymen U2 and The Corrs

on the American airwaves. H Creed, with lead singer Scott Stapp,

proves to be one of 2000's hottest rock

bands, with their singles "Higher" and

"With Arms Wide Open" hitting the top

5 on Billboard's Hot 100 singles list.

The group wins American Music

Association's Favorite Alternative Artist

and Favorite Pop/Rock Album.

**"*«**
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H Opening week sales records are shattered in 2000 with

benchmarks set for the number of albums sold. Britney

Spears' Oops...l Did it Again, Eminem's The Marshall Mathers'

LP, Limp Bizkit's Chocolate Starfish and the Hot Dog Flavored

Water and Backstreet Boys' Black & Blue all break the

million-unit mark.

FLASH >>>

H Napster loses several court battles with the recording

industry over copyright infringement. The popular online

music sharing service, with over 60 million users, faces

shut-down unless it can create a new business formula

that satisfies the major recording labels.

The Beatles begin 2001 atop the

Billboard album chart with the

album 1. The CD sells more

than 5 million copies over the

holiday season.

Sisqo, a member of the R&B
band Dru Hill, goes solo in 2000.

The singer tops the singles chart

with "Incomplete" and "Thong

Song" and takes home awards

from Billboard and the American

Music Association.

Chip Wass

Ben Vanhouten/AP/Wide World Photos

Rock music dominates the music charts and award shows in 2000.

Groups including matchbox twenty, Vertical Horizon and 3 Doors Down top

both the rock and pop singles charts with their respective singles "Bent,"

"Everything You Want," and "Kryptonite."

Q Baha Men's hit song "Who Let the Dogs Out" reaches anthem status

at sports stadiums across the country. The song also wins a Grammy

nomination for Best Dance Recording.
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American Marion Jones, 24, becomes the first woman to

win five track and field medals in a single Olympic Games

at the 00 Summer Games in Sydney. Jones wins the 100-

and 200 .iter sprints and the 4x400 re&y, and finishes

third in both the 4x100 relay and long jump.

! The New York Yankei s defeat the New York

iMets four games to )ne in the first "Subway

^Series" since 1956. It is the Yankees' third

{straight World Series win and their 26th overall.
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KB Tiger Woods, 24, wins three d gi

four major tournamei" to become the

youngest player to win a areer grand

slam. Woods also break? the eami

record for a single \. • ^/Itliwirmmgs"

of more than $9 million.
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A Bobby Labonte wins the 2000

NASCAR Winston Cup, his first after

eight years on the circuit. Labonte

and his brother Terry, winner of two

previous Winston Cups, are the first

brothers to win titles.

A The Houston Comets beat the

New York Liberty to win the 2000

WNBA championship. The win is

Houston's fourth in a row, and

star Cynthia Cooper is named the

finals MVP.

A in the 2001 Orange Bowl, the

underdog Oklahoma Sooners defeat

the Florida State Seminoles 13-2 to

win the National Championship. It

is Oklahoma's first title in 15 years.

A Australian Karrie Webb is named

the LPGA's Player of the Year for the

second time in a row. Webb wins

seven titles in 2000, including the

U.S. Women's Open in July, and sets

an earnings record of $1 .8 million.

Q Venus Williams dominates women's

tennis. The 20-year-old has a 35-match

winning streak, which includes the titles

at Wimbledon and the U.S. Open as well

as an Olympic gold medal.

FLASI >>>

a win against the University

of Dayton in September, Yale

becomes the first college team

o win 800 football games.

In lanuary 2001 , after a three-year

hiatus, legendary Mario Lemieux I

returns to play for the Pittsburgh

Penguins, the hockey team >

e now part-owns. Lemieux

becomes the first owner/player

in the history of the NHL.

D Cyclist Lance Armstrong wins his

second consecutive Tour de France in

July. Armstrong, a cancer survivor, also

writes his autobiography It's NotAbout

i Bike: My Journey Back to Life.
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Q The Los Angeles Lakers win the NBA
championship, the franchise's first in 12 years.

The Lakers beat the Indiana Pacers in game six of

the finals. Center Shaquille O'Neal is named MVP.

FLASH >>>

the New Jersey

Devils win their second Stanley

Cup in six seasons by defeating

defending champion Dallas Stars

four games to two in the finals.

Scott Stevens wins the Conn

nythe Trophy for postseason MVP.

The racing world is stunned when

NASCAR legend Dale Earnhardt Sr.,

a seven-time Winston Cup champion,

is killed on the last lap of the

Daytona 500 in February 2001.

NASCAR does not retire numbers,

but car owner Richard Childress

jsaid he will never again race

Earnhardt's black No. 3 car.

Xtreme Football debuts in February

2001. The game combines

conventional football rules with

some of the mayhem of professional

wrestling. Eight teams play in the

league's first season.

,'evork Djansezian/AP/Wide World Photos
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A Laura Wilkinson overcomes

three broken toes to win the

women's 10-meter platform diving

competition. Wilkinson is the first

American woman to earn the gold

in this Olympic event since 1964.

A In a huge upset, American

Greco-Roman wrestler Rulon

Gardner defeats Russian legend

Alexander Karelin for the gold in

the super heavyweight class. The

loss is Karelin's first in 13 years.

A American swimmer Misty Hyman

beats out heavily favored Susie

O'Neill of Australia to win the 200-

meter butterfly. Hyman's winning

time of 2:05.88 is an Olympic record.

A American runner Michael Johnson

makes history by winning the 400-

meter run for an unprecedented

second time in a row at the Olympics.

Alvin Harrison, also from the United

States, wins the silver medal.

CS Cathy Freeman carries the Olympic torch at the opening ceremonies

of the 2000 Summer Games in Sydney. Freeman goes on to win the 400-

meter dash, becoming the first Aboriginal Australian to earn an individual

Olympic gold medal.

D The Baltimore Ravens beat the New York Giants 34-7 in Super Bowl

XXXV for their first NFL title. Ray Lewis of Baltimore's highly touted defense

is named MVP of the game.
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Q Paula Prince of Port Richey,

Florida, wins the sixth annual Ugly

Couch Contest, sponsored by a

slipcover manufacturer, with her

vintage 70s entry. Prince and two

other contest finalists appear on

ABC's "Live! With Regis" in October.

H Comedian Dennis Miller debuts as co-announcer on ABC's

"Monday Night Football." Miller's offbeat humor gets a mixed

reaction from fans, and the series earns some of the lowest

ratings in its 31 -year history.
www.surefit.com/1 -888-surefit

Q Fred Rogers, host of the children's

PBS show "Mister Rogers'

Neighborhood," announces he will tie

his tennis shoes for the last time,

when his final new episode airs in

August 2001 . Rogers will continue to

work on Web sites, books and special

museum projects.
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A To observe society and learn

about himself, New Jersey native

Brett Banfe, 18, takes a one-year

vow of silence. He communicates

by e-mail, facial expressions and

business cards.

Q In honor of the late

cartoonist Charles M.

Schulz, 101 fiberglass

Snoopy statues — each in

a theme wardrobe— are

displayed in Schulz's hometown

of St. Paul. Several are

auctioned off in October

to raise money for

aspiring cartoonists.

A Runner Maria Runyan, who is

legally blind, becomes the first U.S.

Paralympian to compete in the

Olympics. Runyan places 8th in the

1 , 500-meter run at the 2000 Summer

Games in Sydney, Australia.

A England celebrates the 100th

birthday of the Queen Mum, mother

of Queen Elizabeth, in August. The

beloved Mum becomes the oldest

living royal in the history of the

British Monarchy.

FLASH >>>

Video gamer Josh Griffith, 17,

starts a business filling in for

other gamers involved in an

online roleplaying game called

"Asheron's Call." Players are

required to put in hours of

game time to keep their online

characters powerful. Busy

executives pay Griffith up to

$40 an hour to play for them.

After a record 3,545 wins and

$81 million in earnings during

her 19-year career, jockey Julie

Krone becomes the first woman

inducted into the National Racing

Hall of Fame.

A in October, Slovenian climber

Davo Karnicar becomes the first

person to ski down Mount Everest.

Karnicar's two-mile descent down

the world's highest mountain

takes five hours.

H Controversial Indiana University

basketball coach Bob Knight is fired in

September after allegedly violating a

University-imposed code of conduct.

During his 29 years at Indiana, Knight

was often criticized for temper

outbursts. His dismissal provokes

student protest demonstrations.

What do you think?
Please give us your feedback on World Beat @ www.jostens.com/yearbook
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